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PREFÃ,CE

The fact that the author was even al_l_owed to do this
study is somewhat of a breakthrough in cooperation between

china and canada. since this development project will have

high economic returns to China even if only some of the

author/s suggestions are irnplemented, then this cooperation

can be said to be successful. Many hours were spent by

canadian and chinese governrnent officiars for preparation of
documents" The preparation of Chinese documents for perrnission

to do this study was made especially difficult because grain

marketing is run by the Ministry of commerce, which does not

seem to communicate easily with agricultural schools.l

The author v/as the first foreign student ever to be

adrnitted into the Department of Agriculturar Economics at
Huazhong (central china) Agricurturar university and j-ndeed

the author knows of no other university in china which has had

a graduate student in Agricultural Economics. Beijing
Agricurtural university, considered the best in the country,

has never had a foreign student in this department. The author

was tord that during the curtural Revorution, agricuttural
economics was the first department to be disrnantled. To the

1 Anyone contemplating attending an agricultural school
for purposes of studying agricultural economics in China
should contact the author (and is welcorne to do so) for
a more detailed explanat,ion of how he got to do this
study.



author's knowledge, research as found in this thesis has never

been conducted before in China" Marketing research is not

conducted at Huazhong Agriculture University and the subject

is not in the curriculum.

The grain and transportation economies are considered

immensely strategic in China and this point was made extremely

clear to the author during his 1-8 month stay. Studying the

grain storage and transportation system is likely one of the

most difficult research undertakings a foreigner can attempt

in China with the exception of nilitary issues. As a result,
some data problems exist, but they do not invalidate the
j-mportant conclusions frorn this research.

VI
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ÃBgTR.ACT

This study attempts to analyze the economics of grain
transportation in china by investigating the Grain Bureau

management system in a former county. The study focuses on the

economics of grain flow management.

The grain flow network rrras prinarily analyzed using a

rinear programming transportation-transshipment moder. This

moder was used to determine the optimal grain fl-ow network for
L987 and 1990 under various alternative assumptions. The cost
of empty truck hauls is made through an analysis of the Grain

Bureau's trucking company.

several conclusions can be drawn from the anaryses of the

various results. The more ì-mportant are:

(1) the quantity of surplus grain that wil1 have to be

transported in l-990 will j-ncrease by 598 over L987 given

current trends in population, demography, grain yields and

cultivated grain area;

(2) the current networking of flows is not an optimar one in
terms of a least cost criterion;
(3) the rescheduling of collections and distributions coul-d

have saved the Grain Bureau, not including costs for ernpty

haurs | 61,2,7-49 * in L987, and would save them 3.2 rnirtion yuan

by the end of l-990, ceteris paribus; the saving for empty

haurs is estimated to be 368 t929 s in L7BT and the cumurative

four year extra cost by 1990, assuming a 592 increase in

xrv



costs, v¡ould be 5 " l- nillion yuan (L.7 mill-ion canadian

Dollars), ceteris paribus;

(4) Pressure can be taken off the railway system, and the

viability of the shashi transfer station can be ensured if a

l-0 km" long road is made available;
(5) the duar rate structure for barge and road shipments is
not biasing flows av/ay from the most economic routes;

The identified savings can be captured through better
pranning of grain transfers as identified in the research.

other impacts of a Less quantifiable nature need to be studied

in greater detail by those who are invorved more directry in
the system.

xv
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CEÀPTER 1

INTRODUCrloht

The rural- or agricutturar sector is nov/ considered by

many to be of prinary importance in the deveropment process.

rt is, most appropriately, the l-eading sector for development.

This fact is especi-arry true in china, since go? of its 1.1

bill-ion inhabit.ants live in a rurar area. Typicalfy, emphasis

in agricurtural development has been given to increasing
production and yields of crops in order to facilitate gains in
producer incomes. while this approach is appropriate in most

underdeveroped countries, the approach is often carried out

without an integrated strategy for marketing (including
assembly, storage, transportation, processing and

distribution) the increased output. This constrains a nationrs
capacity to feed itself and export to others. This is the case

in the People's Republic of china. Record yields and

production in some areas have caused unstorabl-e surpluses

which could not be marketed. The existence of a transportation
probJ-em was evidenced in L9g4 when northern china could

neither move its grain to ports nor consumers. rt is partially
due to this lack of marketing planning that rt_oo mirlion rural
inhabitants still- do not have enough to eat. ''1

1smi1, V. rrChinars Foodr * Scientif ic American Magazine,
December, 1985"
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In October, L987, ât a meeting of the International

.A,ssociation of Agricultural- Economists held in Beijing, senior

Chinese agricultural economists listed marketing and

transportation as key topics of interest in agricultural
developrnent strategies. One of the country's leadíng experts

on agricultural marketing said the following about the surptus

problems in 1983-1984:

rrlt has been effectively proved that the cause

of the problem really lay with the lack of

marketing facilities, with the inability of many

villages to gain access to transportation
facilities, and with the rigid administrative
restrictions placed on marketingT.tl

About agricuÌtural marketing in China, he feels that:
rrThe recent experiences emphasize that improving

marketing facilities and reinforcing marketing

reform are two of the critical problems in China

today. The shortage of adequate institutions and

administrative ability is even more serious than

the shortage of physical infrastructure.'r2

Indeed, the investigation of agricultural marketing

institutions and their administrative ability is long overd.ue.

As evidenced above, bottlenecks in Chinars grain marketing and

tAt, Xi- j i, rrThe Development and fmprovement of
Agricultural Marketing in Chinar¡, Chinars Rural Development
Miracle - Wj-th International Comparisons, John W. Longworth,
Editor, University of Queensland Press, 1999, page 2L.
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transportaÈion system have already begun to stifte
agricultural and economic deveropment. The root of the probrem

is thus one of identifying where and why these bottrenecks

occur, what is the economic irnpact of these bottl-enecks, and

what can be done to elirninate them. The present research deals

with the adninistrative ability of the state Grain Bureau to
transfer grain in a least cost fashion"

The probl-ems of the agriculture industry faced by the

Government of china are numerous. There is a general lack of
knowledge and data concerning the grain marketing system in
china. To the author's knowledge, no research exists at
Huazhonq (CentraI China) Agricultural University (HAU)

concerning the marketing of agriculturar products and no one

is very familiar with the system there.

It is clear that there is a need for developing a more

efficient grain marketing and transportation system in china.

The research presented here is necessary since problens exist
in the storage and transportation of a vastly increased

surprus of grain which exists at some localities in china. An

efficient grain marketing system is one that assures the

movement of surpruses to consumers in a least cost fashion

with a minimum of waste and loss. rt is the authorrs hope that
this research will provide china rvith the means for achieving

the desired result"



STÃTEMENE OF THE PROBLEM

The inability of the marketing system to move grain in a

reast cost fashion has resurted in unnecessary costs. These

costs have increased in importance because nevr (1988) policies
fixed or reduced Grain Bureau budgets and at the same tÍrne

increased the quantity of grain the Grain Bureau must handle.

rt is crear that it is going to be more difficult for the

Grain Bureau to improve its operatíons under these conditions
unress it can reduce its costs. rt is therefore necessary to
examine where these reductions may be possibre. under any

scenario, the existence of unnecessary costs is an economic

inefficiency which can stifle agricurturaÌ and economic

development. This economic probrem exists to a varying extent

in most countries and is examined here by investigating the

grain marketing system of an area equivalent to a chinese

county, caIled Jíngmen City"

The specific research problem is to determíne if the

current strategy for shipping grain, especially in terms of
the networking of grain flows, is resulting in unnecessary

costs to the system. Assuming it is, then the research must

estimate the nagnitude of these additional costs, current]-y

and in the future, to determj-ne the extent of the current and

f oreseeabre problem" Deterrnining the rnagnitudes of the

additionar costs is necessary as the resources availabre to
tackre probrems are linited and therefore problems must be
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prioritized by the perceived net benefit of correcting them.

The urtirnate objective is to determine what can be done to
eliminate these extra costs so that corrective measures can be

taken (e.9. determine which routes should be added or

discontinued in the network), and. thus extra funds made

available to be applied to agricuttural and economic

development projects.

This thesis addresses three issues: (1) estimating

foodgrain surpruses and deficits, (2) transporting surpruses

in a least cost fashion under arternat j-ve scenar j-os, and ( 3 )

system management and marketing policy. The objectives rerated
to each, which follow from the problem statement, are

presented and discussed briefly in the following three

sections.

RESEÃRCH OBJECTIVES

There are three specific research objectives:

l-" To estimate current and future (1990)

surpluses and deficits.
2" To estimate the current and future financial
costs of (i) truck dead-hauIs, (fi) the

inability to use the railway, (iii) mismanaging

grain flows, and (iv) redirected grain flows

due to a dual rate structure.
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3. To analyze policies and institutions which
j-nfluence the management of the grain marketing

and transportation system"

Each objective is discussed below.

SURPTJT's - DEFICIII ESTTMATES

1o manage a grain marketing system planners need. to have

a reasonabry accurate estj-mate of the surpluses and deficits
that are rikery to occur. rn china, planners rely on virrage
level officiars to report, approxirnately twenty times a year,

their estimate of the harvests. This system does not provide

for estimates of future harvests and is costly in terms of the

time spent attending rneetings. Also, peasants are not rerj-able

if an accurate report is not in their interests.3
The objective here is to construct mathematical model-s of

predictive value which can help planners reduce their re]iance
on subjective accounts of production and consumption that are

presently used to predict surpluses and deficits.
The specific objectives are to estimate the increase in

surprus grain in Jingmen, and estimate the increase in
consumption at deficit points (cities) for the year 1990 so

that the predicted surpruses and deficits can be used in the

linear prograrnming moder described in objective 2 berow.

3zweíg, David
Harvard University

Agrarian Radicalisrn In China, t-968-i_981_,
Press , L989.
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TUE TR.A¡TSPORTA,TION PROBLE¡{ ÃND OBJECTTVES

The transportation problem, among others, is
characterized by a high percentage of dead-hauls for trucks,
an overburdened railway systern, the mismanagement of grain

flows, and the existence of a dual tariff policy involving
private and giovernment carriers which coul-d be biasing grain
flows towards inappropriate directions. This study attempts to
determine the magnitude of these problems in terms of a

financial cost criterion.
The first objective here is to determine if there r¡/ere

errors in networking the grain flows and the cost of these

errors, if any. This objective is obtained by measuring the

transportation cost savings that wourd be possibre if the

system v/ere run in a reast cost fashion versus the present

routÍng of grain flows. A measurement is also made for
estimated L990 grain fIows, assuming management does not

change the current network. Together these rnay be cal-red the
current and future costs of grain flow mismanagement.l These

measurements are made by ernploying a single period,

interregional, murti-modar linear progranming transshipment-

transportation moder that analyzes the supply, demand and

transportation network of the foodgrain (wheat and rice)

4The word rrmismanagementrr is used in this thesis without
derogatory intent and is used for ease of explanation onry.
The author realizes that there may be rational decisions wtriðh
exprain why grain flows are not scheduled according to a l-east
cost criterion, and that these decisions would not. therefore,
be considered bad management.
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transportation system in Hubei province generally, and Jj-ngmen

city specifically. Three models, one that model-s the frows

that actually occurred in i,987 and two which optirnize the

network for 1987 and 1990, are compared to determine the cost

savings and the dispatches which shourd be changed. The first
comparison measures the two L987 models against each other.
The second comparison is more complicated. The extra cost in
1-990, assuming the system f lows vrere the same as in j,gg7

except 59å larger (the increase in grain surplus for 1-990), is
estimated by murtiplying ar1 the flows that took place in t-987

which should not occur in 1990 (but assuming they do), by the

shador¡ prices from the 1990 optirnized modeI. These flows are

the activities which occurred in L9g7 but did not enter the

solution basis of the linear progranming rnodel for the optirnal

flow network in l-990. rn other words, it is the extra cost to
the system, in l-990, which wourd result from using the same

dispatches as in L987. The above therefore represents the

running of three variations of the model.

Sub-objectives include running the above linear
prograrnming moder under arternative assumptions so that the

economic impact of a dual tariff policy for road vehicres and

barges can be investigated, and a possible infrastructure
improvement (construction of a road) can be investigated that
wourd divert grain shipments from rail- to water. This

investigation leads to deterrnining the cost of the inability
to use the railway since this cost depend.s on whether this
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road is availabre or not.5 The alternative assumptions which

appty to three separate runs of the linear progranrming model

are: (a) that an additional road is available, (b) that al-r

transfer stations (TSs) use state-set transportation rates,
and (c) that observed rates, not estimated state criterion
rates, are used for some of the routes. The section examining

the impact of an additional road also includes the
determination of the cost of not being abre to use the
railway. Accomplishing these objectives therefore requires the
running of three more variations of the mode1.

The linear programming moder resurts are not directly
used for the analysis of truck dead-haur costs, but courd be

nodified to do so. Time-series daÈa from the Jingnnen Grain

Bureauts transportation company are analyzed and manipulated

in conjunction with data on the rgBT frows to estimate the

L987 cost of dead-hauls.

The rnagnitude of the benefit can be used to compare with
the cost of restructuring the system so as to operate in a

least cost manner, and to guide decision makers j_n deternining
whích probrems should take priority in further ínvestigations.

5There is a discrepancy on whether this road exi-sts in
Jingmen. The author berieves that the sirnple tourist map
shoning the existence of this road is in error and that thecartographically produced map is the correct one.
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MÃRKETING .å,}ÛD TRÃNSPORTÃTIOI{ POTJTCY

Most components of the marketing chain are under the

management umbrella of the government Grain Bureau (cB) and

folIow its pol'cies. rn keeping with the systems approach to
solving problems, a final objective is to analyze other

components, especially policies and institutions which heavily
j-nfruence systern management, for probrem areas and to document

the more significant problems, possible causes, economic

impacts and probrem sol-utions. National as werl as local
policies are considered and include grain payments, the grain

handling responsibility system, and state alrowances for grain

handling and losses.

fn summary, there are three specific research objectives:
1-. To estimate current and future ( t_990)

surpluses and deficits.
2. To estimate the current and future financial
costs of (i) truck dead-hauls, (ii) the

inability to use the railway, (iii) mismanaging

grain flows, and (iv) redirected grain flows

due to a dual rate structure.

3. To analyze policies and institutions which

influence the management of the grain rnarketing

and transportation system.

The accornplishment of these objectives wilr either confirm or

refute the following hypotheses,
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EYPOTSESES

From the above discussion, the following hypotheses are

suggested" Jingmen city is not moving grain in a least cost
fashion. secondry, the magnitude of the benefit of moving

grain in a least cost fashion is large. Thirdly, managernent

and institutional constraints rimit the extent to which the

system can be run in a least cost fashion. The first
hypothesis is tested by comparing the actual rggT corlection
and distribution costs with the optimized network. cl-earry the
second hypothesis is a matter of some judgernent since a r'rarge

benefit," is a relative tern, but since it v/as desired to
j-nvestigate the magnitude of the cost savings which are

possible, some hypothesis about this magnitude must be made.

I{ithout a better available yardstíck, the author has chosen

100r000 s as a rrlarge benefit'¡. The third hypothesis cannot be

quantitativery tested and thus qualitative evidence is
presented to test this hypothesis.

Non-economic constraints to least cost routings (eg.

political) are not deart with in this thesis. The implications
of not dealing with these constraints are perirous. since

politicar considerations may often take precedence over

econornic considerations, implementation of the recommendations

arising from this research may not be possible.
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STTTDY SCOPE

This thesis is a case study of a single region in China

that is equivalent to a county" The thesis analyzes the

economic feasibility of nodifying the management of the grain

rnarketing and transportation system by estimating the cost

savings that are possible if the current pattern of grain

flows is changed. The anarysis is rimited by incomplete data

due to the secretive and strategic nature of the grain system,

and the absence of poritical constraints in the anarysis. rt
can be assumed that politicar considerations often take

priority over economic considerations in the decision making

process in China.

Developing the grain marketing and transportation system

necessarily requires intersectoral planning and coordination
which, in turn, requires knowing the cost of trade-offs and

alternatives. To obtain the required costs and other relevant
data for the system, the following nethodology was used.

The study consists of four major chapters. Chapter 2 is
a rather large section on the methodology of the thesis. The

unusual nature of this research and the data it uses require
detailed explanation. chapter 3 anaryzes time-series data to
determine surplus-deficit estimates for 1990. These estimates

are used in the rinear programming rnodel of chapter 4. chapter

4 utilizes a linear progranming moder to determine the cost of
present and optimar grain flow patterns in Jingmen city and to
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determine the present and future benefits of usj-ng a reast
cost route given various assumptions about the system. chapter

5 contains the discussion of other system management problems

which restrict the smooth operation of the system and possibre

sol-utions to these problems. rn particular, this chapter

analyzes the Jingrmen Transportation company and dears with the

cost and magnitude of empty truck hau1s.

There is no literature review in the thesis since related
studies courd not be found, except for those that relate to
estj-nating population, land area, production, etc. This

lj-terature wourd only relate to chapter 3 of the thesis. The

author has included a bibriography which adequately covers the

area of study.
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CHAPTER 2

METEODOIJOGY

GENER.âT. METEODOTJOGY

Research l,ocation and Etudy Ãrea Cboíce

Wuhan, the capital of Hubei province, is 1ocated in
central--eastern china at the juncti-on of the chang Jianq
(Yanqtze) River and the Beijing (peking) - Guançrzhou (canton)

rail line (see figure 1-) . tluhan is a transportation centre in
china, has a population of 6.08 mirlionr6 and has one of the
seven national agricultural- universities in the country.
Huazhong Agricultural University (HAU), Wuhan, v/as the

headquarters for the study. Agricul-tural- marketing, the

author's area of expertise, is not incl,uded in the curricul-um

at HÀU.

The study areas were Jingnnen city (a 4t41-z square krn.

area) and Jiangling county, both of which are located at
approximately LLz degrees E longitude and 3t- degrees N

latitude. Both are rocated approximatery 2so krns. west of
lvuhan. wuhan was originarly supposed to be included as per the

permission granted by the Ministry of Agriculture, AnimaL

Husbandry and Fisheries but was not studied because city
government permission !,¡as deemed too difficult to acquire.

Jingmen will be the name used to represent the entire area

shown on the nap while Jingrmen city, the capital- of Jingmen

óChina Business Wee , 7 February 19gg.
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City (the capital,s name is identicat to the area/s name),

wil-l- retain its original- name. Jingmen v/as the primary area of
interest while investigations in Jiangring county were mostly

linited to corroborating what was learned in Jingrmen.

Jingmen was chosen for six reasons. First, it is an area

in which HAU had done work before. Second1y, it is an area

which is served by both railway and water transportatj-on

routes. Thirdly, together with Jiangling County, it is in
close proximity to the city of Shashi, itself reported to be

the fourth or fifth largest grain market in China. Fourth, it
is an area of large rice surplus and has long had the name of
rra grain warehouse.rr Fifth, it is a rrCommercial- Grain Baserf as

designated by the national government and has therefore been

targeted for receiving greater development assistance in
agriculture. Lastly, they vrere areas open to foreiqners. It
should be noted that trmodelsrr such as the commercial- Grain

Bases in china get substantial subsidies from the central
government and do not necessarily represent the average unit
(e.9. county) in China.

Jiangling County was chosen nainly because it surrounds

shashi and thus borders on the Yangtze River. rt borders

Jingmen to the south and thus has simiÌarities with Jingrnen.

It was also chosen because the capital, Jiangling City, is the
prefecture capital and thus hras expected to have some

important decision makers who could be interviev¡ed.
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Jingmen occupies the north-west section of the Han-Jiang

Pl-ain (between the Han shui and yangtze Rivers) in the north-
west section of the Middle Yangtze Basin" Jingirnen city has a

long history as the ancient gate to Hubei province for those

coming from the north and the west.

Jingmen vlas a county a few years ago and is no\¡r

partially under planning directives from Beijing. A county is
normally responsibre to its district or prefecture which in
turn j-s under ptanning from the province. However, since

Jingmen has a railway, it must ship goods to many provinces

and this planning is done by the central government.

Jingrmen currently consists of two Districts (Chinese name

unknown), not to be confused with a district (Di ar¡) under

provincial IeveI, and each is said to have the status of a

county. Jingmen city is the capita]- of one district, whire

Shavanq is the capital of the other. Further divisions include
the forlowing: thirty-five Townships, (about) ten Towns, six
hundred Villages , 4 ,7 OO production Groups and. 1,7, 0OO

Households. The average household of 5.9 people has on averaqe

half a hectare of land which can support rice production and

the land can usually be cultivated twice a year.

The ceneral Tbeoretical Ãpproacb

Production, consumption, storage and transportation are

spatially distribut,ed activities" The former three are

activities which are fixed in particular locations and they
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are linked through tirne and space by transportation" The grain

transportatj-on system is best studied in terms of producers

and consumers, and the markets and transportation Iinks
serving them" This theoretical approach is illustrated in
figure 2 and vras used for this thesis. Production exists
around three production markets of different size (villages,
township capitals and cities), and flows to its nearest

production market or consumption point. Production flows

through production markets of increasing size (first level to
third level). Once the grain j-s in consumable form, it enters

the consumption chain. The grain then flows through markets of
decreasing size until it reaches its final consumption point.
The exceptions here are production which is consumed in the

villages (by non-grain producers), and production which is
sold directly to consumers (without ration coupons) in urban

areas, which enters neither production nor consumption

markets. These latter flows are shown as flows from production

areas directly to more than one consumption area (see double

lines in figure 2). other flows (single Ij-nes) represent grain

destined for industrial consumption and for ration coupon

holders in different adrninistrative levels of the citles.
There are no flows between first level producti-on and

consumption markets (purchasing stations) and flows can also

by-pass second level markets. A more specific example i-s given

in the following section.
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DefÍned Geographie ¡¡arket,s and Transport,at,ion T,inks

The abstract schematic diagram of figure 2 can be

translated into definabte Locations and transportation ]inks.
The farmers who rive in hamlets surrounding the geographic

area known as a village or cun deliver their surprus
production (first lever production) to a purchasing station,
a first revel production market, or directly (doubre Ìines) to
someone in the vitrage who has to buy grain (first rever

consurnption). À village consists of a number of hamrets and

thus farmers who need to purchase grain usualry get it in
their hamret or village. on average, three other villages wirl
also deliver to the station. Transport is generalry done by

hand wagron, a hand v/agon with a horse attached , oy the

ubiquitous wal-king tractor. All other production is processed

and consumed in the hamlet. From the purchasing station the

surplus will- traver by walking tractor or a rarger tractor to
the township capital where the Grain Management station (cMs)

is located (a second lever prod.uction market) or directty to
a third level production market which is a grain transfer
station (TS) " The latter transfer usually occurs when a truck
can be used for transport. surprus productj-on that is near the

second and third level production markets (second and third
level- production), i.e., near township capitals and cities,
wilr go directly to those markets. For example, there will- be

about three villages which will deriver directly to the GMS in
the township capital" since townships strive for serf
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sufficiency, some of the production entering the GMS wilt be

made available through the Itsupply and sarer store Ìocated at
the GMS (a second 1evel consumption market) to residents of
this township capital (second levet consumptíon). Residents

who have grain ration coupons get their ri_ce and wheat flour
here. some rural households (first rever consumption) who do

not have grain of their own wirt buy graj-n here through a

second channel (first lever consumption market) where they pay

the market price. These rural residents rnight also purchase

directly from first level production (doubre rine) " The third
leveI production market (a transfer station or major

processing facirity) is usualry where the grain enters the
consumption chain through markets of decreasing síze.
Production can arrive here from anlrwhere, and. can be

distributed to all consumption markets and consumption Levels.

Third leveI production (surprus from villages near the cities)
might go directry to rural residents or city residents (doubre

lines) but will not likery go to the township residents and

thus there is no doubre line to second revel consurnpti_on. The

grain that does not enter the consumption chain in Jingrnen

city (the supply and sale stores), is exported via rail to be

distributed, eventually, to 24o work units in a number of
provinces and municipalities. shayang and shashi TSs export
via their waterways. Jingmen, officialry, does not import any

grain but grain does arrive here from outside the region when

the price is sufficiently attractive.
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The Jingrmen Grain Bureau cl_aims that, other than the

cities, there are no deficit regions in Jingmen.T The deficit
areas of najor interest are Wuhan and Yi Chang, cities on the

Yangtze River, southeast and southwest of Jingmen

respectively. Both receive grain from more than one TS in
Jingrnen and thus yield to a comparative analysis for testing
the least-cost flows.

The vast majority of the grain fl-ows are determined

according to the state procurement and derivery p]an. Grain

processing, while mostly occurring before the third level
production market, can occur at any of the market level_s

described.

The above example i-llustrates the geographic approach

used. Production and consumption markets, the transportation
links connecting them, and the flows of grain going through

them were identified at various administrative levels.

ilingmen's Grain Bureau Marketing Systen In gummary

The grain bureau (cB) has the responsibility for moving

the grain from its 35 GMSs located nostly in the township

capitars and from the t52 grain corlection stations. The 1,s2

likery incrudes the 35 GMSs whire the remaining LL7 are what

the author calls purchasing stations and temporary purchasing

stations. Figure 3 shows 43 Èowns and township capitals in

7Gu Cheng Jian, Vice-Director
Interview by author, translated by
Hubei, P.R.C,, 1 November 1988.

of Jingrrnen Grain Bureau,
Zhang Xing Bo, Jingmen,
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Jingrnen" of these 43, 35 will- have GMSs. using the curtivated
(arabre) land figure for 1-987, this means each and every

collection point was responsibte for 6.5 square kms. of arable
land or 29 square kms. of total l_and on average.

A previous goar of the Grain Bureau s/as to reduce the

distance a farmer had to travel to less than four kms. to
deliver his grain (a distance which, it was said, would arlow

a farmer leaving at 7:3o AM to be back for a l-ate l-unch at
3: oo Plr) . They clain to have accomprished that goal and indeed

one can calcul-ate that the Lsz 29-square km. market areas

(approximated by a circre) wilr have an average border

distance of just 3.0 kms. However thÍs is only an average and

some people are delivering to a distance of 7.5-j-o kms.8 this
goal !.¡as accomprished by the introduction of temporary

purchasing stations. Many purchasing stations seem to be

simpry temporary purchasing stations which have become

permanent features of the system. Jiangring county aLso had

another category of stations, which can only be described as

a truck stop where the cB sends a truck to pick up grain.
since the 4 kilornetre maximurn delivery distance goal v¡as

achieved a few years âgo, farmers must deriver their assigned

quota to their designated purchasing station (one of the above

four types) at their own cost. The cost of this delivery is
purportedly included in the higher price of grain now paid to

8Hu Zheng Guo, Interview
Xing Bo, Shenji GMS, 11 April

by author, translated by Zhang
1988.
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farmers. I{hile it is not clear what situation existed before
this goal was accomplished and before the new pricing policy
rras initiated, r was informed that farmers who had to traveL
further were cornpensated to some extent. perhaps those that
must deliver from 7.5-10 kms. away stirl d.eserve some

compensat,ion if equarity in incomes is desired. This recent
development seems to run contrary to national- prans. Those

plans envisioned an increase in the distance between

warehouses.9

Given various duties performed at the primary collection
station, the grain is then usuarly moved via a truck or

tractor belonging to or contracted by the Grain Bureaurs

transportation company. The vehicle wilr usuarry transport the
grain to one of the 1-8 grain processing factories. From there,
the refined grain is either sent to one of the three transfer
stations for rail and river transhipment, or to one of l-g sal-e

stores for distribution to consumers through smal-Ier sare

stores within Jingmen.

The Grain Bureau has three major measures of performance

efficiency. The first is tonnes handled per employee. Grain

handred, a measure of work done, is currentry approximately

1.1 nillion tonnes (rnt.) per year and this figure consists of
values for storage, transportation, sale, processing and

9 Professor Ju,
Xing Bo and Shen
fnstitute, 9 January

fnterview by author, translated by Zinang
Dazun, Wuhan Grain Industry Research
l-989 "
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export (Jingrnen does not import any grain). Authorities
indicate that this represents .55 nt. in and .55 rnt. out. rn
many cases the grain is either adjusted to the processed rate
for incoming grain, or the out-going grain is adjusted upwards

to refrect the equivarent weight in unprocessed form this
makes the totars equal. This 1.1- mt. number is probabty low

given that some of the grain was most likely adjusted to 7oz

of the paddy weight of the rice (processed rice is always

adjusted to 7oz of the paddy weight). The second efficiency
measure is profit rate, which is equal to output ress input
(vaJ-ue added), divided by input. The third measure is whether

the state pran for output and its rel-ated costs has been met

or not.

Theoretically, grain is collected and stored via two

channers. one is grain corlected through the state planned

purchase channel, often referred to as the government price
purchase (cPP), and the other is the market price channel,

often referred to as the market price purchase (Mpp). The Mpp

grain receives a price equal to what western analysts
recognize as the rrabove-guota purchase price. r The Mpp grain
price is determined by the Grain Bureaurs Grain and oi]
commerce conpany (Gocc) after consultation about prices in
other localities. The cpp grain prj-ce remains fixed in
accordance with the state plan whire the Mpp grain price is
allowed to fluctuate to some extent.
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The four guideJ-ines f or rrreasonabrer (a description

often heard by the author but with no firm neaning) corlection
of grain" onty one of the guiderines has a definitive meani_ng

as understood by the author and interpreter" That guideline is

'ralways take the grain to the nearest processing point.r' This

leaves open the question of whether it. may be more cost
effj-cient to move the grain further to a more efficient
processing poi-nt. This possibitity was not researched.

The government pran for exports is made wel-r in advance.

Jingrmen has one rnonthly, and four seasonar plans for managing

the storage and transportation flows. rn general, each

corlection station is enptied when it is their turn according

to the monthry plan. Though the pran is to have that
collection station ernptied within that month1o, data would

indicate this is not the case11. The annuar meeting of rocal-

readers on how to formarize the pran is very important because

the quotas are determined at this time. The quotas directly
affect profitability and are sometimes fixed for a three year

period. Furthermore, the monthly plan, which schedures grain
procurement, can affect profit through greater storage costs

for those stations ernptied later in the year.

loshayang qrain processing factory,
1lsee table 2 and the discussion of

for this c1aÍm.

5 November l-988.

this data for support
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Product,s Studied

This analysis covers only the foodgrains of rice and

winter wheat. Rice (Japonica and rndica varieties) is the
principal crop grohrn, totatring approximately 80å of the grain
produced. !{heat makes up almost all of the remaining 2oz.

other irnportant crops in this area are rapeseed and cotton.
However, grains other than wheat and rice generalì-y do not
enter the commercj-al grain system and thus were not studied.

Study Years

rn order to make projections for production and

consurnption for Jingrnen, and to develop prans for the future,
rel-evant data for as many past years as possible was obtained.

since and incruding the l9B4 crop year, l-986 and 1-gg7 were

said to be the most normar years for production considering
policy changes and weather.lZ Current conditions r¡rere those

for l-987, the most recent year for which comprete statistical
data was available for Jingmen. The year i-990 was chosen for
prediction in order to match planning and deveropment

scenarios envisioned by the Grain Industry Research Institute
in Wuhan. 13

1Zshen Dazun, Department of Àgricultural Economics,
Huazhong Agricultural University.

13The author hopes to publish an article on these
development scenarios, which include predictions to the year
2000 "
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Þata Collection and Intervierss

rnterviews with various participants in the grain storage
and transportation network v/ere the main means of data

collection. Al-l- quantitative data has been converted into
metric and/or imperial measures. fnterviews v/ere done with the
help of a transrator/assistant from the Department of
Agricurturar Economics, Huazhong Agriculturar university. The

assistant was chosen by the author. The itinerary r,ras decided

by Jingrmen's Grain Bureau without much input by the author.
The itinerary r¡/as set to cover the najor participants in the
system, incruding transfer stations (inland termj_nals), Grain
Management stations, Grain purchasing stations, graj-n

processing factories, transportati-on companies, and farmers,
all in various townships in the area. Farmers, and the
northern area of Jingmen r¡/ere, in the end, not allowed to be

visited" Each interview ended with a request by the author to
rerate to hin the probrems they were havi-ng but in most

instances the intervj-ev/ees were reluctant to mention anything
in detail" Although the author Trras often perceived to be more

of a nuisance to them than a resource at their disposal, every

effort v/as made to make this research varuable to those

involved.

COMPONEb¡TS ÃNÂLYZED

There were six components anaryzed in this study: production,
consurnption, surplus-deficit position, transportatj-on (modes,
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volumes and rates), storage (Iocation, capacity and type), and

poticies and rnarketing institutions.14 The rnethodology in
analyzing each is presented below.

Production

cultivated area (in chinese statistics, a sum of rice
cultívated area and arid cultivated area) and production
(broken down in various r^/ays) were the data sets avaitable for
this analysis. The cultivated area data J-s special since sov/n

area data is what is usually available in published documents

on china's agriculture. Time-series data is analyzed for
production and curtivated area trends and thus grain yierd
trends and these trends are used for estimating production in
l-990.

Production is especially important. because the main

sensitivity to agriculturar planning depends on production

projections. consurnption projections are easier to make

because changes in consurnption tend to folrow establ-ished

patterns and storage at consumption points is sirnilar
irrespective of the sources of deliveries. rf production

projections are lower than actual future production the

underestimation would result in more storage needed sooner. rf

l4creater elaboration on this approach can be found in:
Tyrchniewicz, E.W., Honeyman, D.D., and Zhong, F-N,rrDeveropinq Transport and rnfrastructure Facilities For
china's Agriculturert, chinats Rurar Deveropment Miracle - with
rnt-ernational comparisons, John w. Longworth, Editor,
University of Queensland Press, Lggg, paqes 264-273.
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production E¡ere higher than projected, product flows night
change direction but the vorume moved wourd be simil_ar.

Production tends to fluctuate much more than consumption and

thus it is of more importance in making surprus-deficit
projections.

Consunption

consumption is onl-y rearized in data sets as the residuar
of production, less the sum of government price purchase grain
plus market price purchase grain (together referred to as

surplus production or commerciar grain). Thus, to cal-r this
number consumption is a misnomer since it, j_ncludes farm

storage, animar feed, seed, and human consumpt.ion. These

government grain purchases are neither easily definable nor

recognizable in western literature since the channels for
procuring grain $/ere changed in LgB7. Refer to the folrowing
section for a more comprete discussion of the differences
between 1986 and L987.

Jing:nen popuration data, broken down into rural and urban

popurations, is used to estj-mate per capita consumption for
rurar and urban residents and thus population trends are the

basis for estimating 1990 consurnption in Jingmen. population

growth and consequently consumption growth are also estirnated

for Wuhan and Yichang cities.
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gurplus Product,ion and DefícÍts

Surplus production i-s defined as the amount of commercial

grain purchased by the government. surplus production

therefore incrudes both MPp and Gpp grain. where it is noted

in the thesis, the surplus nay onry represent the Gpp grain.
The GPP grai-n quota is almost always fulf irl-ed and in
statistics the Grain Bureau considers the Gpp grain purchased

to represent the cPP quota that must be derivered from that
arear âs does this study.15 19g7 commercial- grain statistics
should represent armost all surplus grain as regulations
prohibited non-government sales in this year. statistics for
1984 represent reliable quantities of grain available, as the

market price for grain v/as below the government above-quota

price in this year. This fact means that most of the

commercial grain was sord to the state in this year. Thus the

amount of grain available in L9B4 and l-987 represents the most

rel-iable numbers for the grain surpluses in Jingmen. These

figures take precedence in estinating future surpruses in this
study. There have always been instances of grain being sol_d

outside the state system and thus the amount of surprus grain
available is underestirnated.

While this rnethod of estimatj_ng the surplus is
oversimpl-ified, it adequatery provides for a crude estimate of
the surplus for Jingnnen. Jingrmen, s onn estimate f or grain

15 Data from a township in Jiangring in 19Bg shows thisnot to be the case



purchases or surplus was

14"62 lower than expected"

entirely reliable.
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out by 86,L00 tonnes in 1987, ot
Therefore, estimates given are not

Transport,ation Þfodes, Volumes and Rat,es

All- nodes used for the transport of grain were studied to
some extent. The study focused on three aspects: (1) obtaining
rates for the various modes on a per tonne-kirometre (tkrn. )

basis, (2) identifying the origin and desti-nations of grain
flows and the distances between them, and (3) determining the
quantity flowing between markets. This is the data necessary

to construct a linear progranming transportation model_. Maps,

and interviews with the Jingmen Grain Bureau and the three
TSs, were the main sources for this data.

Most attention rùas given to the trucking mode as it ptays

the most important rore within the area studied. Time-serj_es

data was released from the Grain Bureaurs transportation
company which vJas analyzed for trends, and to construct
efficiency measures.

According to regurations which came into effect in
January 1-988, shipping, railway and air transport rates must

be under the ttunified control of the State Administration of
conrnodity Prices".1ó This statement means that there are
price ceilings which cannot be changed without prior
authorization" rn some localities, these price ceilings are

l6china Daily , 20 January 1988.
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onry r¡indicative prices.rr rt was not cl-ear how often charges

!{ere greater than the indicative price but faster
transportation was one of the reasons given for being able to
charge a negotiated price higher than the ceiring price. The

regurations also call for r¡1ess circuration links and direct
contacts between producers and cargo owners.rtlT rn other
words, they do not want a prorif eration of middlemen who might

contribute to rising prices.

St,orage

Storage, among other functions, allows seasonal_

fructuations in the transport demand to be smoothed out.
storage used as security is al-so a precautionary measure

against natural disasters, hrars, and international market

fluctuations. storage questions were not allowed in Jiangling
and the questions asked in Jingrmen may have been the reason

for the termination of the author's research there.18 storage

is strategic and data was therefore scant.

National, provincial, county and township governments

r4rere asked to provide detail-s on the quantity of bag and bulk
storage, the type of storage structures used, and the location
of storage units. The rnajor interest in carrying out this

17-luid 
"

18The field research was terminated by the Grain Bureau
after about three weeks in Jingimen. when the author
subsequently went to Jiangling county for continued research,
he was told questions about grain storage r,rere not to be
asked"
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inquiry was to determine the proportion of open versus crosed

warehouses and to determine the probrems and prospects

associated with moving to a more mechanized system of handling
grain" No formal analysis of storage exists in this thesis due

to lack of data.

Processing

Grain processing was originally judged to require
detailed attention. This is because processing takes prace at
every production market lever and because the cost of
processing should be included in determining reast cost frows

given that there are economj-es of scare in processing.

Processing is arso important as the movement of paddy rice
involves loads which are about 50å heavier than processed rice
and paddy is burkier than an equivalent weight of processed

rice. 19

Processing was analyzed in terms of how much of the

commercial grain transported involved paddy rice, and the

capacity of prants to process rice and the probrems involved.

The originar methodorogy was to determine the cost of
processing at prants for use in the linear prograÍming modeÌ,

but certain problems precruded this.20 processing capacity is

1eFÀo Rice Marketing, FAo Marketing Guide No.6, Rome I L972

20Handling cost data \rras deemed to be unreliabre since
this data was at times falsified and in general seemed to varygreatly between transfer stations. Additionarly, accountantè
were not abre to define the terms used nor how they were
calculated.
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inadequate, probabry because of the frequency with which

plants must be shut down due to pov/er shortages.

TgE LINEAR PROGRÃT{MING MODEIJ

The linear programming (Lp) moder consists of grain
originating frorn 23 points in Jingrmen, each moving via three
possibre shortest distance road routes to TSs. The TSs have

various numbers of consumption centres to which they deliver
and onry one centre, wuhan, can receive graj-n from alr three
TSs. rn total-, there are six consumption centres. see figure
4 for a schematic diagram of this modeI. The model consists of
79 variables and 32 constraints. The formulation of the model_

is as follows.

Minimize:

23336

il, o3, 
ajt xjt * 

u=T nå ctn zun

Subject to:
>xik>sj
u Zrn < Dr,

XX¡*:XZxn
:Sj=EDh
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Where:

âjk = "?F! per tonne of moving grain- 
kLIr transfer point

from ,th origin point to

ckh : cost per tonne of moving grain from *th transfer point
to hth destination point

Xjk = quantity of grain moved from .,th origin point to k.h

transfer point

Zkh: quantity of grain moved from *th transfer point to 
n

destination point

Sj : supply of grain at ,th origin point
Dh : demand for grain at nth destination point.

Model Data Definition and Selection

Model Select,ion

Given the questionable reliabil-ity of the data used, it
is necessary to justify the use of this moder. The model and

the results it provides are not intended to offer a definitive
solution to the problem, arthough the author belj-eves the data

to be of sufficient quarity to provide reasonably accurate

results. The moder is an exampJ-e.of how data can be easiry
organized into a framework for meaningful analysis and it. is
an illustration of what can be done. rt has the advantage of
being easy to construct, use, and understand. simple problems

can be sorved using pencil and paper, which is important for
a variety of reasons. understanding its theoreticar basis

allows for the general moder to be used in other problem
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areas (e.9" in feed mix problemsr âs was demonstrated by the
author in Jingmen), and thus its apprication can result in
benefits for other sectors. These benefits justify the use of
this model despite the data concerns.

Another challenge is defending the model against the
argument that the optimal solutions it provides cannot realry
be considered optimal unless the political environment is also
taken into account. This question is especially appropriate in
china. whire current movernents of grain may not be optirnal
according to a least cost criterion, they may be optimal if
relationships between system participants and the equity
issues which permeate chinese r-ife, are considered. The model-

cannot take into account the benefits arising from decisions
which are intended to benefit a particurar group or individual
over others.

Origin Points

Figure 5 shows the towns and transportation routes in
Jingmen" For clarity and sirnpricity the names have been left
off the map by the author arthough additional- information
about a place can sometimes be read frorn the name (e.g.
includes the character for ,market,). The numbers indicate
those towns (more specificarly, grain management stations) or
factories that del-ivered grain in L}BT and which are located
out.side of the cities where the TSs are located. The actual
place names (in pinyin) can be found in appendix 1. There are
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24 grain surplus points on the map which are outside of
Jingrman city and shayang. These points are equivarent to
deriveries from the GMSs, although the data actualry refrects
grain which also originated at the purchasing points
surrounding the GMSs and which did not go to the cMs first.
Artogether there are 41 township capitars and towns (a town is
usuaÌry a place with a grain processing factory) in Jingmen.

Thirty-five of the 4t- are township capitars and thus there are
probabry at least six processing factories which are not in or
near the township capitals. There are 21 processing factories
in Jingmen which a]low much of the grain (approxinateì_y 84?)

to be processed before reaching the TSs.

The map has a few misleading features. The scare used for
the map does not always correspond with the krns. marked beside
the links although the km. figures seem to agree with road

sign mireage indicators and oedometer checks on the vehicl-e

used when visiting the rural areas. The maprs scale is not
accurate, but since it is onJ-y az-zz smarrer than a map the
author had of Hubei province, it was given that map's scal-e.

Even with this scale, it can be observed that the rel-ationship
between centimetres and kilometres does not hord. The

distances shown on the ilâp, in total kirometres, are the ones

used in calculations of transportation rates. The major

difficulty in reading the map is that it is not clear from

v¡hich point to which point the km. number refers to. To

alleviate this problem, a bus timetabre with distances to the
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various destinations was used. as a check against the map. only
the distance to one destinati-on (supply station zo) differed
significantly from what the map indicated and the distance in
the tinetable is considered a rnisprint as the distance is so

much more than seems possibJ_e.

of the 30 towns or factories (collectively referred to as

suppry stations or just stations) which delivered grain in
]-987 (see table 1) only station I could not be found on the

map. since the positioning of that town would be arbitrary, it
is not incruded in the model, but it is berieved to be in the
qenerar area shown on the map. Apparentry, station 24 has no

major road to use, and the distance frorn that town to the

nearest road !,ras estimated to be 4 . s kms . one capital
(southeast corner) has changed its name. stations 26 through

30 are companies in Jingrmen city and are not incruded in the

model. The shipnent from station 25 (shayang) is either oil_ or

feed and is therefore omitted. Thus, for the base moder, there
are 23 origin points or supply stations"

Route CboÍce

The quarity of the roads in the area wirr affect the

choice of route tremendously since there are large differences
in road qualities in Jingrmen. I{hi1e most roads are assumed to
be of equal quarity, and therefore the cost of using each

route dependent onry upon distance, the road between Jing-men

and shashi is a newly opened (october, l-9g8) class 2 highway
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TABLE 1.

GRAIN DELTVERED FROM SUPPLY STATTONS TO TRÀNSFER STATTONS
IN 1,987 (Tonnes)

Supply Station Transfer Stations Totals

Jingmen Shashi Shavanq

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

l_0
1- 1_

I2
l_3
L4
1_5

L6
\7
t_8
1-9

20
2I
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

359
5,3]-7

6L7
I, O42
4,832

841
l_6 r 81_9
L,9]-7
L, 026
4,724
7 t669

640
4,799
1, | 4LL

754
9r393

l-l-,858
409

5r894
lt22g
1r019

0
0
0

576
80

4 tl2O
5,736
4,797

68 | 82L

0
o
0
0
o
0
0
0
o

2,59L
8,753

21, ,296
1" I O49
1,074

0
0
0
0
o
0
0

22 ,1,95
5,]-94
8 t765

o
0
0
o
0
o
0
0
o
0
o

470
25, 0OO

l_, oo0
o

L ,2OO
8,000
1, 000

2O, OO0
o
0

l_5, 000
0
o

1" | 2L5
0
0
0
0
0

359
5 ,3L7

6L7
L, O42
4 ,932

841,
l-6 r gLg
LtgL7
1, , 026
7 | 31-5

L6 | 422
22 | 406
30 | 937
3t495

754
l_0,583
l_9, g5g

1,4O9
25 ,884

1_,229
1_, Ol_g

37 ,1_95
5 | 1-94
9,765
t,79]-

80
4 ,]-20
5,736
4 t7g7

68 ,82L

0
0
0
0
0

Totals 166,659 7O,gl 72,885 310,460:::=::::=:::= = = = ===::= ==::=:::=:=:::: = =:::::::::= = = = =::= =:=:sources: Huang Puyuan, Director, Jingmen Transfer station,
Jingmen. 2 November, l-988. Fan weixue, secretary and Director,
shayang Transfer station, shayang, Jingimen. l_0 November, l_9gg.shashi Transfer station of Jingrmen crain Bureau, shashi city,
Hubei Province. 30 october, tsas. rnterviews ¡v author, arltransl-ated by Zhang Xing Bo"
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and this cannot be ignored as it is of superior quarity. As an

adjustment., when choosj-ng the shortest route from surprus
point to TS, the route using this highway was chosen providing
this route was not greater than two kms. more than an

arternative route. The road between shayang and Jingrmen city
i-s part of the wuhan-yichang highway but is not so mod.ern as

to warrant an adjustment.

crain Supp1y evailabte

The available grain supply is that amount which was

reported to have been transported in ]-9g7 from the origin
poi-nts to the TSs . For t-9 9 O , each point , s surplus is
calculated using the expected increase for Jingrmenrs surprus

as a whole"

Grain supply data purportedry represents processed rice,
wheat, and a small amount of other grains but since not arl
shiprnents are of processed rice, the data does not refrect the
fuIl tonnage of grain shipped. Rough estimates put the
proportion of paddy shipped at 16 percent of the total. Grain
shipped from the origin points to TSs is reportedly only Gpp

grain.

Grain inflows are onry cpp grain since Mpp grain flows
are essentially impossible to identify because statistics on

the origin of some of the Mpp grain are not kept. Most of the
MPP grain flows are, statisticarly, those arriving at JTS from

station 30, the oil and Grain commerce company, but the grain
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does not physicarry pass through this station. The company

could not be visited to investigate whether they had any

inflow or outflow data. Artogether the three TSs took in .31_o

rnt" and .297 mE. was sent out" Both shayang Transfer station
(SYTS) and shashi Transfer station (ssrs) sent out
approxi-rnatery the same amount as they received so the .01_3 rnt.

seems to have been coll-ected at JTS. The rast data set
received from Jingmen reported a total of 503, g5o tonnes of
grain purchased by the government. This data took about five
months to be released and was supposed to be explicit about

which numbers represented processed., unprocessed or mixed

grain; there arways seemed to be some confusion about this
during the data gathering process. The ,grain purchase'l

numbers which were released were termed rnatural grain, a

definition unknown to anyone at HAU. There is obviously some

problem in the statistical collection techniques when it comes

to crassifying grain as either processed or unprocessed. Four

GMSs were included in this tabl-e with the data for Jì_ngmen as

a whole. rt was discovered, by comparing the author's data on

I,Iuri GMS that 'tnatural grainrr refers to unprocessed grain. rt
would appear that either the .31-o rnt. col-rected by the TSs

represents processed ricer or a considerabre portion of the
purchased amount is stored in the countryside. support for the
latter conclusion is strengthened by the fact that stations 1-,

10, 15 and 16 purchased 5,zïo, 33t640, 22rB6o and 34t7go

tonnes respectively in t9B7 (Gpp grain purchase hras 3,zgo,
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1'6 | 82o , 1l-, 119 and 16 , 410 tonnes respectively) but delivered
only 359, 7,3L5, 754 and l_0,583 tonnes, respectively, to TSs

in that year.

Another explanation night be that a J-arge portion of the
grain goes directly into the consumption channer in Jingrmen

city or shayang. However, this seems unrikery in Jingrman city
since JTS derivers back over Lz4,3oo tonnes of grain to
Jingrmen three times the estimated maximum requirement of
Jingrmen city's residents. syrs del-ivered a further 3g, 690

tonnes to Jingmen city. shayang is a more rikely candidate

since it cortected onry l-55 tonnes more than it sent out and

it made no deliveries to its own citizens, which number about

40roo0"

rn sunmary, it cannot be determined with complete

accuracy whether the amount of grain delivered to the TSs is
processed or unprocessed rice but we carry on with the

assumption that it is processed.2l The rear quantity of grai-n

available for urban consumption is further complicated by the

fact that it is unknown how much of the purchased graj-n is
wheat and how much is rice. we know that Ls.L7z of !987,s
grain production v/as wheat (82.72 rice) and perhaps the amount

purchased and transported is in the same proportion although

v¡heat cannot norrnarry be substituted for rice in the quota

21see the last section in chapter 3 for further support
for this assumption.
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procurement. This hypothesis is explored at the end of chapter
3.

The processj-ng of rice is very irnportant to an efficient
storage and transportation network and wilI affect the amount

of grain available for consumption. Altogether there are 2L

food, feed and oiI processing plants in Jingrmen which together
process 250,000 tonnes of paddy (t_987). Designed capacity is
4oo,0oo tonnes but processing capacity is severely restricted
by electricity shortages. paddy rice is about 50? heavier than
processed rice and much bulkier. All_ adjustments for
calculating the amount of rice stored, transported, etc. use

a 7oz rate for the processing of rice in Jingmen and it is
likery this is used alr over china. rt is important to
determine if this is a good percentage to use as many

carculations use this rate. This 7oz rate reflects the fact
that rice quality standard no. 3, the most conmon quarity, is
processed to this rate (quarity is also judged according to
moisture and creanriness). There are 5 standards altogether
which are based on the rrrice rate. , The rice rate is the
quantity of rice with bran as a .percentage of padd.y rice.
standard no. 3 has a 7sz rice rate (792 for standard no. r_).

This rate seems to be correct according to the Food and

Agriculture organization, which wrote that 'usually l_00

kilograrns of paddy provides 20 kilograms of husks, 8 kilograms
of bran and polish, 2 kilograrns of germ and 70 ki]-ograms of
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edible rice, including v¡hore and broken grains.r22 However,

notice that processing, while yielding the 7o kgs. of edibre
rice, was reported to yierd onry 5 kgs. of bran and polish in
Jingnnen. These standards are arso separated according to
whether the rice is the early, niddle, or late variety. Earry
and late rice are sometimes nixed if their size is the same,

but since the shape of late rice is quite different, this rj_ce

is not mixed thereby preventing uneven cooking. The l-ocal-

population prefers not to eat l-ate rice. The wheat frour
produced usually goes for processing into noodles.

lühile it was originarty intended to determine the cost of
productíon of variously sized processing ptants, this
informatj-on vras purportedry unknown with any certainty. rt
seems that there is excess capacity overall provided there is
sufficient eLectricity. Many plants are instalring their own

electric and husk burning generators to alrevj_ate the
shortages 

"

Determining the quantity of grain available for
transport, and hence urban consumption, is further compricated

by the fact that year to year deliveries from suppry stations
are not consistent. JTS was also asked for its frows of grain
in 1-986 so that a year to year change could be anaryzed. Tabre

2 shows the tonnage delivered from the supply points to JTS in
l-986 and L987 and the total tonnage derivered to arl three

22FAO, Rice Marketinq, FAO Marketing Guide no. 6, Rome,4972, Page 63.
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TABLE 2
COMP.ARISON OF TNFLO!{S To JINGMEN TRANSFER STATToN: Ig86-:-987

(Tonnes)
=:::::::=:::: = =:::::::= == =::::= =::::= =::::::::: =:::: =::: =: = =suppì-y Jingrnen Jingrnen Jingrmen Ji-ngrmen Transfer sta-station Transfer Total Transfer Net tion Netstation corlected station rncrease rncrease

L987 In 1987 1986 (Decrease) (Decrease)

l_

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
1-1
1,2
t-3
14
15
1_6

L7
l_8
L9
20
2L
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

359
5 ,3L7

t1,7
L, O42
4 t832

84 t_

11 , 81_9
t,gL7
L, 026
4,724
7,669

640
4,799
7,41-L

754
9,393

11, 958
409

5 ,884
1, ,229
l_, 019

0
0
0

576
80

4,I2O
5 t736
4,797

68 , g2I
0
0
0
o

359
(2 ,239)

6L7
L, O42
2 ,496

l_85
(3,880)
L,91_7
L,026

(27 ,281,)
4,260
2 ,696
l_, 009
3 ,495

754
(r_8,302)
1t-, 3 08

(32)
t_8,5l_4

55
(e8s)

25 ,6Lg
5tLg4
8,765
L ,843

80
(1, ,226)
5,736
4,797

68 ,82L
(9,l-01_)
(4,808)

( r_ee )
(2 ,536)

359
(2 ,239)

6L7
L, O42
2 ,496

t_85
(3,880)
Lt9L7
1-, 026

(29,872)
(4 ,493)

(L9 , 07 O)
(25 , O40)

L,4LL
754

(L9 ,5O2)
3r309

(L, O32)
(1,,486)

55
(e8s)

(Lt ,57 6)
0
0

(3,058)
80

(L ,226)
5,736
4,797

68 ,827
(9,101)
(4,808)

( l_ee )
(2 ,536)

359 0
5,3L7 7 t556

6t7 0
L,042 0
4 tg32 2 t336

841 656
l_6 r 819 20 ,699

1" | 91,7 0
L,026 o
7 ,3L5 34,596

L6,422 L2 |]-62
22 | 406 1_9 ,7IO
30,837 29,929
3,485 0

754 0
10,593 2g r gg5
l_9,959 9 r 550
r,4og L,44]-

25,894 7 ,37O
1 ,229 l_ ,77 4
1,Ol-g 2,OO4

37,L95 IL,576
5 t1,94 o
8t765 o
Lt791_ 3t634

800
4,L20 5 ,346
5,736 0
4 t787 0

68,92]- 0
o 9r10i-
o 41908
o 199
o 2 t536

Tota1s l-66, 658 310,460 214 ,766 96,294 (47,5O8):::::::::_-::::::=::::::::=:::::=:::::::==:::::=:::::::::=::=
sources: Huang puyuan, Director, Jingmen Transfer station,Jingmen. 2 November, l-999. Fan i^ieixue, Éecretary and Director,
shayang Transfer station, shayang, Jingrmen. L0 November, 19gg.shashi Transfer station of Jingmên erain Bureau, shashi citv,Hubei Province. 30 october, tÕse. rnterviews ry author, alltranslated by Zhang Xing Bo.
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TSs in L987. The last column shows the increase or d.ecrease in
the amounts del-ivered to JTS in 1-gg7 over 19g6. The fifth
column shows the increase or decrease in the amounts delivered
to all three TSs in L9B7 over the amount derivered to JTS in
1986" The table shows that station Lo and station L6 both

delivered enormousry more to JTS in j-9g6 than they delivered
to all the TSs combj-ned in L9B7 and that JTS took in 47,sog

tonnes l-ess than in i-986. This smal-Ier quantity is despite the
probability that Jingi'men had greater production in L9B7 than
in 1986. These differences cannot be accounted for by changes

in production since both years $¡ere normar production years.
coincidentally, these two stations were among the four GMSs

visited by the author. At station 10 r^/e visited lrrang Tian

Purchasing station which has five virlages delivering to it.
This station collected 5539 tonnes of commercial_ grain in l_987

but there is no t-986 data from this station to herp us explain
the large difference in grain derivered to JTS. station 16 is
actually a town and not a township and thus tikely has a grain
processing facility. rn L9B7 they purchased 33 ,640 tonnes of
grain in their area but del-ivered only 73Ls in that year

versus derivering 34,sgs the year before. Assuming that the
data is correct, it seems station l-o did not have its
warehouses enptied in L9B7 and perhaps this was the same for
station l-6. The author tras told that all stations are normally
emptied during the marketing year except for the amount which

is kept for security storage. security storage is apparently
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rotated yearly. This station has 37,s20 tonnes of storage
capaci-ty and thus has enough space to store ar1 of the
commercial grain that is delivered there. Another explanation
could be that the administrative boundaries of the area have

changed.

The concl-usion from this data is that yearry derl .eries
of grain to the TSs are rn no way the same from year to year

and that storage in the rurar areas may be sufficient to al]ow
frexibirity of a year in deliveries to the TSs. Thus, it
cannot be concluded that the l-987 flows as used in this thesis
represent a typical year although L7BT was a typical year for
production.

Transsbipment point,s: shasbi, shayang and ,ringmen city
Three transshipment points are included in the model_.

Jíngmen city transships by rair and shayang and shashi by the
Han shui and Yangtze Rivers, respectivery. Ar1 TSs were asked

to provide figures on the quantity and origins and

destinations of inflows and outfrows of grain. Additionally,
sYTs and ssrs h/ere asked to provide the tariffs for the
transfer of these flows. Transshipnent costs at the statj_ons

are not included in the model as this data r./as deemed

unreriabre at shayang and shashi, and JTSrs data is not
comparable to the other two TSs. rf we were to include these

costs however, it would not have changed the optima] routings
in the base model as determined by the rinear programming
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model sensitivity analyses. shayang and shashi reported
handling costs of 4.99 g and 7 .z g per tonne respectively.
Jingmen's is somewhere in the area of 4.97 #. (see chapter 5).

JTs in Jingrmen city is perhaps the jewel of the system.

rt surely used to be. Taking three years and 8.2 mirrion yuan

to complete, the facility is the only one to be joined with
the rail line and to have processing faciJ-ities right at the
station" The rice processj-ng facility, capable of processing

1o0r0oo tonnes of paddy per year, is novJ only processing

201000 tonnes as per the state pran. The nevrer Jingrmen city
rice processing prant has been given priority in receipts of
inputs. There seems to have been some misdirected pranning. A

prant shourd not normally have to be shut down after onry ten
years service (it began operation in J-g7g). rndeed, the
processing ptant was to have shut its doors arready except

that the newer plant is having equipment probrems. The newer

facility is not far from the transfer station, but far enough

that an extra motorized transportation tink of perhaps one km.

is required" This development and the reasons for it were not
discussed but it is suggested that if a trial f or bul-k

handling is considered in the future, this processing facility
be used in the trial. rt was the onry mechanized facility
observed rshich can accept burk grain trucks and witl soon be

connected with Jiangling County by raiI"
SYTS at shayang is located approximateJ-y 56 krns. by

roadway southwest of Jingmen city on the yichang to l,Iuhan
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Highway. rt rests on the lsest bank of the Han-shui River. This
is the second longest river in the province and it is a

transportation route which connects the Xiangfan area in the
northwest to wuhan directty. At shayang boats can take on as

much as 500 tonnes of grain for their journey down river.
shayang is the capital of the southern district of Jingmen

arthough the boundary between districts is not clear. rt was

said that it. has the pohrer of a county. Most of the urban

population outside of Jingmen City lives here.

The station consists of seven departments which

administer and operate the grain processing, warehousing, and

barge loading operations. These three parts are considered

separate functions at the TS" of the average inflow of 60-

70,o0o tonnes of grain, approximatery 20rooo tonnes of rj_ce

are processed there over a course of a year. This is gå of the
total amount processed in Jingmen and is the exact same amount

as was processed at Jingrmen TS and may illustrate a type of
egaritarianisrn in the state pran. shayang has nevr storage

construction of the crosed house-type variety and this wirl
increase their present capacity by about 33å.

shashi is a city about 22 kms. south of Jingmen on the

Yangtze River and is a major grain market in china. Eighty
percent of the grain ssrs handres comes from Jingrmen. some

grain destined for locations up-river are transshipped through

here, perhaps because the railway in Jingrnen city cannot carry
all- that is needed in that area. rt is untikely that it is
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cheaper to transship through this point from Jingrrnen and so it
is not clear why the railway is not used to at least take

grain to the city of Yichang if not also to the destinations
further up-river.

Storage Capacitv

The largest storage facility is the Jingmen City transfer
station. Adding the designed capacity of all three of
Jingmen's transfer stations (Jingrmen city, shayang and shashi

- 51,000 tonnes, 37,5OO tonnes and l_,500 tonnes respectiveJ_y),

results in a total of 89,300 tonnes or l_5.9å of Jingmen's

total designed storage capacity. Designed storage capacity is
that amount which can be stored if arr grain is stored in
bulk. The average amount in storage at any given time of the
year at these three stations is about 60z of the designed

capacity. rt wourd therefore appear that Jingmen's security
stocks are significant.

Storage figures are calcuLated by measuring the

warehouses at the end of the nonth. These inventory numbers

are used in the folrowing forrnura to calculate average yearly

storage (AYS): AYS : (January to November monthly storage +

l/2 Decernber + L/2 January rnonthry storage of the folrowing
year) /1-2.

JTS has eight closed house-type warehouses of S,2SO

tonnes total bulk grain capacity (42tooo tonnes total designed

capacity) and eÍghteen-3sO tonnes concrete sj-Ios equal to
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6,300 tonnes. The house-type warehouses are used for security
and industry (two warehouses with butk storage), and. for
loading rail cars (the other six have bagged grain for this
purpose). Four of the warehouses are adjacent to the singl_e

660 metre rail spur" The silos are used in conjunction with
the processing plant" Adding up the capacity we can see that
it falls 2 tToo tonnes (5 " 3å) short of the 5l-, ooo tonnes

reported by both the Grain Bureau and JTS. The actual- amount

in store at the time of visit $¡as 30,600 tonnes (60.0å of
designed capacity) and the warehouses v/ere considered. more or
less ful1. This lower figure represents the d.ecrease in
storage capacity resulting from the storage of bags rather
than burk. The industry or security storage thus appears to be

about 34å (10,500 tonnes) of the arnount in store assuning the
two warehouses hrere fuI1 of bulk grain. The bags were thought
to be in store for a maximum two months. rt appears that the
circuration of bags through the warehouse depends on the
monthly state plan with bags usually moved out within a month

and rarely remaining more than two months. This procedure v/as

the evident in Jiangling.

SYTS has I closed warehouses of approxinatery the same

size with a total burk capacity of 37,ooo tonnes (6.se" of
Jingrmen's total storage capacity). Two of the warehouses are

nevr and did not appear useabre yet. rt is uncl-ear if the
capacity figure incrudes these two. Four of the warehouses

were said to be for yearry storage. yearly storaqe is a
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reference to long-term storage (Jingmen transfer station was

considered to be only for short term storage). rt is rikely
the new storage is also for long term use.

At the time of visit, syrs had L8,si-o tonnes in store -
L6,99o tonnes of rice and r-,s2o tonnes (9.22 of the total) of
wheat" The L8r510 tonnes v¡as broken down to 6t2oo tonnes in
storage for three years , 7760 tonnes for two years, and 4 ts5o
tonnes (equivalent to one ful1 warehouse) which had been

entered in March 1999. April is considered the marketing year-
end for rice in china. This latter figure was considered to be

close to the average entered into long-term storage every year
(4,500 tonnes in r9g7) and r think it can be safely assumed

that 4,5oo tonnes are taken out each year. Much of the grain
here is in butk, unlike the Jingrmen station. Therefore, the
fact that they have 18r51o tonnes in long-term storage, plus
the likerihood that this is the amount that is arways kept in
store, means 50t 672 (four out of either six or eight
warehouses) of their useabre storage is some type of security
storage. Given the author's field observations and the fact
that JTS had about 60å of the designed capacity in store, the
figure is Iikely 672" since a fair amount of syrsrs grain is
shipped out to locarities in Jingmen (see tabres 3 and 4,

pages 62 and 63), it, is likety that the other warehouses are
used for bag storage, assembly (processing), and distribution
(i.e., short term storage). The single warehouse used for
loading barges (which is not rocated on the site) is not
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incruded in the figures above and is much smarler than those
on the TS site. The warehouse onry uses bags for roading boats
as rÍas the situation everlnrhere visited.

rt is permissabre to use the yearly storage to road boats
if a prolonged rainy period harts truck del_iveries. The

station is otherwise responsibre for any boat demurrage costs.
The hording capacity of boats roaded ranges between t_o and 500

tonnes with the average abouL rzo tonnes. The station has its
ov/n f loating wharf which is about l_oo met.ers from the
warehouse.

shashi TS rents their i-,500 tonnes storage warehouse for
1or0o0 Y per month. These facirities must be rented because

Shashi is under a different administrative jurisdiction than
Jingrmen.

Handling Capacity

This is perhaps one of the more el_usive concepts the
author encountered. This section witr give the reader an idea
of how the concept of handling capacity is defined in china.
computer simulations of transportation networks usuaJ-ry

involve capacity constraints at transshipment points but are
not included in the present moder. This exclusion is because

the data was not sufficient for determining handling capacity.
The moder assumes an unconstrained abiJ_ity to move grain
through the transfer stations. The figures from the Grain
Bureau's report on handling capacity at the three TSs differ
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greatry from the separate reports gathered frorn the TSs. JTS

reported the quantity of grain handred (defined as the amount

in plus amount out a measure of work done) as .501 m.t. in
1987. This is 462 of the total arnount handled in Jingrmen and

much more than that reported by the Grain Bureau for arl three
TSs combined. There is obviousry some problem with the data

here. A summary of the inflows and outfl-ows of grain handred

at JTs in 1986 v¡as carculated as .4t7 m.t.23 and .3zo m.t.
for l-987. Jiangling's Grain Bureau said this figure represents
processed grain and indeed most grain appears to be processed

in the rural areas " rt v¡as not possi-bIe to ask f or
clarification of this discrepancy.

JTS has a maximum storagre capacity of about 3o,6oo tonnes

when bags are used. some figure for storage must be added to
the in/out flow of .32o m.t. (LgB7) in order to cal_culate the
totar handring capacity. JTS did not report their storage

capacity in a table like the other TSs did and thus to add the
30r600 tonnes to the flow grain number may be inappropriate.
This number may not be directry comparable to the storage
calculation used in handring statistics. Àlrowing the
assunption that Jingrments average amount in storage is 30r600

tonnes, this wourd bring the handring figure to .351 m.t. for
\987. rf this figure was for processed rice then paddy weight

23The outflow data is not presented, but documented flowsto each province in china hrere given for 1986. statistics such
as these are no longer availabre from the Grain Bureau as the
Gocc now has this information. Many provinces received grain
from Jingrmen in 1996.
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would be, perhaps coincidentally, .501 rnt. There also may be

a small- amount of locar detivery which may not have been

reported. shayang Ts neglected to report this smalr amount.

7987 | s production rikery increased over 1986 yet the in/out
frows l¡ere 23* less in L987. This discrepancy cannot be

explained if it is true that the warehouses are ernpt j-ed

according to their turn in the rnonthry plan, although it is
possible that the security stocks h¡ere increased in 1,987. This

possibility seems unrikety given that 1986 was a normal year

of production.

Without more accurate inventory figures, calculating the

handling amount is hazardous. storage could conceivably enter

and leave a warehouse within a month and never be counted in
the storage figures and thus handling figures. Given the above

discrepancies, conclusions about handling capacity wouLd be

without substance.

with the data requests mentioned earrier, a certain table
was included at sYTs. This table v¡as not asked for but r¡/as

considered irnportant enough to present to subsequent TSs to
get their figures for these categories. This table was likery
presented as a resurt of the authorrs questions about handring

costs at the TS. These tables incruded handling, transport,
storage and casing (bagging) costs per tonne, and. yearly

inflows and outflows for as many years as they had, but the

tables are not presented in this thesis. rt was hoped that the

handling costs could be compared with the total amount handled
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to get some idea of the reast cost amount to handle, and that
the costs could be used in the rinear programming model

formulation. very l-ittre can be said about these figures and

there lrere few consistencies in this type of data coll_ected

from all TSs. The year 1984 was a record production year but
the amount handled at, syrs is strikingly low, as was JTS's.
Assuming the previous definition of storage, and that al-l_

inflows and outfrows are accounted for, these figures can onJ_y

teIl us that on average there is about 2orooo tonnes in
storage at syrs. There is a great deat of suspicion
surrounding the accuracy of these numbers and they proved very
difficurt to get in Jiangting (questions about storage were

not alrowed in Jiangring) " Transport, storage and casing costs
are part of the handring cost and are referred to as ilf]ow

costs. rr The inf l-ows do not covariate with production in the
area. Accountants at JTS rrJere asked to explain syrs's numbers

and categories but were unable to do so. syrs could not be re-
visited. The simplest observation taken from syrs, for which

the greatest number of years were availabJ-e, is that l_985 was

a very low cost year for handling grain. one might theorise
that this nay be close to the optimal (least cost) handJ_ing

amount for the station since the average cost increases with
a higher or lower amount handled. The data from syrs is
insufficient for this conclusion but all_ station data taken

together was expected to reveal greater insights so this data

rüas pursued for the rest of the study.
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Defícit, point,s

The six deficit points considered are wuhan, yichang

(Both are cities on the yangtze River, east and west of
Jingrmen respectivety) , Jingrmen city, and three general areas

designated as JTS Export, ssrs Export and syrs Export. These

three general areas are used in the moder to represent,
collectivery, the other destinations which received grain from

the TSs (see tables 3 and 4 for the flows to specific
destinations). The amount which is demanded at JTS Export is
not the fuII amount which v/as shipped out to other
destinations from this TS and was reduced so that the amount

suppried equalled the amount demanded in the system. The

quantity demanded at wuhan and yichang is equivalent to the
quantity sent there in L987. The quantity dernanded at Jingman

city is 381690 tonnes. The demand of 3g,690 tonne was chosen

because it is the amount that shayang TS sent to Jingmen, and.,

while the popuration of 12o,ooo should onÌy consume 2Lt6oo

tonnes (at 180 kgs. rationed per person per year), a fair
amount of grain and food processing occurs in the capitar. rn
other words, the demand at Jingi-men city r,¡as chosen fairly
arbitrarily" The estimates for demands at deficit points in
L990 are discussed and derived in chapter 3.
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TABLE 3

FLowS' DTSTANCES AND COSTS FROM RIVER TRANSFER STATIONS
TO DELTVERY POrNrS, ]-987:=:=::::::::= =::::::: = = =: =:::::::= =::::=

SHÀSHT
*********
Tonnes Kn. yuan per Total yuan per

Distance Tonne Cost Tkm.

Wuhan
Yichang
Exizhou
Shennongj ia

29 ,132
28 ,597
l-o, 188

2 ,627

550
l_56
256
23L

8.86
5.89

1t_. 60
11.40

258, L1_0 . ot-61_
L68 t436 .0378
l_t-8,1-81_ .0453

29 t948 . 0494

Total- 70,544 574t674

SHAYANG
** *******
Tonnes Km.

Distance
Total Yuan per
cost Tkrn.

Yuan per
Tonne

I{uhan
Jingmen
Nantong
Shanghai

32 ,35O
38 r 6gO

800
L,2OO

277
56

Lt274
1,402

8. 60
1. 18

26.64
28.99

278,zLO 0.0286
45,654 0.1980
2]-,3L2 0.0209
34t788 O.O2O7

Total 73 , O4O 379,964

HAO XUE
*********
Tonnes Km.

Distance
Total Yuan per
cost Îkn.

Yuan per
Tonne

I,luhan
Yichang
Nantong
Shanghai
Jiangsu

3,796
925

5t54L
955
345

494
21-2

1,,49]-
L,6Lg
L ,3L4

8. l_0
4"65

. 1_5.82
L6.82
1_5. 04

3O ,66'7
4,30L

87,659
l_6, 063
5, 189

0. 0l-64
o . o2L9
0. 0106
0. 0l-04
0.01-1-4

Total L]-,552 L43 ,87 8::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::===::::=:==::::::::=::::::
sources: Fan weixue, secretary and Director, shayang Transferstation, shayang, Jingrmen. 10 November, 1988. shåshl Transferstation of Jingrmen Grain Bureau, shashi city, Hubei province.
30 october, 1988. Lu Ruitao and Li Huanghe, Director and viceDirector, Hao xue Transfer station, Hao-xue, Jingzhou county,
Hubei. 27 March, i-999. rnterviews by author, arr translated Ëy
Zhang Xing Bo"
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TABLE 4

ourFI,ows FROM JTNGMEN TRÀNSFER srArroN, 1997 (Tonnes)
-_:::--_

L7 ,593.7
L24,34]-.6

LLz.7
50s.8
987.O

7 , 064.9
5.5

2,569.O
l_9.6

399.7
133.3

Wuhan
Jingmen
Yichang
Xiangfan
Yunyang
Shiyan
Shashi
Exizhou
Shennongj ia
Guangxi
Guizhou

TotaL I53 ,7 32 .9

::=::::=::::: = =:::::-:::: =:=:::::::::::::::=:::: = =:::::::= ==source: Huang: Puyuan, Director, Jingrrnen Transfer station,
Jingrmen" 2 November, l-989. rnterview by author, transrated by
Zhang Xing Bo.
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Truck Transport,at,ion Rates

Truck rates, as charged by the Jingmen Transport company,

are .1-98 g for the first zo kms. and a 10? surcharge on any

distance grreater than that" Not arr places reported that
distances over 20 kms. incruded a 10å surcharge on the rate,
but the transport company is obviousry the best source as

almost arl trucks used are theirs. Their formura for
determining the truck transportation cost is, for distances
greater than 20 kms":

tkn. * .ZL7B 3.96 : total cost (yuan per tonne)

and less than or equal to 20 kms.:

tkm. * .l-98 : total cost (yuan per tonne)

The above formuras are applied to distances from suppry

points to TSs, calculated using the road map of Jingnnen, a bus

tinetable with distances from Jingrmen city to other places in
Jing:nen, and a map of Jiangling which could not be incruded in
the thesis.za The distances are shown in tabre 5 and the
rates in table 6 | q¡hich are used in the rinear programming

base model. The shashi TS of Jingänen also gave costs for the
inflowing grain and can be seen in tabre 7. This data shows

2athis map had to be returned because it r¡/asas r¡internal ule onIy.r It Í¡as a true cartographic
shor+ the irrigation system.

classified
map made to
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TABLE 5

DTSTANCES FROM SUPPLY POINTS TO TRANSFER STATIONS
(Kilonetres)

_ _ J::::::= 
= = =:::=== = ==::=:= = = = ==

Supply Station lransfer Stations

Jingmen Shashi Shavanq

1
2
3
4
5
6

57 .O 143.0
35.0 t2L"o
56. 0 L42. O

27 .5 113.5
L3. o 99. 0
23 .7 100.7
l_8.0 68. O

42.O
34.O

45.9
20.o

77.8
7 L.5
56. 5
75.5

60. 0
52.O

63"9
99. O

7t.7
59.5
29 .5
63.5

l-l_3 . 0
91. O

LJ,z . O

83 .5
69. 0
82.7
50.9
42.9
34.9
49.9
42.3
t_8. 0
23.O
37.O
26. O

9.0
33.5
18.7
24 .0
2L.8
32.7
57 .4
48.7

7
9

L0
t-1
1"2

l_3
T4
15
L6
L7
18
1-9

20
2L
22
23
24

49.O 37 .O
59.5 47 .5
46.0 68.9

30.0 84.9
47 .0 85. 1

. 89.5 80. 3
7 4.2 75.s
s0. 5 100. l_

:=:::::::::::::=:::::=:::::== 
= =:::::= =:=:::: =:: = = =::::::::: =source: Hubei provincial survey Bureau Make And print Brigade,and Jingrmen urban planning Management Department: touristbrochure-map, date unknown.

Note: suppry station 8 is not included in the model.
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TABLE 6

TRUCK RATES FROM TOWNSHTPS TO TRANSFER STATIONS
(Yuan Per Tonne)

_____==::::=
Transfer Stations

Supply
Station Jingmen Shashi Shayang

t-
2
3
4
5
6
7
9

t_o
1- l_

L2
l-3
a4
15
1-6
L7
18
l_9
20
2L
22
23
24

12 . O]-9
7 .227

1r_.801
5.594
2.574
4.766
3.564
8.752
7.OO9

to .27 6
L2 .563

9 .623
9. 601
3.960
6. t_38
9.843

L9 . O97
]-5.7 65
10. 603
L6 .549
L5 . L77
1l_.910
16 " 048

30.7 49
25.958
30.532
24 "3242t. L66
2L.536
74.4l.4
L2.672
l_0.930
7.663
9.950

14.610
L3.52]-
2L. L66
L8. 095
r_8.139
L7 . O93
16. 048
2a.406
].5.220
L2 .563

6.O29
L3 .434

24.21,5
L9 .424
23.998
L7 .790
L4.632
L7.6]-6
10. 690
8.948
7.205

to .472
8.81_7
3.524
4.6L3
7.663
5 .267
2.37 6
6.900
2.970
4.831
4 .352
6.726

L2 " LO6
1-0 . 211::==::==:::=:::=:::=:::=

Source: Estimated

Note: Supply station I is not included in the modet.
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TABLE 7

TRUCK RATES FROM TOWNSHIP TO TRANSFER STATTON:
ORIGTNÀL RÀTES TO SHASHT

(Yuan Per Tonne)_:::::::=:==::==:::::=:=::=::=::::::::::=:==:=::=::=
Transfer Stations

Supply
Station Jingmen Shashi Shayang

t-
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
l_1
L2
13
L4
15
16
L7
1_8

1-9

20
2L
22
23
24

t2 . oL9
7.227

l_r_.801_
5 .594
2.574
4.766
3.564

8.752
7.OO9

10 .27 6
12 .563

9 .623
9.601_
3.960
6.138
9 .843

19 . o97
]-5.7 65
1_0 " 603
L6 .549
15.L77
1r_. 910
16. 048

30.7 49 24 .21"5
25.958 L9.424
30.532 23.998
24.324 L7 .790
2L.L66 L4.632
21-.536 t7.6]-6
14 .4t4 l_0. 690

L2.672 8. 948
1t_.000* 7.205
9.000:k LO.472

10.400* 8 " 8l-7
l_3.200* 3.524
t_4 . 600* 4.61,3
2r.L66 7.663
l_8.095 5.267
r-8.r_39 2.376
L7 "O93
16. 048

6.900
2.970

2L.406 4 . 831_
L5 "220 4 "352
l-3 . 000¡b 6.726
7.400* 72.706

t_3 . oo0* L0 .2L1"

* Denotes rates to shashi Transfer station which have been
changed from the state criterion rates.
Note: supply station I is not incruded in the model_.
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that there are many contradictions or anomalies which exist if
the rates are as in the above formura. The rates from shashi

are different than these carcurated rates. station l_3 is
further av¡ay from shashi yet the charge to shashi is less than
station L4. Perhaps grain from station t-3 must travel east
because the road l-ink between these stations is very poor or
does not exist, but this wourd still entail a greater cost
than from station l-4 because of the greater distance involved.
The possibitity that the road does not exj-st can be considered

because whiLe the Jingrmen map shows a road between stations 23

and 12, the more detailed map of Jiangling, though 15 years

o1d, showed not even a secondary road (which are not al_l_ shown

on the Jingrnen map but are on the Jiangling nap) betv¡een

stations 23 and i-2. This non-existence woul_d herp support why

station ]-2ts cost is 3 * higher than station 23r-- yet appears

to be only L0 kms. further than station 23 (i"e. a per tkn.
cost for this distance of .3 g per tkn. which exceeds the
state criterion of .L278 g per tkn. ) . Another anomaly is
station 1o is L5 kms. further than station i_t_ and on the same

all-weather road yet they only paid only .l_33 x per tkrn. more

for this l-5 kms. distance. only two of the eight stations
which delivered to shashi did so at rates ress than the state
criterion. while the possibirity exísts that tractors r^/ere

used and thus charges v/ere higher, some of the per tkn.
charges even exceed the stated state criterion for tractors
(.25 g per tkn.). The point that transport charges are not
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levied exactly according to state criterion is clear, but the
use of the state criterion rates in the base model is deemed

to be a cl-ose approximation to the rate actually charged. For

investigation purposes, however, a rinear programming scenario
is arso run using the rates provided from ssrs to provide a

comparison.

A few private food merchants v¡ere asked how much it cost
then to transport their goods to Jingr-men City. The total costs
per tonne for a tractor were, 35 g from 9 kms. ar¡/ay (cabbage)

and 22 g from 4s kms. av/ay (peanuts). A truck from yichang,

which is about j-50 kms. ar^¡ay by road, cost onry 44 g. for a

tonne (oranges). rf these costs are correct, there is
certainry a Iot of variabirity in rates charged in the private
market. The point is that rates in the private market seem to
be much higher than the state criterion and thus it seems that
the state criterion does not represent a rate which refrects
the real cost of truck transport.

The author vras interested in determining what the real-

cost of transport night be so that these costs courd be used

in the linear progranming rnodel. This proved to be a daunting
task and was given up. However, the author visited the rocal
bus station to see what freight rates Lrere availabre. For many

farmers, the onry forrn of transportation available for
market,ing their goods is the rocal bus. The local- bus station
in Jingmen City was visited and was

Calcul-ating the rates was quite easy

asked for freight rates.
since all rates for two
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50 kilogram bags are the same as for a passenger. with a

sample of 3o observations of distances ranging from t_B to 280

kms. (and for fairly old buses), it was found that it costs a

fairly uniforrn "o27s * per km. for the L00 kgs. or .27s y per

tkn. There v¡as no tapering of rates f or long,er distances
travelled. Thus, the bus rates are onry slightry higher than

that charged by the trucking company. rt is the author's
opinion that these rates also include some subsidization and

thus there can be no estimate of what the real_ costs of truck
transport might be.

Rail Rates

Rail rates v¡ere asked for and the book with al_I the rates
was promised to the author (indeed it was seen) but v¡as not
made availabre due to the termi-nation of the author's
research. This left the author without rates for JTS to
Yichang and wuhan. However, the author was told of two rates
for grain (there are three different rates based on the varue

of the goods) .25 For less than or equal to 1oo ktn., the rate
is 2.o * per tonne or .02 ¡É per tkrn. at l-oo kms. and for
distances greater than or equar to j-550 kms., the rate is L9.4

* per tonnes or .01-25 s per tkm. The charges go up at 40 km.

intervars at a decreasing rate of increase. Truck rates are

therefore lower than rail onry up to distances of about j_o

25Gu cheng Jian, Interview by
Xing Bo, Jingrmen Grain Bureau,
Novernber 1988.

author, transl-ated by Zhang
Jingmen, Hubei I p.R. C. , l-
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kms. This is Ìikely one of the reasons for the high demand for
railway services. Rail rates !/ere said to be about the same as

river rates at a distance of about looo kms. Rairway distances
from Jingmen city to yichang and wuhan \¡/ere calculated using
a map of Hubei Province and were estimated to be l_25 kms. and

450 kns. respectively. using the above rates and interporating
to these distances using a constant rate of increase, it was

determined that it costs 2.4e4 y per tonne (.ot_99 v per tkrn.)
and 8.185 g per tonne (.0192 y per tkrn.) to ship grain to
Yichang and wuhan respectively. These rates vrere estimated by

first determining the average increase per km. in the per tkm.

rate between l-00 kms. and j-550 kms. ( . oooos j_7 yuan) . This
average increase is then multiplied by 350 (the residual_ of
the distance from Jingrmen to lrtuhan less j_oo kn. ) to get the
total decrease in the per tkn. rate (. oolgt_ c) . subt.racting
this decrease from the t-oo km. state criterion of .oz s per

tkn. gives us the rate of .0182 s per tkm. for a distance of
450 kms.r ot 8.L85 g per tonne. The rate of 2.484 v/as

determined in sirnilar fashion.

Barge Rat,es

All river distances and barge rates are derived from
table 3. This table shows the summary of distances and tariffs
for river transport from three TSs. Arr per tkm. tariffs
reported by the TSs were actualry costs per tonne for the
distance travelJ-ed, even after the author reminded thern not to
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make this mistake" The most reliabre data came from Hao Xue

transfer station in Jiangling county. rt is perhaps a

coincidence that this r¡¡as the only TS visited which was

(accidentally) not told that r woul-d be visiting. The per tkn.
rates in the table are calculated from the distances and the
per tonne rates. The distance between syrs and wuhan is of
special interest to this study and the distance reported by

SYTS v¡as corrected as explained in Èhe forrowing paragraph.

The data from syrs showed that shanghai is L28 kms.

further avray than Nantong. Hao xue transfer station gaver âs

its originar data, ân ,exported., amount which arso went to a

place t28 kms. before shanghai. we can assume that the
rrexportrt destination was indeed Nantong. Since lrluhan is on the
way to these praces from both TSs, it, can be concluded from

tabre 3's data that syrs is 217 kms. closer to wuhan than Hao

xue transfer station is and that wuhan ís 277 kms. from syrs,
and not 300 as was originally reported by SYTS.

Jingmen/s shashi Ts did not incrude the distances to the
derivery points and thus had to be deterrnined using the data
from Hao Xue transfer station in .order to get the per tkm.

rates. using the classified map of Jiangring county, Hao xue

transfer station was determined to be about bo-60 kms. by

river from shashi" using the reported number of 4g4 kms. for
the distance from Hao xue transfer station to !{uhan makes

shashi about 550 kms. from I,Iuhan (this was the same as an

estimate given in Jiangring). subtracting this 56 km. distance
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from Yichang's distance of zl2 kms. from Hao xue transfer
station yields a distance of l-56 krns. from shashi to yichang.

The distances from shashi to Exi and shenongjia were

carculated from a map of Hubei province. These are the two

other places which are up-river from shashi and together
represent the destination shashi Export. The above having been

done, the per tkm" rates are easily calcutated.
The Yangtze River Shipping Cornpany, state and

collectivery run companies, and private companies al_r have

about an equal share of tonnage (2-2.4 mt.) of vessel_s on the
rivers of china but onry the yangtze River shipping company

seems to be abre to give the low state criterion rates. The

state criterion rate for less than or equal to 250 kms. is 5.3

* per tonne or .ozr2 y per tkm. ( 7.L g at private rates or
.0284 per tkm.). For less than or equar to l_600 kms. it is
17 "57 * per tonne or .01-l- s per tkn. (32.68 * or "o2o4 y per

tkn. at private rates) " As wourd be expected, the rate for the
250 km. distance is greater than that for rair whire the rate
for long distance is ress than that for rairway transport.
Quite clearry it is preferable to have the use of state
carriers. Private shipping rates are very simiLar to what syrs
paid for rj-ver transport (see tabre 3) " shanghai, Nantong and

wuhan, which are 1402, L274, and 277 kms. av/ay from syrs
respectively, have per tkm" costs of .o2o7 | .ozog, and .02g6
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Y26 respectively. The following
County's Hao Xue transfer stationts
appear to be state criterion rates.

table shows Jiangling
and SSTSTs rates, which

TABLE 8

BARGE RATES FOR HAO XUE TRÀNSFER STATTON AND SHASHT TRANSFER
STATTON BY DTSTANCE (YUÀN PER TONNE-KILOMETRE)

: ==::::=::::: =::= = =: =:= = = == = =:::== =:=::::::=::::::: =::::: =::Distance l-56 2L2 22L 2s6 494 550 L31,4 L4gr 1,6i-g
(kns. )

l3l3::::1111::11t:1=:o=111::1ji1::o:t:1n=:=o=T:t::i:t:t1:il ji-:lï1-
Source: See table 3.

crearry either syrs does not use the state boat company

as it said it usually does or the market rate is being charged

by the state boat company at syrs. Table I shows that these

rates are greater than the state criteria for distances 1ess

than 257 kms. and are less than the criteria for the two

largest distances (these are rates to shanghai) but these

latter two rates are very close to the state criteria. The

first four distances, which correspond to rocations up-river,
have high per tkm. costs that are rikery higher because the
rate going up-river is more than down river. As r¡/as the case

with truck rates, it appears there is some flexibirity in how

much can be charged according to state criteria. rf these

26sYts reported a rate of 8.6 y for a 3oo km. trip to
wuhan or .0286 Y per tkm. I{e assume this rate of 9.6 y r^¡ascarculated using the per tkrn. rate of .02g6 since this rate isvery close to the private rate" Thus the fact that wuhan isonly 277 kms. from sYTs does not change the per tkm. rate andso the per tonne rate is 7.992 y. to lrluhan.
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first four rates are omitted (although the rate for 2l_2 kms is
similar to what the rate would be going down river), it can be

calculated that the rates increase at a decreasing rate. rt
appears that since syrs is not on the yangtze River where the
Yangtze River shipping company operates, it cannot get the
state rates for river transport. This dual rate structure may

be biasing flows towards the ssrs (and ahray from syrs) which

can use the state boat companies. To test this hypothesis, the
rinear prograrnming model tscenario 3, anaryzes reast cost
routings when Shashi and SYTS both use estimated state rates
as cetermined from the data above. These state rates for syrs
are determined in the same manner as those for the railway.
The state rate for shayang to l^iuhan v/as estimated by first
determining the average increase per km. in the per tkrn. rate
between 250 kms. and 494 kms. (.ooooL967 yuan). This average

increase is then nultiplied by 27 (the residuat of the
distance from shayang to wuhan less 250 km. ) to get the total
decrease in the per tkn. rate (.ooo53l- g). subtracting this
decrease from the 250 km. state criterion of "ozj-z * per tkn.
gj-ves us the rate of .o2o7 * per tkm. for a distance of 277

kms. r oF 5.734 * per tonne. The rates for the Lz74 and l4o2

krn. distances rrrere determined in a similar fashion except that
the average increase is first determined using the L3L4 and

1'49L per tkm. rates in the tabre. rnteresting to note is that
if the average increase per km. in the per tkn. rate hras

calcurated using the 2so km. and L6oo km. rates, the rate
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estimated for a 494 km. distance would be .01-94 * per tkn.
This rate is much higher than the rate charged for this
distance. This difference in rates means that the distance
where the average rate is equar to the real rate is between

25o and 494 kms. and that the rates increase very fast at
short distances and then increase at less than the average for
at least the next 1,100 kms.

The above table does not incrude the data from

Jiangling's shashi TS since this data is essentialry a

complete farsification. This fact was pointed out to the TS at
the tirne the author was given the data. The data from this TS

is not used in this thesis.
This chapter has shown that there are many questions

surrounding the data. These questions must be kept in rnind

when evaluatì-ng the following analyses. Analyses which are

dependent upon questionabl-e data have been qualified where

possible, but the reader is cautioned against assuming that
all the evidence is factuat. since this work is prirnarily
intended for use by the Grain Bureau, and it is they who have

the majority of the data, it is they who wirl have to make the
final judgenent on the validity of the research resul-Ès.
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CEAPTER 3

iTTNGMEN'8 sT'RPLT'8 To 1.9909 A TREND ÃNAI.Ysrs

The purpose of this section is to estimate the l-990

surprus in Jingrnen and the deficits that will occur in the
cities in 1990. These estimates are used in chapter 4 to
estimate 1990 transportation costs and flows under current and

optimal scenarios for the transportation network defined for
Jingrmen and selected cities of Hubei province. The anarysis in
chapter 4 will estimate the cost savings that would be

possible if the system Ì^rere to be run in an optimal manner as

against routing grain as is was done in 19g7. The concl-usions

from this section represent the attainment of the first
research objective, which is the estimation of future deficits
and surpluses.

This section analyzes trends for population (agricul_tural
and urban), production (curtivated, sos¡n, rice and arid rand

areas and their respective yields), consumption, and per

capita production and consumption; Most estimates of trends
invorve determining the average yearry growth rates determined

from 1983 and L9g7 data. The years l-983 and tgBT are used

because they r./ere considered to represent normal- years of
production and they were the years for which the author had

the most data" l-984 is sometimes used as the base year due to
lack of data.
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POPT'TJ.ATT03ü

There are four data sources for this and the folrowj-ng
sections unless otherwise noted.27 For ease of reading,
individuar footnotes have been left out but the sources, and

the years they refer to, are as noted previously. The j_9g5

data source does not actualry give the year as j_9g5 but
simil-ar data in that book is for 1985, and l-986 data did not
exist in that book. Additionally, the data is assumed to be

L985 data since it does match 1983 or l_984 data.

Even though Jingrmen is car-red a city according to its
chinese character (indeed this practice of caJ_Iing a large
area a city has been criticized in china for inflating the
urban popuration figures and it is suspected that Jingr-rnen is
now incruded in national urban population figures thus biasing
these figures) r28 Jingrmenrs popuration is now classified as

8l-.68 agricurtural" Jingmenrs Grain Bureau originarJ_y reported
an estimate of 7oZ for the rural popuration" rt is the purpose

27The following four references are for data years r-g84,t987, L985 and 1983 respectiveJ-y unless otherwise noted.
. Gu cheng Jian, rnterview by author, translated by Zhangxing Bo, Jingrmen Grain aureau, Jingrmen, Hubei, p.R. c. , r-

November 1988.
Jingrmen Grain Bureau, data received from Hubei provincial

Foreign Affairs Department, May 10, 1989.
china Rurar statisticar yearbook, china statisticalPublishing House, Beijilg, ]-987. (zhúgquo Nongcun TongjiNianiian, zhongquo Tonqii chu gan shffi.
chinese communist party-Jingmen Branch, storv of' Jingmen

Tot¡ün, xue Ling Publishing House, shanghai, octo¡er, rge¿.
zíz]nang, Xing Bo, rnstructor, Department of Agricurtural-

Economics, gave this opinion.
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of this subsection to clarify Jingmen's popuration statistics
and trends by presenting the data available.

Jingrmen's population was 930, ooo in 19g3. Table g

illustrates these and other figures. The current population is
973,ooo although another source2e puts the popuJ_ation at
l-r01or0oo. The former source is considered to be more

reliable" This means that the population grew by 4.622 from

1983 to 1987, âD average 1.168 or Lo,7so people per year.
china's popuration growth rate was L.1,22 in l_9g5 and v/as

expected to grov/ to J-.2s2 in the folrowing few years.30

JingTmen's average is thus very crose to the nationar average

and may be expected to fol1ow the national trend.
rt is important to break down population growth into

rural and urban growth rates. These demographic changes are
ímportant since food consumption patterns of rural residents
are often different than those of city dweLrers. The current
rural population is 793,Boo in Jingrmen which makes it Bt_.6?

rurar. Jingmen was reported to have 7s4,ooo agriculturar
residents in t-985. using an interpolated population of 951,500

for 1985, this would make Jingrmen/ s population 79 .22

agriculturar in L98s. This is very crose to Hubei province's

zeHubei provincial survey Bureau Make And print Brigade,and Jingmen urban planning Management DepartmenÈ: touristbrochure-map, date unknown.

1o?n9"n, Fu Ning, 'china's Grain production and Trader,unpublished M.sc" thesis, university of Manitoba, l_986.
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TABLE 9

JTNGMEN POPULATTON STATISTICS FoR l-983, 1985 AND LsaT_-:-:---
Year Total Agricultural_ Urban Jingrmen cityPopulation population population eopútatio,'
1983

l-985

1,987

930, 000

95L, 5OOa

973 , OOO

818 r 400
(88.0å)

754 , OOO
(7e.22)

793,8OO
(81.6å)

11_1, 600
(72 . oZ)

l-00, 000
(10.8å)

l_2 o, 000
(L2.32)

l-97,sOOb N/À
(20.88)

t79,2OO
(t-8.4å):: =::::::::::= = = = =::::::::=:=: =:: =: =:: =::::: = = = = = =:= =:= =: = ==sources: Jingrmen Grain Bureau, received from Hubei provincial

Foreign Affairs Departrnent, May 10r 19g9. china Rura1staÇistical yearbook, china staÈisticar euurisning=-riãË;Beiji.g, 1987. (4honqguq Nonqcun Tongji Nianiian, 2horrgguoTongji chu Ban sh_i, eeijing, igsT). chinese communist eaity-Jingmen Branch., storv of iincrmen'Tqwn, xue Ling pubrishi;g
Ho¡rsg, shanghai, october, rgg4. Foreign Affairs o-tfice of theHubei Provincial People's Government, booklet, r-9gg.

Note: Parentheses indicate percentage of total population.

" Interpolated from L9g3 and L}BT data.
b Residuar of totar population less agricuJ-turar popuration.
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average3l and thus using the interporated population seems to
be a reliabl-e method. Thus, by 1,997, Jingmen/s population was

2.42 more agriculturar than in 1985. The 19g3 source which

reported 930,000 residents arso said that t2z of the
population ( 1i-i-, 600) was urban. Thus the agriculturaL
population h/as 81B,4oo in 1993" This represents an B.gå

decrease in the proportion of agricultural residents from 1983

to l-985, opposite ín direction to the trend in the forlowi-ng
tr+o years. The agricultural population decreased by 64t4oo

from 1983 to 1985 and then increased 39rBoo from 19g5 to j_987!

Given the wide population swings and because the total
population statistics for 1995 were not avairabLe, this study
uses only the data from 1983 and L7BT for estimating the
popuration trends. rt is concluded that the agricultural
popuration as a proportion of the totaL population is
decreasing at a rate of 1.60t per year and that the rurar
population is decreasing at a rate of .7sz per year (6,1_50

people). The urban population r^/as L7g,2o0 in rgBT and l_11_,600

in l-983" This urban growth represents an average yearry
increase of L5.L4Z (i-6,900 people).

since the cities are of major interest as consumption

points and do not necessarily have the same growth pattern as

Jingirnen, their population growths shourd be investi_gated. The

31 HubeÍ's popuration in 19BS was 78.7t agricultural - seestate statistical Bureau, p.R.c., statistitar yearbook ofchina 1987, Published by Economic rnr@y, HongKong, L987.
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cities of Jingmen city, wuhan and yichang are investi-gated as

they are the deficit points in the l-inear progranming model.
ttcity proper dwellerst were reported to number l-2 o , 000 in
Jingrmen.3z Jingrmen city was thought to be about zoo-250,000

in 1988 but that figure IikeIy includes the ternporary city
residents who are statistically counted as agricultural. There

are residents in every township capitar who are considered
urban (800 of 3L744 residents or 2.sz of the population !{ere
considered urban in Baling township)33 and these residents
are not l-ikery included in the j-2o,ooo as they do not lj_ve in
what is considered a rtcity.tt34 This l_2o,ooo rikery refers to
Jingrmen city alone. The other large urban area, shayang, was

estimated to be about 40,ooo. r.f 2.5å of the rurar popuration
are urban residents then there are Lg tg4s urban residents in
township capitars. Adding these three urban populations
results in a totar of r7g,g4s which is very close to the
reported totar of r79,2oo for tgï7. The l-983 source reported
that Jingrrnen city had loo,ooo people. Assuming that Jingrmen

city is novr i-2orooo, JingTmen city has grown by an average

_ 
3zForeig¡r Affairs office of the Hubei provincial peopre's

Government, bookl_et, 19gg .

33Hou shi Jun, rnterviel¡ by author, translated by ZhangXing Bo, Ba1ing cMS, Jiangting County, '28 
March 1989.

3aoefinitions of rurar- and urban popurations, cities andtowns can be found in chinars statistital yearbooics. see, forexample, state statistical Bureau, p.R.c., statisËical
Yearbook of China 1983, Published by Econornic rnformation anaAgency, Hong Kong, 1983, page 576.
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5"00å per year since 1983. we can compare Jingmen cityrs
growth with that of wuhan" wuhan had 6,080,000 residents in
l-98635 and 6,2g3,40o in 1-98736 for a growth rate of 3.50å.

The fact that the urban population is growing at a rate
of L5.L4z in Jingmen whire the najor city is growing at only
5.008 woul-d indicate that much of the increase is occurring in
the township capitals and/or shayang. Ji-nan Township in
Jiangling county grev/ from 3orooo to 5orooo peopre between

l-986 and 1988. rt was determined earrier that the urban
population v/as increasing by 16,900 people per year. rt
appears that 5,000 of the increase was in Jingmen and if
shayang was also increasing at a rate of 5? per year, then goo

of the increase woul-d be in shayang" This indicates that
1l-r100 of the increase occurred in the countryside. This
represents an increase of s6Z in the urban popuration in the
townships if a base population egBT) of L9t}4s is assumed.

The high growth of the urban population represents an added

expense to the Grain Bureaus of the province (and country) as

these peopre are entitled to subsidized grain which must be

shipped in" The non-city residents riving in the city must

purchase their grain at the market price.
Since 1983 Jingmen has restructured its adninistrative

boundaries and some of its xiancr (townships) have become towns

3schina Business Weeklv,
3óForeign Àffairs office

Government, booklet, l_999.

February 1-988.

the Hubei Provincial people'sof
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(zhen). The incidence of this type of restructuring is
considered by some to be an indj-cation of overal-l- development

in the area" This restructuring may account for some of the
rapid increase in urban popuration arthough it is not clear if
resident status changes. À place becomes a town by having a

certain number of permanent residents of whom a certain
percentage must be non-agricultural residents. Another reason

for the rapid increase may be rural-urban migratj_on arthough
these peopre theoreticarJ-y are stirl registered as rural- and

are only temporary urban residents. Many farmers are also
peddrers (a word commonly used in the chinese press) and

consider their farming occupation as temporary.3T A peddlar
is a person who has procured a certificate from his vilJ-age
committee and who has received permissi-on to conduct business

from the comrnercial adninistration of his township or county.
Many of the workers in the enterprises visj-ted were ctassified
as temporary. The temporary worker is often from the rurar
area as is the peddler, and this flow of peasants may be a

major reason for the decrease in agricultural popuration in
Jingmen" the t9B7 poricy of restricting commercial grain sales
by the private sector rnay be to stern this flow of peasants to
the cities and rural towns. Their land may or may not be

cul-tivated while they are avray depending on the contractj-ng
poricy in their area and the disposition of the farrner. The

amount that has been left uncultivated is a concern to Chinese

3TChina -Dai]y ZO February 1988.
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planners and it, is a najor reason for the continuing
development of the rand contracting reform. l{uhan was reported
to have 108 of its rand herd by others with contracts (i.e.
rented) .

PRODIICTION, ÃREA å,¡{D yrELD TREIÍDS

The main sensitivity to future prans depends on
production projections. changes in consumption tend to folIow
estabrished trends while production tends to fructuate much

more than consumption. rt is therefore criticar to have a

reriabre picture of production patterns if future prans are to
be made.

we saw in the r.ast section the difficulty in getting
reriabre statistics and the resurtant piecemear approach that
has to be made. The same must be done in this section and one

shourd keep in rnind that original statistics of production
usually start with the far¡ner counting how many bags of grain
he has and that he is likely to underestimaÈe his production
rather than overestimate it. Table 10 shåws production, area
and yield statistics for Jingrnen. The 1985 production year is
located in Èabre Lz in the forlowing section on surplus and

consumption" The anal-yses beLow concern these data.

Production Trenðs

Grain production grew by an

and 1987 and increased by 8.349 in

average 5"L9å between L983

1984 alone (tab1e 10); from
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TÀBLE 10

JTNGMEN AREÀ AND YIELD STATISTTCS FoR 1983, 1984 AND tggT(Tonnes and Hectares)
=:::::::::::::::= = =::= ==:== =:=:=:=::= = = = =:: =:: = = =:= = =::: = =: =

Years Average
-YearIy

1983 7984 ]-987 Increase
(Decrease)

Production

Harvested Ä,rea

Cultivated Area

Yield Per Harvested
Hectare

Yield Per CuLtivated
Hectare

Rice Production

Rice Cultivated Area

Rice Yield Per Rice
Cultivated
Hectare

705,000

t_51,146ê

LO6 ,666

4 ,6644

6 ,609

634,500

86,666

7,32L

763,800

136r590

96 ,3874

5 ,592

7,9244

N/A

N/À

N/A

851, 480 5. l_9å

140,853 l_. 04&b

99,4OO (l_.70å)

6,O45 2.7OZh

8,566 7 .4OZ

703,9LO 2.732

80,826 (1.68t)

8,7O9 4.742

Arid Cultivated Area 20,ooo

Non-Rice Production 70r5OO

L8 ,57 4 (L .7 82)

L47,57O 27.32

N/A

N/A

sources: Gu cheng Jian, rntervier+ by author, translated byZhang xing Bo, Jingrmen Grain Bureau, Jingrmen, Hubei, p.R.c.,
1 November 1989. Jingrnen Grain Bureau, Leceived riom HubeiProvinciar Foreign Affairs Department, May 10, 19g9. chinesecommunist party-Jinçrmen Brandh., story of- Jin'gmen Town, xueLing Publishing House, Shanghai, October, 198t.-
Note: Percentages are the average of L9g3 and rggT except asnoted below.
a These numbers are estimated using a nurtipre cropping index(Mcr) of L.4L7. This MCr is as determined ior r.987:
b These percentages are the average beÈween 1984 and 1987.
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!984 to r9B7 the growth rdas only an average 3.g3* per year
(29,233 tonnes per year). From r-9g5 to LggT it was 4.24t per
year. The years 1994 and LggT are used for estination of
future production and therefore production is expected to qrov/

from 851,480 tonnes in rgBT to g4g,3s7 tonnes in 1990.

The year 1984 is used for estimation of future production
since L984 is generarry regarded as having been an outstanding
year for production in china and this shourd yierd a more

conservaÈive estimate of future growth. LggT is the most
recent year of available data.

Rice production grew by an average 2.732 from 1983 to
7987 (r7,352 tonnes), L.462 l-ess than that for alr grain. rn
1-983 rice represented 9o.og of the grain produced whiÌe in
L987 it was onry 92.7*. Non-rice grain production grew by L09å

from 1983 to L9B7 or 36.42 ( 19,26g tonnes) per year on

average. of non-rice grain production, g:-.zz was winter wheat
in 1987.38 rt is rikely that the wheat as a percentage of
non-rice grain production was also high in 19g3 and that
therefore wheat production, and wheat production as a

percentage of total production, has increased rapidry.
However, one cannot assume that a rarge proportion of the
increase was rsheat as other non-rice grains have prices which
are not. government controrled and are thus generarry more

profitable to produce than wheat. Rice production appears to

3sJingrnen Grain Bureau
Foreign Affairs Department,

received frorn Hubei provincial
May 10, 1989.
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be losing its importance rerative to other grain production.
This is despite the fact that wheat cannot be substituted. for
rice in the delivery quota under normal circumstances and that
1oca1 residents prefer to eat rice rather than wheat products.

Jingmen is able to have stabl-e producti-on in the face of
drought. From observation of the area and a rnap that coul_d not
be incruded in the thesis because it $/as crassifiedie, the
canar system for drainage and irrigation seems to be highry
developed.

Area Trends

cultivated land (originarly reported as arabl-e land),
i.e., the actuar area that a farmer has to work on, was 99 ,4oo
hectares in 1987. This land includes 80,826 hectares of rrrice

landtr (81.3t). Rice land is the crassification Jingrmen and

Jiangling use in their land statistics and denotes land which

can support rice production. rn 1993 curtivated rand was

Lo6,666 hectares incruding g6t666 hectares of rice rand

(81.28). curtivated l-and and rice l-and decreased by an average

yearry rate of 1.70å and 1"68t respectively between 1983 and

]-987 " Data from grain purchasing stations arso show rice rand

to be in the area of 82å of the totar curtivated rand with the
residual being arid land (see berow). This shows that the
percentage of rand r¡hich is rice land has changed very littre

selhis nap had to be returned because it wasas r!internal use on1y. n It was a true cartographic
show the irrigation system.

classified
map made to
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despite the shrinking land base. As expected, marginar (i.e.
arid) land has been dectining rerative to rice l_and as the
land base shrinks, albeit sJ_ightly.

Àrid land does not support rice production and is often
used for cotton production. A more tenuous conclusion, but one

that seems likely given the fact thaÈ smalÌer administrative
units (e.9. grain management stations) correct their land data
as either rice land or arid land, is that arid land also
decreased by 7.L38 from 20,ooo to 18,s74 hectares during this
tirne periodr oE L.7gt per year on average.

Harvested area was l-36,590 hectares in 19g4 and 14org53

hectares in L9B7 for an average yearly growth of L.o4*. Data

was not available for l-983 and thus this rate of growth uses

a different base year than the analysis above. since harvested
area is increasing whire cuLtivated area is decreasing, rand

is being curtivated more intensely than in the past. Àssuming

that cultivated area decreased by 1rg16 hectares (zsz of the
f our year decrease) frorn L9B3 to 19g4, then the rnultipre
cropping index (harvested or sohrn area/cultivated area * i_00)

for Jingmen would be 130 in 19g4..The Mcr in L}BT was L42.

This Mcr compares with zoo f or Hubei as a whore ( l_983 ) .10

This discrepancy between Jingrmenrs MCr and Hubei's MCr is odd

but the provincial statistics on curtivated area are not
released in China and only sohrn area is provided so there is

40zhong,
unpublished

Fu Ning, rrChina's Grain
M. Sc. thesis, University

Production and Trade'r,
of Manitoba, l-996.
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no way to check how these provinciar figures are carcul-ated.
Harvested area statistics were unknown in townships and it
thus appears that provinciar statistics of sovJn areas depend

on county level estimates.

The 1987 figures for different types of rand did not come

close to the totar area given but much of the rand could have

been entered into other categories not mentioned. rt was not
possible to re-check the figures with the Grain Bureau in
Jingmen due to termination of the authorrs research by the
Grain Bureau.

Yielð Trends

Yields are cornpared using various denominators and

numerators. Jingrmen produced 5,592 kilograms of grain for each

harvested hectare in t-984 and 6 ,045 kilograns in LgB7. This is
an average yearly growth rate of 2"702 in yierd. From l_983 to
1987, grain yierd per curtivated hectare grew by an average
yearry rate of 7.402. The 1983 source reported that 9og of
that years production v/as rice. This production represents
.6345 n.t" or 7,32L kilograns of rice per curtivated rice land
hectare. This quantity compares with B,7og.kgs. in 1987, or an

average yearly growth rate of 4.742 in rice yield per

cultivated rice land hectare.

Rice in Hubei province is crassified as either earry,
niddle or late accordj-ng to r.¡hen the grain is harvested. rn a

crop rotation, earry and rate rice are grown Èogether in a
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year (harvested in Jury and November respectively) and middle
rice usually is in a rotatj.on with winter wheat. yields for
the three types in 1985 and 1993 in Hubei province are shown

below.

TABLE 11

EARLY, MIDDLE AND LATE RICE IN HUBET PROVINCE___::==::===:==:::::::==::::=:=:====::====:===:==:=:
l_983 1985

Early Middle Late Early Middle Late
Production 3.690 6.37o 3.645 4.r2g 7.390 4.l_93(n.t. )

Yierd (tonnes t-.33 6 2.894 1.19 L t.4g7 3.4s6 1.391_per sown
hectare)

Producti-on 27 46 27 26 47 27(percentage

::: =:::3] I 
= = =::_::== = = =::::= =::==:= =:::= = = = ==:::= = = = =::= = ==:sources: chinese communist_ .party-Jingrmen Branch, storv ofJingrmen Town, xug t+.g publishin| nouée, shangh"i, -october,1984. state statisticar Bur_e.au,. china AqricurÉurai yearbook

1996, state statisticar publishing Housffio.

The interesting part of this data is that the proportions
of the total production which berong to each type are al-most

identicar in the two years. on the surface, this would

indicate that cropping practices of this sort have not changed

very much recentry. However, one percent of production has

gone from earry rice to niddre rice and this may be

significant" The yields, if weighted by their respective
proportions of production, resurt in average yields of z.or3
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and 2"387 tonnes per sown or harvested hectare for r-983 and

l-985 respectj-vely. This yield increase represents an average
yearly growth rate of 9.29* but the rates for the different
types are quite different. The average yearly growth rate for
early rice yield was onry 5.65t while that for niddle rice was

9.7t2. Late rice, the rice r¿hich is not generalry eaten in the
area, had a growth rate of g.B9g. These di_fferences in yierd
growth may be one of the reasons for the rarge growth in non-
rice crop production because middle rice the Èype of rice
with the largest increase in yierd and greatest yierd overall_

- is grown in rotation with wheat and other non-rice crops. on

the other hand, yield increases in non-rice crops could also
be a reason for the enhanced production of middl_e rice.
unfortunately, these provincial yields cannot be compared r.¡ith
Jingrmen's as sown area statistics for rice are, somewhat

astoundingly, not calculated. This lack of data seems to put
provincial statistics of this sort in jeopardy.

Arid land represented 18t of the total cultivated land in
1987 but the yierd of this rand cannot be determined since
statistics on the amount of production which came from this
land are not kept. This land was said to be unabre to grow

rice and conmonly grerrr cotton, wheat and corn. corn does not
seem to enter the commerciar grain system in any significant
quantities. corn is nostly kept on the farm to feed animars
and the stalks are used for fuel and to construct wind

shelters.
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COMMERCIÃÍJ GRåI¡T Ã}rD O¡{'FÃ¡}{ CONST'¡{PTION

Tabre i-z shows grain production, government price
purchases, market price purchases, and the residual- amount

that was defined as on-farm consumption (food, seed and animar
feed).41 commerciar grain is the sum of government price
grain and market priee grain purchased. conmerciar grain is
defined as grain that can be eaten directly by consumers and

thus the quantities should be for rice calculated at a 7oz

processed rate in most statistics presented. This 70t rate is
applied everlruhere to carculate the amount of commerciar
grain' even when paddy is derivered to the first storage
point. commercial grain essentially refers to onry wheat and

rice, which are also referred to in statistics as "thin
grain¡r.42 Quotas, which r¡/ere defined and vehemently defended
as equivalent to the quantity of cpp grain procured,43 are
not always equivalent to the Gpp grain quota.la euotas are
also supposed to reflect this

alcu cheng Jian, rnterview byXing BorJingrmen irain Bureau,
November 1988.

aa,

Information Department of the Min AnirnalHusbandry and Fisheries. A book presented to the author at the

author, translated by Zhang
Jingrmen, Hubei, p.n.c., I

annuar neeting of the rnternationar Association ofAgricurtural Economists, Beijing (pubrished date trnxnown¡October, L987, page 99.

.a3Jingrmen Grain Bureau, received from Hubei provincial
Foreign Àffairs Department, May 10, 1989.

oo*pnt vi't lages in Jiangling county had cpp graindeliveries which hrere less tha¡i tnãir quota in r_988.
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TABLE 12
PRODUCTTON, CONSUMPTTON AND COT.Í}ÍERCIAL GRAIN TN JINGMEN__:::___ ___=:=:=========

Year Grain Government Market On Farmproduction purchase purchase consumpÈion(10,000 (1O,OOO (1O,OOO (1O,OOO

____t:::::l___-__1:::::l_____::::::l____::::::l:_-_
L976-78 N/A
(average)

L97 8

L97 9

1983

1984

t_98 5

]-987

L9g7c

56. O5

55. 69

70. 50

7 6.38

78.50

85. 15

85. 0

12.50

2\.58
(38.58)

22.96
(4L.22)

41.50
(s8. et)

42.99
(s6 " 38)

57.23
(65.3*)

24.OO
(28 .22)

25. O

(2e .4*)

N/A

N/À

3.00
(3.er)

N/A

32 .7 3b
(s8.8å)

3o.oob
(61_. l_8)

30.39
( 3e. 88)

27.27b
(34.72)

N/À N/À

L2.L6 22.3L
(2L.72) (3e.8å)

26 .39 34 .7 6
(31_.0t) (40.88)

32.O-34.5 25.5-28.O
(38-41-t) (30-33t):::==:==:===::=:::=====:=========:=:=====:::====:==:::=:======

sources: Gu cheng Jian, rnterview by author, translated byzhang xing Bo, Jingmen Grain Bureau, Jingmen, Hubei, p.R.c.;
L November 1988. Jingmen Grain Bureau, received from HubeiProvincial Foreign Àffairs Department, May 10, 1989. chinaRural statistical yearbook, china statiËticar eunri_sningHouse, Beijing, L987. (zhongguo Nonqcun Tongji tlianiianl
Zhonggruo Tongji Chu Ban Shi, Beijing, LIBT¡.ffit
Party-Jingrmen Branch, story of Jinqmen Town, xue LingPublishing House, Shanghai, OctoUer, fSS+.

Note: Parentheses indicate percentage of production.
" This corunn's numbers are the authorrs calcuration ofproduction less government and narket purchases.
b These residuals are perhaps inaccurate since no numbers areavailable for Market purcháse in these years.

" This was an estimate of the Jingrmen Grain Bureau before thetrue data was released.
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70* processed rate.

Production v/as anaryzed previousry but the pre-19g3
figures were not discussed and are presented here onry to
provide to the reader the maximum information that was

available. conditions up to 1979 s/ere very different in china
since the agricultural reforms had not yet taken prace and
thus these figures were considered inappropriate to incrude in
the previous trend analysis. For this reason, the LgTg figures
for commercial grain and on-farm consumption are arso ignored
in the analysis of trends. However, it is interesting to note
that the percentage of toÈal production which v/as consumed on

the farm in L97B and t-984 is identicar at 39.8g and is very
crose to the percentage in Lgg7, the only other year for which
fulI information was available.

sources that report the arnount of grain that the
government purchased are not always clear on.what they are
referring to but complete information was available for 1984

and l-987. These years are used to construct the trend for on-
farm consumption because of the full infornation availabl_e.
These are aÌso good years to use since: (1) 1984 vras a year in
which the Mpp grain price r¡/as higher than the open market
price for most of the year and thus the commerciar grain
reported in that year should be close to the actual amount

that was available, i.e., not much grain was sold outside the
state system and, (z) LggT was a year in which non-government
saLes were banned, and owing to the suddenness of the poticy
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move and the penarties that were being imposed on offenders,
it is likery that not that much was sol_d outside the state
system and therefore the commercial grain reported in that
year should also be close to the actuar arnount that r¡as

avairable" An argument agal-nst using these years is that on-
farm consumption nay have been greater in these years because

farmers most rikery stored more and/or used more to raise
animals due to the row prices and/or the inabirity of the
state system to receive grain (as was the case in l-984 in some

areas) .

we can thus concrude from the figures that on-farm
consumption increased by an average 4.got yearry (L4ts67
tonnes per year) betvreen 1994 and l-gg7.

very interesting is that Jingrmen's Grain Bureau

originally estinated on-farrn consumpt,ion to be .2ss mt. to
.280 mt. (30-33å of the estimated.85 nt. of production) in
1987. This estimate looks rogical when past years are examined

and assuming 1986 arso savr an increase. rf 19g6 on-farm
consumption was also in the .26-.30 mt. range it makes it even

more remarkabre that rurar consumption was so large in t9g7.
They consumed 87,600 tonnes more than expected! rt must be

questioned whether l-997 was a typicaL year for ruraL
consumption" while we have already stated that the removar of
the free market in L9g7 rikery gave rise to greater storage
and use on the farm, the rarge increase in the agricultural
population fro¡n 1985 to L7BT is the likeIy cause of such a
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large increase in the consumption. These vast changes in
agricultural popuì.ation, a d.ecrease of 64,4oo from l-983-1985
and an increase of 39,goo from r-9gs-r-987 rikery also caught
the Grain Bureau off guard since they predicted a consunption
of about .27 mt. in J-gB7 and originalry estimated the rural
popuration to be about 7oo,ooo. The estimate of 700,ooo would
not be unreasonabre if one v/ere rooking at the r-983 and 1985

agricultural population figures.
The rarge differences in the quantity of rurar_ and urban

consumption and the large sr+ings in agricultural population
over tirne make estimations of future consumpti_on very
difficult. Further i-nformation abouÈ how an agriculturar
resident can become an urban resident and vice versa is needed
to make an appropriate anarysis and information on rnigration
patterns is also needed.

PER CAPITå PRODT'CTION Ã¡[D PER CAPTTå CONSUMPTTON

Per Capit,a production

Jingrinen registered a per capita grain production of
kgs. in 1997 (calculated from tables 9 and a2). This was

from 825 kgs. in 1985 (using the interporated population
951-,500) and up from 7sg kgs. in r-983. This represents
average yearly increase of 3.349 between 1gg3 and LggT .

875

up

of

an

Estimates on a rurar per capita basis are more usefur
since city size biases overall per capita estimates. Jingrmen

had a rurar per capita grain production of L,o73 kgs. in i_987.
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This sras up from L,o41 in r-9g5 and up from 861_ lcgs. in r_983.

This is an average yearly increase of 6.i_3t between 19g3 and
1987 (the l-985 figures are not used for estimation because of
the aberrantry row agriculturar popuration in this year).
Rural per capita production of rice increased by only 3.59å
during this period. Hubei's per capita grain production for
rural population was s7g kirograms in 19g3 and 571 kirograms
in t-995.45 Rurar per capita grain production in Hubei
province is high compared to the nationar average, and thus
Jingrmen seems to be doing welr compared to the rest of the
province and country.

For estimating future production, it is assumed that the
ruraL per capita grain production is increasing at a rate of
6.13t per year.

Per Capita Consunption

The consunption of 347,630 tonnes (tabIe 1-2) on the farm
by 793'800 peopre (table 9) would be equivalent to a rurar per
capita consunption of 43g kilograms per year in LgB7. other
sources put the consumption at 367 kilograrns in 1983 and 362

kilograns in 1985. consumption in 1984, using an interporated
agriculÈurar population of 786,2oo, woul-d be 387 kgs. per
year. while it can be questioned whether 19g5's consumption is
an overesti-mation because there was no value avai-Iable for the

asz]nong,
unpublished

Fu Ning, rrChinars Grain
M. Sc. thesis, University

Production and Traderr,
of Manitoba, l_986.
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market, purchase in that year, the figure is deemed to be

relativery accurate since the purchase of Gpp grain was huge
in that year and armost surel-y incrudes the market purchase.
There are a number of expranations (discussed earlier) which
courd account for the much greater consumption in this year.
The disappearance of free market,s in rggT likely contributed
to the l-arge per capita consumption as peopre hoped for a

change in poricy in 1998. since both 1984 and 1987 vrere years
where there !/ere rikery greater amounts stored or consumed on-
farm than wourd normalry occur, and since 19g3's and 19g5rs
per capita consumption is almost identical, the per capita
consumption of about 365 kgs. of unprocessed grain seems to be

the most accurate figure for per capita consumption in a

normal year in the past. The average of the two most recent
years for which data rrrere availabre generates a per capita
consumption of 400 kgs" per year however.

This study continues with the assurnption that future per
capita consumption wiLL be 4oo kgs. per year. The folrowing
shows that while this estimate may not be accurate, it is at
least reasonable.

The above figures represent an average

rural per capita grain consumption of 5.93t
1987 and a growth of 10.5* between L985 and

rural per capita consumption of grain was

yearly growth in
between 1983 and

L987 " For China,

235 kilograms in
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19834ó but 367 kgs. (zs7 kgs. at a 7oz rice processing rate)
in Jingrmen in that year. Thus it appears that,lingmen, as with
production, also consumes ¡nuch more than average in the form
of feed, food, storaqe and losses.

A hard working non-agricurtural labourer in china wourd

recei-ve about 15 kilograms of grain ration coupons per month.
rt is impossible to estinate urban consumption but we can be

close to it by saying that each person consumes their rationed
15 kgs. per month or 1Bo kgs. per year. This is the most
conmon amount given for a hard labour position in urban areas
and this policy is likely to continue in the near future.
This is equaJ- to approxinaÈery 70t of what the average ruraÌ
resident in Jingrmen consurned in Lg87. t{hile most farm fanilies
have animal-s to feed, the 439 kirograrns per capita yearry
consumption (307 kgs. in processed form) in L}BT seems

excessive if it is measured against urban grain consumption.
Another source gave the peasant househord consumption of
unhusked grain as 267 kgs. per year in l_9g4 and thin grain
(only wheat and unprocessed rice) as 2og kgs. per year.47

These figures are very row and can perhaps be exprained as per

aáZhong, Fu Ning, rChinars Grain
unpublished M.Sc" thesis, University

Production and traderr,
of Manitoba, l-986 .

offiíHusbandry and Fisheries. A book prese-nted Èo the author at aneeting of the rnternational Ãssociation 
"C 

-egiiãurturar
Economists, Beijing (pubrished date unknown), octóber, rgBT Ipage 99"
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capita and not per househord consumption. There are 5.9 peopre
to a househord in Jingrmen and this househord consumption would
not feed a household in Jingrmen. Hubei's farmers consumed., in
L982' 1983, L9B4 and 1995, 303, 29gt 3!6 and 29s kgs. per
person respectively.as the 19g5 rurar per capita consumption
of this source is the same as that for households reported
above, which supports the hypothesis that the househord
consumption is an error. Again the abundant harvest in 19g4
probabry gave rise to the rarger consumption in r-9g4. Arso
interesting was the staÈement made that Jilin province wourd
provide 8.5 nt. of grain to the state after deducting 7oo kgs.
of grain per person and enough grain for other consumption.ae
This data shows some kind of overalr estinate of per capita
consumption at a provj-nciar rever. Another articl_e stated that
some cities consume as much as 4so kgs. per person.so

Baling cMS presented estimates they use to predict on-
farm consumption in a year. Most estimates were first given as

ranges r.¡hich were very large. The foll_owing are their best
estimates which s/ere not necessarily in the middle of the
range. These yearly estimates are: 450 kil0grams for human

food consumption per person (8r-.s2t of the totar )¡ 4o

kilograms for seed per person (1.zsz of the totar); and z5o

a8state statistical Bureau, china ÀgricuÌtural yearbook
1994 . and , state st,atisticalPublishing House, eeijing, 1984 and 1986.

aeCnina oaily, 10 November Lgg7.
5ochina Oai1y, 22 January 198g.
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kilograrns per household for anirnal feed. with 7638 households
in Baling and a rurar popuration of 30,g44, this means 4.L
people to a househord and a per capita animal feed consumption
of 62 kgs. (LL.z3tof the total). Total per capita grain
consumption is ss2 kilograrns. This data indicates that
Jingnnen's rural per capita consumption of 43g kgs. may not be

excessive for Èhe general area but these estimates from Baling
cannot be taken too seriousry given the large ranges which
t{ere first reported to the author.

The research continues with the assumption that on-farm
consumption will be 400 kgs. per person in 1990 or .3L014 nt.

The information presented shows that not a lot seems to
be known about the consumption patterns in this area by the
people in the Grain Bureau and that farmers nay be quite
flexible in the amount they deliver to the state. The ratter
concrusion is made clear by the fact that farmers kept about
85'000 tonnes that the Grain Bureau thought it could colrect
in L987 (tab1e t2) "

STIRPLUSE8 A}¡D DEFICTTS IN 1990

To estimate the quantity of surprus which wourd be

transported to the TSs in 1990, predictions must be made for:
(1) agricultural and urban populations, (2) rice and wheat
production, and (3) per capita consunption for rurar and urban
residents.
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Based on the average increases in the agricurturar and

urban population between 1993 and Lgg7, it is expected that
the agricurtural popuJ-ation wilr be 77s,35o (a decrease of
L8,450) and the urban population wirr be 229tgoo (an increase
of 50'700) in 1990. These estimates result in average growth
rates, which are higher (-1"33t) and l_ower (9.43g) for rural
and urban popurations respectively, than from l_9g3 to L9g7.
These estimates result in a population which is 77. l_å rural in
1990. using the decrease in the ratio of urban to rurar
popuration from L9g3 to !gB7 wourd result in a popuration
which r+ould be 7 6 . ez rural . The predictions resul_t in an

average totar population growth rate of 1.L0* per year. rt is
crear that the predict,ions cannot be very accurate given the
rarge swings in agricurtural and rurar popurations and that
the estimates of future consumption wirl suffer as weLr.

Production in 1990 will consist of a greater proportion
of wheat relative to rice than in \gB7 since rice production
is growing at a slower yearry rate (2.732) than non-rice grain
production (36.48). This change in the cornposition of
production wirr affect the amount transported in l-990. The

carculations below show that it is at reast feasible that the
quantity of rice shipped out from GMSs is in a similar
proportion to that produced.

Based on the average increase in grain production between

1984 and L987, grain production is expected to reach g4g,337
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tonnes in r-990.51 rn Lg87, g2.67& of production was paddy
rice and !s.L7t was wheat. rf the .31 nt. of grain which was

shipped to the TSs was also ez.67z rice, then .2563 mt. of
rice was incruded in the shipnents. Re-carcurating the .2s63
rnt. back into paddy rice yields a quantity of .366r-6 mt. of
paddy equivalent was shipped. Assuming that ar1 of the wheat
produced (.13463 mt.) was shipped out (it is not processed. on

the farn), paddy rice added to the quantity of wheat produced.
yields a total of .50079 mt. or just 3,r-r-o tonnes ress than
the total purchased amount in Lgg7. This 3,110 tonnes is crose
to what the urban residents in the townships (2.s* of the
rural popuration) wourd consume assuming a consumption of 180

kgs- per year. A very smalr amount of corn is arso shipped.
The estimated proportion of wheaÈ and rice produced in r_990 is
therefore used Èo adjust the quantiÈy of grain shipped out in
1990 as shown be1ow.

rt was earlier determined that the rural per capita
consumption would be approximatery 400 kgs. in 1990. on-farm
consumption wourd therefore be .31014 nt. and, subtracted from
production, wourd yierd a quant.ity purchased of 639 trgT
tonnes" urban consumption in the township capitars would also
increase since the urban population there would increase. The

urban population in township capitars is expected to increase
to 9 "7* of the rurar popuration (a yearry growth rate of 56g

5lThe increase
multiplied by 3 or

is calculated as 3.93å of L}BT production
97 ,842 tonnes"
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as determined previousry). Assuming that the grain rations to
this population remain the same, the quantity available for
purchase vrill be reduced by 13r561 tonnes to 625,636 tonnes.
This purchase is in terms of paddy rice whire the grain
inflows are calculated in terms of processed grain. The

purchased amount is adjusted to refrect this fact in the
following paragraph.

Between r-993 and L9g7 non-rice production i_ncreased an

average L9t268 tonnes per year. wheat production vras 9r.zt of
this production in L987. It is estimated that wheat production
in 1990 will be three times the average non-rice production
increase (57,9o4 tonnes) ress B.8g of this totar (to reflect
the proportion which is not rvheat production and which assumes

that other non-rice graÍn wilt increase at the same rate).
Thus wheat production in 1990 is expected to be 52,71-7 tonnes
greater than in L987 for a totar production of rB7 t347 tonnes.
This estimate would resurt in a slowing of the growth i.n non-
rice production relative to rice production due to the
necessity of delivering rice quotas.52 subtracting wheat
production from the quantity purchased yierds a rice purchase

of 438,289 tonnes or 306,g02 tonnes in processed form (a 7oz

processing rate). The processed rice plus the wheat results in
a totar amount shipped of 494,L49 tonnes or t_.594 times the
amount shipped in L997. This estinate assumes that. arr wheat

5zThe percentage ofproduction is 1OB, L7 "3\respectively.
non-rice production out of total
and L9.7*, in 1993 , L9BT and 1990
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is transported, and that arr rice transported is in processed
form. Thus, the amounts shipped out from the GMSs in 1990 and

which are used in the rinear progranming model are 1.59 times
the !987 anounts"

The demand in t-990 is estimated using the population
growth rate in wuhan from 1986-1987 (3.50t). wuhan, yichang,

and shashi Export demands have been j_ncreased by 3.50u per
year for these years. Jingmen city's demand has been increased
by 5.ot per year. shayang export was not increased and Jingmen

export consumes the residuar so as to make the L.p. a balanced
transportation problern for this scenario.

8Ur,f¡,fARY

The estimated surprus in Jingrmen could be calcul_ated in
many different ways using the numbers presented. Normarry

consumption is considered to fluctuate ress than production
over time, but with the limited data consumption as defined
here results in numbers which reveal no obvious trend. t{hile
production appears to be predictabre, probrems in estimating
consumption cause predictions of surpluses to be of tenuous

validity.

The author has estimated that the surprus in Jingmen wirr
be 59t greater in 1990 than in LggT but this estimate should
not be taken as a scientific conclusion. rf it is desirabre to
estinate the 1990 surplus so that the future costs of the
misrnanagement of grain flows can be estimated, the author
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suggests that the Grain Bureau use the above analyses as a

guiderine only. The proper anaryses can onry be done with more

data and further discussion of the analyses of this data.
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CEåPTER 4

Ã,NÃIJYSIg OF T.I¡IE.åR PROGR.âMMTNG REST,LTS

This chapter dears with the results of the l-inear
programming transportation model- and the interpretation of
these results. There is one base moder with the originar
network flows (L987 ) and one base model with the optimar flows
for l-987. there are four scenarios whi-ch will be discussed and

compared to the rel-evant base model. changes in frows to and

from TSs, the shadow prices of unstabre activities, and the
rates necessary to change the sorution basis, wirl be anaryzed
and presented in tabular form. The analysis of the rast
characteristic, the rates which would change the solution
basis, can be accomprished with the speciar attribute of the
software program (Lp8g) used.

The LpBS prograns3 does sensitivity anaryses which show:

(a) the naximum value (cost per unit) where the sorution
basis wilr change if the variabre's cost per unit exceeds the
maximum value, and (b) the minimum value -- where the sorution
basis will change if the variabrers cost per unit is reduced
below the minimum varue. The use or this attribute is more

herpful than doing the traditionar sensj_tivity anaryses using
the reduced cost (shadow price) of the non-basis variabres.

53Eastern
Version 4. 11r!,
1984.

Software Products, Inc.,
P.O. Box 15328, Àlexandria,

rrLP88 Users Guide
Virginia, November,
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The shadoçv price interpretation is as folrows: if the

chosen route is not utilized, the route which is to be used
will i-ncrease the total system cost by the amount call_ed the
shadow price, which is in terms of yuan per tonne. The shadow

price appries to the first tonne shipped only and the shadow

pri-ce rnay change after that, i. e. , the second tonne may have

a different shadow price, although this is not conmon. The

shador+ price can also be used to determine how much a rate
must change before there is a change to the sorution basis.
For example, there are three TSs which a suppry station can
del-iver to. There is usuaLly a station v¡ith the 1owest shadow

price (except for that one which is in the basis and therefore
has a 0 varue for its shadow price) or perhaps the two wirl
have the same shadow price. This shadov¡ price i_nf orms us of
how much its rate must decrease before it can enter the basis
and, conversery, how much the basis variablers rate must
increase before its varue will decrease in the solution basis.
This relationship holds true only when the suppry station
delivers all of its grain to one TS. rf a station delivers to
two or more TSs, the above does not. hold true and it cannot be

determined from the shadow price of the third, non-basis TS,

how the rate would have to change before there were a

greater/lesser amount being transported frorn the basis suppry
stations" This is where the rnaxinum/minimum sensitivity
analysis information beco¡nes especialry useful.
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The sol-utions are considered sensitive (unstabre) if the
shadow prices are ress than one yuan ot, in the case of
stations which are derivering to more than one station, if the
absorute value of the cost per tonne less the maximurn or
ninimum value, is greater than one yuan. The crit.erion of one

Yuan was chosen arbitrarily.
The dual values are important if decision makers wourd

rike to know the effect of increased/decreased surplus at a

particular station or the effect of greater/lesser demand at
the deficit points. The information which the dual varues
provide can be used directly in decisions of where to provide
incentives for production and for rand use planning.

The conclusions from this section represent the
attainment of three of the four sub-objectives of the second.

research objective. These sub-objectives were stated as

foIlor*s.

To estinate the current and future financial costs
of: (i) mismanaging grain frows, (ii) the inabirity
to use the railway, and (iii) redirected grain
flows due to a dual rate structure.

The fourth sub-objective, the financial cost of truck dead-
hauls, rây be considered to be part of the cost of mismanaging

grain flows but is examined in chapter 5 because more than the
linear program result.s are required to estimate this cost.

Given various assumptions, the forrowing anaryses show

that the 1987 cost of mismanaging the grain flor¿s was 6Lz,r4g
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v (see table 26, page r-43, for sumrnary of Lp resuJ_ts) and that
the total four year cost to r-990 would be 3 .2 milrion v,
ceteris paribus. Most of the increase in cost is due to grain
leaving an inappropriate TS for its final destination rather
than the cost of frows to TSs. rn particular, alr grain
destined for Î{uhan should be sent through syTS rather than a1I
three TSs. The fact that grain from JTS did not go by rair to
Yichang resulted in an extra cost of 22,477 v to the system in
L987. This is the cost of the inability to use the rai_lrvay.
The sorution for scenario 2 shows that this cost can be

substantially reduced if a road v/ere buirt in the sout,h-west
area of Jingrmen. This road addition results in an optirnal flow
network which re-routes 97* of the grain through ssrs to
Yichang and which essentialry elininates the extra cost of
22,477. The road arso reduces system cost by ¡7,g77 y for the
optimal network and thus wourd have reduced the totar cost in
7987 using the current flows by about 60,ooo *. since ssrs is
currentry not an economical transshipment point, this result
i-s also significant if it is potiticalry or otherwise
desirable to continue using ssrs to ship grain to yichang.

The dual rate structures do not result in artering the
optinar network frows" Despite the higher than state criterion
barge rates at syrs, the station does not suffer any reduced
frows from the higher rates since it is much closer to l.Iuhan

and therefore still has the rowest rate to that destination.
The observed rates from suppty stations t,o ssrs do not resurt
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in altered optimal frow patterns and the cost is just .rz*
greater than for the r9B7 optimal network moder which used

estimated, distance based, rates.
station s, since it is cLosest to Jingrmen city tends to

have the lowest duar varue and station 24 the greatest (22.s6
g and 36.04 s respectively for L}BT optirnal frows) in arl
scenarios. Thus if one more tonne \¡/ere avairabre at station 5,

the deficit requirements courd have been met with a reduced
cost of 22.s6 g. Arternativery, had one less tonne been

availabre, the cost of meeting the requirements wourd have

increased by 22.s6 g. The dual value for station 24 can be

interpreted in a sinilar fashion. rt is therefore clear that
if one tonne could be substituted from station 5 to station 24

there wourd be a net decrease in system cost of 13.4g g. The

duar values are not discussed further in this analysis and the
varues for the other activities are not presented.

TEE BA8E MODEL . ORIGTNAI, NETWORK FLOWS

A, base model was run to determine the totar cost of
transportation in L997. This total cost wirl be used to
compare with the total cost of other scenarios examined. All
grain which was derivered frorn stations L-24 (except station
8) is modelled according to those flows which actuarly
occurred in L987 (see tabre 1, page 43). some outfrows are not
equal to the outflows from TSs in tgBT (originar outflovrs are
in tables 3 and 4, pages 62 and 63 ) . The f low to .¡JTS Export'l
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is lov¡er than that which occurred to produce a balanced (ie.
all- inflov/s equal arl outfrows) transportation probrem but is
997 tonnes greater for the base moder, original network flow,
than the base moder, optinized network flow (see forrowing
section), so that the inflows equal outfrows at JTS in this
moder. The a¡nount to 'ssls Exportr is 373 tonnes greater than
that in r9g7 so that infl-ows equaJ_ outfl_ows at ssrs in rggT
(ie. 373 tonnes were, for example, stored at ssrs in 1997).
The amount to 'fsyrs Export, is 1370 tonnes ress for the same

reason (ie. l-370 tonnes came out of storage at syrs). Rather
than change the nodel to reflect the amounts thaÈ went into or
came out of sÈorage at the TSs, the cost of transporting out
the stored amounts from Jingr"rnen and shashi is deducted, and,
conversery, the cost of the amount which shourd have been sent
out of shayang is added fron/to the totar systern cost. This
adjustment arrows the two base moders to be compared directry
since both have the same quantity of inflows and outflows. The

subtracted costs were 9,970 * and 4r3og g from Ji-ngrman and

shashi respectivery, and the added cost from shayang is tz ,67L
Ë for a totar increase in systen cost of 3,393 *. Thus the
total system cost for the base moder is 3r7goro13 g. rt should
be noted that this moder requires syrs to deliver 38,690
tonnes to Jingmen city as occurred in L9g7. This amount is
sufficient for the grain consumption rationed to residents in
Jingmen city with an additionar L7,ogo tonnes left over.
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Àlnost arr Èhe towns which deliver to shayang and shashi

also deliver to Jingrmen TS. The onry exceptions are stations
22, 23 and 24. stations 23 and 24 onry deriver to ssrs whire
station 22 delivers to both SYTS and SSTS but does not deliver
to JTs" The model has 20 places derivering grain to JTS. of
these 20, station 10 and 11 also derivered to shashi and

stations 16-19 arso del-ivered to shayang. Stations tz-L4
delivered to arr three TSs. observing the rocation and frows
of station 2r shows that all of its grain was sent to JTS

aJ-though SYTS is much croser and intersects the route. Given
unlinited demand and capacity at the TSs, this means that
grain is probabry not being transported at least cost
according to the distance travel-l-ed arong major roads, ceteris
paribus. whil-e the amount comi-ng from station 2l_ to JTS rnay be

a required amount under the state pIan, it woul_d represent a

lower cost to the systern if JTs, for exampre, substitutes
station L4's and/or station 13's grain with station 2L's to
satisfy the demand at JTS. These observations confirrned the
need to build a linear progranming moder which would show how

the grain should have been transported according to a least
cost criterion. The delivery from 2r may have just been in
haste to fill a train as is sometimes the case in Jiangling
(it was shipped to wuhan) buÈ is not rikely given the stored
quantity at JTS. of course there are different reasons other
than the adherence to the state pran which courd account for
the use of routes which are ronger and therefore uneconomic
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according Èo a distance criterion. The differences in the
quarity of roads could exprain the use of these routes and of
course there are politicat considerations.

shadow prices are not neaningful in this model because of
the structure of the moder" The most costry deriveries (in
terms of reduced cost per tonne as determined for the base

model, optimal flow network) made in 1987 v/ere the deliveries
from station r-3 to ssrs and station r-6 to syrs, with reduced
costs of 7.607 and 7.r9 * respectively. These v/ere the only
deliveries made which had reduced costs over 7 v. These

deriveries are not the most irnportant in terms of totar cost
however since the amount delivered is a reratively sma1l

amount. rt appears the greatest mistake in sending grain to
TSs was sending station 13rs grain to syrs which resul-ted in
an extra cost of 50,oso * to the system. station 9rs delivery
to ssrs also cost the system an addiÈionar L6,g4g * and

appears to be the second most costly derivery in LgB7. The

delivery from station 21 to ssrs, while having a shadow price
of only .393 s, cost the system g,723 * because of the rarge
quantity of grain sent there.

TEE BASE MODEL - OPTIT,T.AIJ NETWORK FLOWS

The ninimum cost for satisfying arl denands is 3,L64t47r
s. This is 6t2,L4g g or L6"zz ress than the estimated cost
(base moder, originar network) in 1997 for identicar suppries
and demands" The solution outfLov¡s (see tabre 13) show that
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shashi should not be shipping grain to either yichang or lriuhan

and only the grain which is needed for rshashi Export" is sent
to ssrs . Therefore, onry station 23 sends al_l its grain to
ssrs r¿hile station 24 represents the cut off point (part of
the supply goes to each of JTS and ssrs) between JTS and ssrs
(see table 14 for optirnar inflows). stations 1-16 and 20 send

all of their supply to JTs and station L7 is the cutoff
between JTS and syrs. The cutoff between syrs and ssrs is
somewhere between station 22 and 24 or l..Z.

The stability of the solution in general_ increases as the
distance from the cutoff points increases. The sor_utions for
stations L1, !2, L7, 22 and 24 are not stable (see tabre 1_5).

The sorution shows activities J22, ss11, ss12 and ss22 (where

J=Jingmen, ss=shashi and sy:shayang and numbers designate
supply stations: e.g. JLz denotes grain flowing from station
12 to Jingrmen Transfer station) have shadow nrices of less
than one Yuan. This row shadow price means that these
activities courd enter the basis with onry a smal-l increase in
totar system cost. Especiarry interesting is that the shadow

prices for J22 and ss22 are identicar at .393 s and that the
sorution basis would change if either of these activities had

their costs per unit reduced by.393 v. This situation of
identical shadow prices is a good chance to see how the
solution basis vrirl- change. one rnight be ternpted to think that
both J22 and sszz would enter the sorution at, the same tine if
the rate to SyTS was increased by .393 *. What
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TABLE 13

FLOWS' RATES, AND SENSITTVITY ÀNÀLYSES DÀTA FOR GRÀTN FROMTRÀNSFER STATIONS To DEFTCIT POTNTS: BASE MODEL - oPTTMAL
NEÎWORK FLOWS

==:::=: ==:::: = = = =::=:= = === = = =:= = == = = =:=:=::::= = =:: =::: _ _
SHÀSHT

*********
Tonnes yuan per Shadow Minirnurn Maximum

Tonne Price Rate Rate
l{uhan O g.86 6.379 2.4gL NoneYichang O 5.89 .7g6 5. j-04 NoneExport 12 ,9LS 11.55 O. OOO None 22.609
Total 1-Z,gl-s

SHAYANG
*********
Tonnes Yuan per Shadow Mi-ninum Maximum

Tonne price Rate Rate

Wuhan 79,076 7.922 O.OOO None j-4.301
Jingrmen O 11. BOO 3. S39 I .26I NoneExport Z I OOO 28. O5O O. OOO LB . 061 None

Tota1 8LtO76

JINGMEN
********
Tonnes Yuan per Shadow Mininum Maxirnum

lonne price Rate Rate

Wuhan O g. 185 8.324 -. 1390 NoneYichang ZgtTIO 2.494 O.OOO None 3.27OJingrmen city 38 
' 
690 o.2oo o. ooo None 3 .73gExport 6t,9L7 t-0. OOO O. OOO None t-9.989

Total I29,3L7___::::===::=::= =:=::::==:::=::=====Source: Estinated
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TÀBLE L4

GRAÏN DELTVERED FROM SUPPLY STÀTIONS TO TRÀNSFER STÀTTONS
BASE MODEL - OPTTMÀL NETWORK FLOWS

(Tonnes)
=:=:== = = =::== ==:=::::= = = ===:= == =:=:= =:=:= =:=:== _::= = =:= = =:::Supply Station Transfer Stations Totals

Jincmen Shashi Shavanq

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
1l_
I2
13
L4
15
16
T7
L8
19
20
2t
22
23
24

359
5,3L7

6L7
L, O42
4 ,932

841
16,819

0
L, 026
7,3L5

L6 t 422
22 ,406
30,837
3,485

754
10, 583

4 ,2gg
o
0

Lt22g
0
0
0

I,L44

o
0
o
0
0
o
0
o
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
o

15, 569
t,4og

25,884
0

L, 0l-g
37 tL95

0
0

359
5 ,3]-7

6]-7
1, O42
4 ,932

84l_
L6, gl_g
L,9L7
L,026
7,3L5

16 | 422
22 ,406
30,937

3 ,485
754

l_0, 583
L9,858

L,4Og
25 | 984
r,229
L, 0l_g

37,]-95
5 ,1,94
8,765

0
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5,L94
7 t62L

Totals L29 ,3I7 1,2 ,8L5 8L I 07 6 223 ,208:= =: ==:== == =:=:====::= =::===:==::=::=:= =::::= =::=: =:= =: == = ==Source: Estinated
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actually happens is that these changes resurt in 4,289 tonnes
being re-routed to ssrs from syrs. This amount is the same

quantity which wourd be re-routed if either the rates to JTS

or ssrs lrere lowered by .393 * per Èonne. rncreasing the rate
at SYTS has the effect of producing multipre solutions for
st'ations 17 and 22. Both J22 and Jl-7 have shadour prices v¡hich
are zero arthough they are not in the basis. Arso, the maximum

and mininum are identicar for activities ss22, ss24 and J24
and are in error. The author wilr return to this problem in
the 1"990 scenario since this is where the problern directry
affects the sorution. stations t7 and 24 sprit their
deriveries between TSs which is a clue that their sorutions
are not stable. This is true but the sorution for station 24

is also extremely unstable. The change in the rates which is
necessary to create a change in fl0ws can be observed from
tabre 15. rf the rates from stations 1r- and L2 to JTS or the
rate from station 24 Eo ssrs were increased by even one cent,
there wourd be a different solution basis. The same impact
would occur if the rate from station 24 to JTS or the rates
frorn stati-ons 11 and Lz to ssrs were reduced. Thus the
solution is extremely sensitive to the rates charged for these
three stations.

For out-frowing grains, the sensit,ivity of rail rates is
of special interest because these were the most difficurt to
accurately construct. The rate from JTS to wuhan has neither
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TÀBLE 15

FLOWS, RÀTES' AND SENSITIVTTY ÀNALYSES DÀTA FOR
SUPPLY STATIONS To TRÀNSFER STÀTTONS: BÀSE MODEL

NETT{ORK FLOWS

GRÀIN FROM
- OPTIMÀL

:=:==::=====::====:::=:===:=========::=:===:=::====:::===:==:
Activity Tonnes yuan per shadow Mininurn MaximumCodea Shipped Tonne price Rate Rate

Jt_1
SS11
sY11

L6 ,422
0
0

10.28
7 .66

LO.47

0.0 -1_9.989 l_0.283
.003 7 .660 None

8.25L 2.2I9 None

J12
SS12
sYl-2

22 ,406
0
0

L2 .56
9.95
8 .82

0. o -19.989 L2.570
.010 9.940 None

4.3L8 4.500 None

JL7
ssLT
SY17

4 ,2gg
0

15, 569

9 .84
18. t_4
L.7I

0.0
LO .9]-7
0.0

7 .841 1-0 .236
7.223 None
l_.389 3 .784

J22
ss22
sy22

0
0

37 tl.gs

15. 18
L2 .56
6.73

.393 ]-4.787

.393 1-2.L67
0. o -28. 050

None
None
7.LL9

J24
ss2 4
sY24

LtL44
7,627

16. 05
t_3.43

0.0
0.0

L6.O47 None
L2.644 13.4330 10.21 2.22L 7.989 None

==:= = = = =::= = =:= ==:==: =:= = =:= =:=:= = = =::= =::: =:: =Source: Estimated.

" codes are J=Jingrnen, ss=shasi and sy:shayang. Numbersdesignate suppJ-y stations (e.g. Jrz denotes grain frowing fromstation LZ to Jingrmen transfãr station) .
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a maximum nor a minimum (the minimum is a negative value) and
therefore grain shourd never be shipped on this route, ceteris
paribus. The activity representing shipments from ssrs to
Yichang has a reduced cost of .786 v. rf the rate from JTS to
Yichang was greater than 3.27 g or if the rate from ssrs to
Yichang r¡ras less than 5. 10 v , there wourd be a change the
basis resurting in ssrs being used to transfer grain to
Yichang. one wourd likely find that the rear cost of rail_
transport would be much greater than the 2.4g4 s charged for
the 125 km. distance from JTS to yichang. rf the rair rate was

3.27 Yuan or greater, grain destined for yichang would be re-
routed through ssrs. other rates from TSs to destinations
would have to change substantially for there to be a change in
the basis.

SCENARIO 1 - FT,OWs IN I.990

the estimation of 1990 inflows and outfrows and of the
increase in demand at deficit points was calculated previousry
in chapter 3. Al-r LggT inf lows r¡rere increased by a factor of
1.59 (see table 16) and are used in this scenario.

The totar cost for the optirnized sotution is 5,685,20r y
which is more than 1.59 tines the cost in 1987. This figure
includes the cost of a very large quantity of grain going to
Jingmen Export however. rf we subtract the cost of this
quantity (l'743t77o v, see table i-8, page 125) the total cost
is reduced to 3,941,431 g. The total cost for tggT optimized
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TABLE 16

GRÀIN DELIVERED FROM SUPPLY STATIONS TO TRANSFER STÀTIONSïN l_990 (Tonnes)
========::=:========::=:========:=:==:===:::=:==

Supply Station Transfer Stations Totals
Jincrmen Shashi Shayanq

L
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

L0
1L
L2
13
T4
15
16
L7
18
t9
20
2L
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

57L
8,453

981
L,657
7,692
L ,337

26 ,7 41-
3r04g
1 , 631_
7,sLL

72 , L93
1r019
7,6L2
2,243
L,Lgg

L4,gLg
L8 r 953

,650
9r355
L ,954
L,620

0
o
o

916
t27

6, 550
9,LzO
7,6L]-

L09,419

0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4,r]-g
13,9t_6
33,959
r,669
t,7og

0
0
0
o
0
0
0

35 ,298
8 t258

L3,935
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
o
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
0

747
39 ,7 4g

l_,590
0

1rg0g
1,2 ,7 L9

1, 590
3I,7gg

o
0

23,849
o
0

1 ,932
0
0
0
0
0

571,
8 ,453

981
L,657
7 ,682
L,337

26 ,7 4L
3,049
1, 631

1, l_63 0
2 ,6LOg
3,5623
49 , O28

5 ,54L
L,Lgg

76 t826
31,572
2,24O

4l_ , l_53
ttg54
7t620

59 , L36
g ,259

l_3 r 935
2 tg4g

L27
6,550
g,LzO
7 t6LL

LO9 | 4L9

TotaIs 264 tgTO L]-z,75t 115,980 493 ,6Ot:=:===:==:==:======:==:=== === ===:== ==::====:::== === = = = = = == = =Source: Estinated
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flows was 3,L64,47r. subtracting the cost of the quantity
which went to Jingrmen Export in that model (see table 13, page

l-16) results in a totar cost of 2,545,30r- g. using this cost
resurts in a t-990 cost which is less than 1.59 tirnes the cost
in 1987" This cal-culation shows that, while the flows increased
by a factor of 1.59, the totar cost may or may not be r_.59

times the cost in L987. rt is rikely that the cost savings in
]-987 which courd have been secured had the system been run in
an optinal manner would, in 1990, be at reast l_.59 times or
approximately 973 t255 Yuan. Another way to estimate the extra
cost in 1990 if the systen frows were the same as in LggT is
to muLti-pry all the flows that took place in 1987 (rnultiplied
by a factor of 1.59) which should not occur in 1990, by the
shadow prices from the l-990 model. carcurations show that
there wourd be an extra cost of 2!7,302 ¡ð for inflows (shadow

prices for all the 1990 inflows have not been reported, but
the quantities can be found in tables 1 and L4, pages 43 and

L17) and an extra cost of 786,739 rÃ for outfrows (see table 3,

l-3 and 18' pages 62, L17 and J-26 respectivery) or a totar cost
of 1,oo4t041 g in this case. This.total cost is only slightly
greater than the previous estimate and is used in the thesis.
The flows from JTS and ssrs to wuhan represents an increased
cost of 557,493 s alone and thus this is the cost of not using
SYTS for delivering grain to wuhan. By far, the most

inappropriat,e inflow wourd be the estinated 37,74g tonnes
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being sent to syrs at an extra cost to the system of over
95,000 Yuan.

The optimaL flows for this scenario are presented in
table t7. The tabre shows that only stations 17, 22 and 24

have different flosrs than in 1987 (other than those for which
the flow is sirnply 1-.59 times rarger). station 12 now delivers
to onry JTS whereas it previously delivered to both JTS and

sYrs. station zz nov, derivers to alr three TSs but only
deLivered to syrs before. station 24 now delivers to onry JTS

but delivered to both JTS and SSTS before.
The optimal outflows are the same as in the base moder

except that they are J-arger quantities (see tabre i.B). rn
other words, the TS that previously serviced a particuJ_ar
deficit stirl serves that deficit. However, the solution would
undoubtedry be different if, in 1-990, it was decided to divert
some of the grain going to Jingrmen Export to I,iuhan instead.
rnvestigating this diversion is suggested for further research
so Jingrmen Grain Bureau can be prepared for a government pran
which requires greater deliveries to t{uhan.

using the L9g7 and 1990 costs determined above, wê can

interporate the amount that could be saved in t-988 and 1989 if
Jingnnen v/ere to transporÈ its grain in a Least cost manner

rather than continue to move grain as it did in rgg7. Assuming

a l-oss in L987 of 6oorooo and a ross in i-990 of l-rooorooo vl
l-988 and 1989 would have interpolated losses of 733,ooo * and

866'000 s respectivery or a total four year loss of
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TABLE L7

GRÀTN DELIVERED FROM SUPPLY STATIONS TO TRÀNSFER STATTONS
SCENÀRIO 1 - OpTfMÀL FLOI,IS fN 1990

(Tonnes)
===:====:== =: =====:===::====== === = === = ==:= = =:== =:=:= == =:= = = =Supply Station Transfer Stations lotals

Jingmen Shashi Shayanq

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
11
I2
13
t4
l_5
l_6
L7
l_8
l-9
20
2T
22
23
24

571
8t453

981
L,657
7,692
t ,337

26 t7 4L
3,049
1, 63l_

l_1, 63 0
26 , LOg
35 ,623
49 , O2g
5,54L
I,Lgg

L6 ,826
3L ,57 2

0
0

1 ,954
0

I ,527
0

l.3,934

0
0
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5, 950
8 ,259

0

0
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2 ,24O
4L, L53

0
r,620

44 ,660
0
0

57A
9 ,453

98l-
t,657
7,692
r t337

26 ,7 4L
3r049
t_, 63 L

l_l- , 63 0
26,LOg
35 | 623
49 , O28
5t54L
L, Lgg

1,6 ,926
3r ,57 2
2,24O

4L, L53
L ,954
L,620

59, 13 6
g ,259

L3,935

TotaLs LZB,L79 L7g ,263 113,948 42L,3gO:====:== ===:::=:===== ==:== == ===:== ==:= ==::= = = === =: ==:= =::=: =Source: Estimated
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TABLE 18

FLOWS' RÀTES, AND SENSITTVITY ANALYSES DÀTA FOR GRÀIN FROM
TRÀNSFER srATroNS To DEFrcrr porNTS: scENARro 1 -

OPTIMÀL FLOWS TN 1990::= = =:= =: =:= = =:= = =:= =: =::=== =::= =:=::= =: = = = = = = = =::= = == =:= =:=
SHÀSHI

*********
Tonnes yuan per Shadow Minirnum Maximum

Tonne Price Rate Rate

Wuhan 0 g. g6 6.772t Z. OBB* NoneYichang O 5.99 .786 5.1-04 NoneExport L4 ,2o8* r-1 . 55 o . ooo None 22 .2L6*
lotal L4,ZOB*

SHÀYÀNG
*********
Tonnes Yuan per Shadow Minimurn Maximum

Tonne price Rate Rate

Wuhan 87 ,673t 7 .922 O" OOO None L4.694*Jingrnen O l-1. BOO 3. 146* B. 654* NoneExport 2, 000 29. O5O O. OOO IB.4S4* None

Total 89,673*

JTNGMEN
********
Tonnes Yuan per Shadow Minirnurn Maximum

Tonne price Rate Rate

Wuhan O 8.195 9.7L7* -.532* NoneYichang 3 L, 83 1* Z .494 O . OOO None 3 .27 OJingrmen city 44 ,'t9g* o .zoo o. ooo None 3. 346¡rExport L74,377* l_O.OOO O.OOO None l_9.596*

Total 250,997*:=====:=:::====:====:=== =:=:======:==:=:====Source: Estinated
* Denotes values r*hich are different from the Base Model,Optinal Network F1ows.
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approximately 3.2 nirlion yuan. rt is safe to say that there
is a considerable need to manage frows more effectivery. Even

if future estimates are not very accurate, there are stirl_
large savings that could have been secured in L9g7.

The solution has the same unstable activities as the base
moder. what is interesting is that station 24 could send its
grain to ssrs rather than JTS without any penarty, i.e., it
has a zero shadow price although it is not in the basis
solution. Disturbing is the fact that the computer
calcurations of the minimums and maximums are in error.
Activities J22, J24 and ss22 were carculated by the LPBS

computer program to have minimums and maximums which are
exactly the same as their cost per unit. The author having
noticed this anomaly in the previous anarysis of the rgBT

optirnat flows, varied the costs per unit and found no change

in the basis when sszz and J24 had Èheir costs reduced and

when J22 had its cost increased. I{hen ss22 and J24 had their
costs reduced by " 01 v, the mini-mums r¡ere reduced to the
numbers in tabre 19. Àctivity Jzzts cost was increased by .oi_
g. to get the neh/ maximum shown in the table for that
activity. rt appears that since there is more than one optima]-
sorution (activity ss24 courd enter the basis with a zero
shadow price and the L9g7 optirnal frow moder had two
activities which had mur-tiple sorutions), there is an effect
of this type of error.
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TÀBLE 19

FLOWS, RÀTES, AND SENSTTTVITY ANALYSES DÀTÀ FOR GRÀIN FROM
SUPPLY STÀTTONS To TRANSFER STATIONS: SCENARIO 1 -

OPTTMÀL FLOWS IN 1990:= =:: = =:::::: == = = = =:= = =:= === =::=:::=====::::=======:==::==:::Activity Tonnes yuan per shadow Minimum MaximumCodea Shipped tonne price Rate Rate

J11
ss11
SY11

26 , LO9
0
0

LO.28 0. 0 -19.596* L0. 283
7 .66 " 003 7 .660 None

LO.47 8.664* 1.926* None

JL2
SS]-2
SY12

35 | 624
0
0

t2 .56
9.95
8 .82

o. o -19.596* L2.570
.010 9.94O None

4.7]-1* 4.106* None

JT7
SS17
SY17

3L ,57 2*
0
0*

9 .84
18. 14
L.7I

0.0 -t_9.596* L0.236
LO.9]-7 7.223 None
0. 393* 1.389 3 .784

J22
ssz2
sY22

8 t527*
5,950*

44 ,660*

15. 18
t2 .56
6.73

0. 0*
0. 0*
0.0

j_5. t_80't L5.996*b
r1.77 4*c 12 . 560*
3.580* 7 .LL9

J24
SS2 4
sYz4

L3,934* 16.05
0* 13.43
o 10.21

0.0 -L9.596*d 16. 05o*
0.0** 13.430:b None
2.6L4* 7.596* None:= =:=:: ==:::: = ==:= == =:::== === == ==:= = = =:: = =:: =::::: = == =: = = = =:Source: Estimated.

* Denotes values which are
Optimal Network Flows (i.e.
increase of J,987 f lows and
other supply stations) .

different from the Base Mode1,
values which are not simply an
have not been redistributed to

** Denotes a shadow price of zero arthough the activity is notin the basis, i.e., an arternative optinäI sorution aótivity.
" codes are J=Jingrrnen, ss=shasi and sy:shayang. Numbersdesignate supply stations (e.g. JLz denotes graiï fíowing fromstation L2 to Jingrmen Transfãr Station) .

b This is the maximum when the cost per tonne is increased to15. L9 Y.

t This is the rninirnun when the cost per tonne is decreased toL2.55 Y.

d This is the mini-mum when the cost per tonne is decreased to
16" 04 Y.
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Activity ss24 was forced into the basis using a function

of the Lpgg program and resurted in mi_nimums and maximums

being the same as the cost per unit for activities J22, J24
and ss24. Àctivity ss22 no longer has sensitivity analysis
resurts which are wrong but activity ss24 has taken its prace.
Again, one of either the minimum or maximum is likery wrong
for each of these activities. The solution cost was the same,

as expected, and s,7so tonnes v/ere diverted by station 24 to
ssrs from JTS. Torerance controls for the software program
were set at .00001 or lower but the fact that five digit (four
with a decirnal) numbers are the maximum that can be entered
into the program appears to linit the usefulness of the
program and perhaps inf luenced the occurrence of muJ_tipJ_e

solutions. rn other words, had the costs been alr to the third
decimal point, there rikery would be fewer rnultiple solutions,
as evidenced by the very srnaIl changes (thousands decinar_
prace) in rates that would be necessary to alter the sorution
basis. The fact that Èhe program produces some incorrect
resurts does not seriously affect the author's confidence in
the numerical findings since the. costs \{ere varied and the
resurts were similar. The author wilr not try to explain the
error further but it is clear that the sorution is very
sensitive to deriveries originating from stations 22 and 24

and that there is a relationship between nurÈipre sorutions
and the error. All other models were checked for sirniLar
rnalfuncti_ons.
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sCE¡TÃRTO 2 - ROÃD ÃDDITIO¡T

scenario 2 envisions a road connecting stations Lz and

23 " The road was shon¡n on the Jingrnen map but u¡as absent from
the Jiangling map and was assumed not to exist in the base

models. rn this section is an esti¡nation of the extra cost to
the system as a result of not being abre to ship grain from
JTS to yichang by rail. The magnitude of this extra cost
depends heavily on whether or not this road exists. The

problem is first approached assuming the road does not exist.
As a result of this road addition the rates from stations

L2-L4, 18, L9, 21, 22 and 24 to ssrs are reduced (see tabres
20 and 21- for new distances and rates, respectively). There
are stations which night use this road but which did have

their rates reduced because it was deemed inpossible for them

to deriver to ssrs in an optirnar solution. The inflows and

outflows for this case are in tables 22 and, 23, respectivery.
This case differs from the base moder, optimal network, in the
following vrays.

The totar cost for this scenario cornpared to the base

model, optimar network flows, is reduced by 37,g77 g to
3,726,494 g. station L2 no ronger delivers to JTs and nov¡

derivers all of its grain to ssrs. station 17 now delivers ar1
of its grain to syrs whereas it previously delivered to both
JTS and SYTS" station 24 derivers to ssrs rather Èhan to both
JTS and ssrs. station 22 derivers to both ssrs and syrs rather
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TÀBLE 20

DISTANCES FROM SUPPLY POINTS TO TRÀNSFER STÀTTONS
SCENARIO 2 - ROAD ADDITION

(Kilonetres)
==::==::=:=::=====:====::==:=:=::====:=:::======

Supp1y Station Transfer Stations

Jincrmen Shashi Shayang

57.O 143.0 t_13.0
35.0 t_21_.0 91.0
56.0 I42.O 1l_2.0
27 .5 l_13 . 5

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
I
9

t_o
l_1
t2
13
T4
L5
t6
L7
18
L9
20
2L
22
23
24

L8. 0

42.O
34.0
49. 0
59.5
46. O

45.9
20.0
30.0
47.O
89.5
74.2

99. O

84.9
85. 1

37.O
26. O

9.0

13. O 99. O

23 .7 100. 7
68. O

60. 0
52. O

37.O

83.5
69. 0
82.7
50.9

42.9
34 .9
49.9

39.5'k 42.3
63.7* 18.0
58.7 * 23. O

50"5 100.1 24"O

71-.3'b 33.5
66.5:t L8.7

63 "7 * 2L.8
51.5* 32.7
29 .5 57 .4
55. 5* 48 .7

77 .8
7L.5
56.5
75.5

=== ==:=:= ==:::::==::=:===::=== = == =:=:= = =::: = == =source: Hubei provinciar survey Bureau Make And print Brigade,
3nd Jingrmen urban planning Managernent Department: touristbrochure-nap, date unknown.

* Denotes distances that changed v¡ith the new road.
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TABLE 21

TRUCK RÀTES FROM TOTfNSHIP TO TRÀNSFER STATIONS:
SCENARIO 2 - ROAD ADDITION

(yuan per Tonne)
==::==:::=:::==:=:=:====:=====:====:===:=:::=:::

Transfer Stations
SuppIy
Station Jingrnen Shashi Shayang

L
2
3
4
5
6

12.019
7 .227

l_l_. 801
5.594
2.574
4.766
3.564

8.752
7.OO9

LO .27 6
L2 .563

9 .623
9. 601
3.960
6. L38
9.843

L9 .097
15.765
10. 603
L6 .549
1,5. L77
l_1.91 0
l-6. 048

30 .7 49 24 .2r5
25.958 L9.424
30.5-2 23.998
24.324 L7 .790
2L. L66 1,4 .632
2l_. 53 6 L7 . 6l_6
]-4.4L4 t_0.690

L2.672 8.948
10.930 7 .205
7.663 1,O.472
8.207 * 8 .8r7

t-3.480* 3.524
l_2.390* 4.6L3
2L.t66 7.663
18.095 5.267
18.139 2.376
15.130'r 6.900
14.090* 2.970
2L.406 4.831
l-3.480:t 4.352
10.820* 6.726
6.O29 72.106

L1.690* t_0.21-1

7
I
9

10
l_1
L2
l_3
L4
15
16
L7
18
19
20
21,
22
23
24
==:=::=::==:==:=============:::==:=:::::

Source: Estirnated

* Denotes rates different than in scenario 1 (optimalsorution). These rates have been rounded off to the seconddecimal place except for the rate for station L2.
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TABLE 22

GRÀTN DELIVERED FROM SUPPLY STATTONS TO TRANSFER STÀTIONS
SCENÀRTO 2 - ROAD ADDITION

(Tonnes)::= =:::::-:=::==:===== =:==:==:=:= = ====== = = = = = = = =:::=::::= =:= =suppry station Transfer stations rotals

________ïF__*i-_@ -:___,,
2 5t3L7 o o 5,31736]-7oo6:7
4 L,O42 o o 7,0425 4t932 o o 4.,g32684100841
7 L6,819 o o 16,819I g o o L.,gL79 1,026 o o L.,02610 7,375 o o 7,:rs1l- 1,6 ,422 o o l_ 6.,422t2 o 22t406 o 22.,406t_3 30 ,837 o o 30.,837L4 3,485 o o 3.,485l_5 754 o o 75416 10, 593 o o 10, 58317 0 0 19,858 rg, ese18 o o r',4og L" 4Og19 0 o 25., gg4 zs', ee+20 L,229 o o L.,22g2r o o 1,019 r, org22 o 4,289 32',906 37',Lg523 o 5,794 o 5',Lg4

__?:_- o 8 ,7 65 o 8.,7 65

r o r a r s 
- - - - ; :;;;- 

- - 
;; ;; ; 

- - - 
;;-,¿;;- - 

- - - ;;;: ;; ; - - - -=======:=:==:=:=:=:======:========:====:=::=:=:=
Source: Estirnated
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TÀBLE 23

FLOWS' RÀTES' AND SENSITIVTTY ANALYSES DATA FoR GRÀIN FROMTRÀNSFER srATroNS To DEFrcrr porNTS: scENÀRro 2 -
ROAD ADDTTION::= = = =:=:==:== =:=:=:== =:==:=:== === = == = = =:= ==:= =:::= = ==: =: = =:SHASHI

*********
Tonnes yuan per Shador+ Minimun MaximumTonne price Rate Rate

Wuhan
Yichang
Export

TotaI 40 ,654

0 8.86
27,939 5.89
L2 ,8t5 lt_. 55

5. O32
0.000
0. 000

3.828 None
5. l_ot_ 6.45r
None 23.956

SHÀ,YANG
***rb***:h*
Tonnes yuan per

Tonne
Shadow Mini_nurn Maxirnum
Price Rate Rate

Wuhan
Jingrmen
Export

79,076 7.922
0 11-.800

2,OOO 28.050

0. 00
4.10
0. 00

7.70
L7.50

None
None

None L2.954

Total 8L,076

JTNGMEN
* *******
Tonnes yuan per

Tonne
Shadow Minimun Maximum
Price Rate Rate

Wuhan
Yichang
Jingmen City
Export

0 8.185 7 .763 .422
877 2.484 o. ooo t.92338,690 .ZOO O. OOO None61-,917 L0. 000 O. OOO None

None
3.273
4.300

20.550
Total LOL,478
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than just SYTS. The most interesting result is that SSTS no\,{

satisfies 972 of yi-changrs demand whereas it didn,t even
deliver there before the road was avairabre. This resur-t has
imprications if it is deemed poriticarry or otherwise
necessary to keep the throughput at SSTS near current levels.
More important is that -if a road s/ere to be buirt and the
system were to be run in an optimal manner, the new road wouÌd
take pressure off the arready overburdened railway system
since under the optimal scenario, yichang's grain hras sent by
rail from JTs. using ssrs in L}BT rather than JTS to send
grain to Yichang resurted in an increased cost of 22,477 v [a
shadow price of .7 g6 g (table 13 ) times the zg , 5g-7 tonnes
(table 3) that should not have been shipped from ssrs to
Yichangl to the system. This additionar cost wourd increase by
whatever grain increase vras demanded at yichang in 1990

(35 '736 Y in 1990 at a 59t increase) . The above extra cost
resurting fron shipping grain through ssrs rather than JTS is
the cost of the inability to use the railway to ship grain to
Yichang. Determining this cost result satisfies objectÍve
2 (ii). with the road in place, routing the grain through ssrs
as they did in L9g7 would have resulted in an increased cost
of only 42s g (a shadow pricesa of .561 v tines the 7sB

saThis shadow price can not be taken directly from theprimal sorution siñce shipments are made from both JTS andssrs to Yichang. The shadolr price is deternined- uv =ültractingthe mininum cost needed to. change the sorutioîr basis (seeintroduction to this section tär "" expranation of theminimum) for th-e activity for shipping grain rrom JrJ from theper unit cost for this àctivity.-'
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tonnes which should have gone through JTs but went through
ssrs) which is the cost of not being able to use the railway
if the road were avairable. rt can therefore be seen that the
cost is quite different if the road is availabre. rf they lrere
to have this road in rgBT and had shipped in an optinar
manner' they courd have reduced the system cost by
approximatery 60,ooo g.s5 in Lg87. Assuming the 1990 savi_ngs
are 598 greater than the r9B7 savings with the road in prace
(37,977 * using the optimar network scenario for LggT) | and
interporating the costs for 19gB and j-9g9, this road courd
save L96'794 * over a four year period ceteris paribus. The
savings woul-d be much more than that if the l_990 frov¡s remain
the same as in L9e7. This area has three stations which
together supplied 30.6t of the grain derivered to TSs in rgg7.
The cost of road construction can be compared to the
cumulative savings to assist planners in deciding if a nevr

road is economi-carry warranted. rt wourd appear that since
this area has a large amount of surprus, it is a prime area
for infrastructure improvement.

The solution is again not stabre. There are five
activities which can be considered unstabre. These are fl-ows
originating fron stations r-1, LZ, 17, 22, and 24 and these are
the same staÈions as in the base model, optimal_ network case.
AcÈivities ssl-1 , J]-z, JL7 , J22, and J24 have shadow prices
less than one yuan (see table 24) and the inplications of

55Calculated as 37,g77 + 22,4-.,7 425 : 60,029 rt
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TABLE 24

FLOWS, RATES, AND SENSTTTVITY ANALYSES DÀTA FoR GRÀIN FROMSUPPLY STATTONS To TRANSFER STATIONS: SCENARIO 2 -
:::==::=====::::=-=-=--:o:o=1"="i:t=1======:=:=====::==:==:=

Activity Tonnes yuan per shador¡ Minimum Maxirnumcodea shipped ronne price Rate Rate
JL1

sslt_
sYLl_

L6,422
0
0

10.28
7 .66

LO.47

0. o -20.550* lL. 069*
.789* 6.974* None

7 .690* 2.'IgO* None

JL2
SS12
SY].2

22 ,406rc
0

0* 12.56 o.947* 1l-.613* None*

4 .7 04* 4. l-13 * None

JL7
SS17
SY17

0* 9.84 0.561* 9 .282* None*0 18. L4
l_9,859* 1. 78

8.21:b 0.0'b -23.956* 9.1S4*
8 .82

L2.264* 5.876'r None
0.0 -28.050* 2.343x

J22
ssz2
sy22

0
4,289t,

32 ,906tc

15.18
l-0.82*
6.73

.954* L4.ZZ6* None
0.0* 9.379* t_t_.381*
o. 0 6. 165* 8. 167*

J24
SS2 4
SY24

0*
8 ,7 65*

.954* 15.096* None11.69* 0.0 -23.956* L2.644*0 L0.21 2.614* 7.596* None

il;;=:ilil=;;:========:==:=:=============:===::=======:=

" codes are -J=Jingmen, ss=shasi and sy:shayang. Numbersdesignate suppl4 stations (e.g. Jt2 denotes grain fì-owì_ng fromstation 12 to Jingrmen transfãr station) .

* Denotes values which areOptinal Network Fl_ows (i.e.
increase of LggT flows andother supply stations) .

different from the Base Model,values which are not sinply anhave not been redistributed to
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these outcomes are crear as presented earrier - grain cour-d be
diverted to these TSs at a ninimar extra cost per tonne to the
system. station 22 spì-its its deriveries between ssrs and
sYTs. rf the rate to ssrs were reduced by r.44r * or more or,
conversely, if the rate to syrs was increased by 1-.44L v or
more, more grain would be sent to ssrs from this station. on
the other hand, if the rate to ssrs was increased by .56r_ v or
more or' conversely, if the rate to syrs was decreased by .561
* or more, more grain wourd be sent to syrs from this station.

SCENARIO 3 . ORIGINAT R.ATEs TO 8E.ASEI

rn this scenario the nodel uses the actuar rates which
v¡ere given for stations derivering to shashi (see table 7 |

page 67) and are henceforth referred to as observed rates. The

rates for stations 1o-14 and zz-24 were changed. These
observed rates are considered to represent one of the dual
tariff structures since they are both higher and lor.¡er than
the state rates and are thus not calculated on the basis of
distance aLoner âs are the state criterion rates. ït was not
determined why these rates are different than the state
criterion rates reported for transport costs at ssrs and JTe.
There are various reasons why they might be different but none

of the authors guesses can account for arl the differences
alone. Tractors are sometirnes used at a rate of .zs v per tkm.
but one rate is even higher than this. An arr-owance may be

made for differences in road travelled but two stations on the
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same road had very different rates. There are apparently no
infruences from backhaur opportunities as rates are charged
the same regardless. perhaps it is sinpry a result of
negotiation.

To find out, if the frow solutions would changre it is
necessary to compare only the new rates rvith the minimums and
maximums of the base model, optimar frow network. However, to
determine if the sensitivity of activities changed requires
running the moder again. The flows are identicar to the base
moder, optimar network flows, and Èherefore this duat rate
structure does not appear to be biasing frow direction. rt was

expected that the frows would be identicar because the base
model, optimal network, analyses of maximurns/minimums showed
that the basis wourd not change with these rates. The cost for
this scenario is onry 3,844 g (.12g) greater than the base
moder and thus the use of the state criterion rates appears to
result in a fairry crose approximation of what rnight occur
with variable rates. This resuÌt heJ-ps support the model,s
vatidity. However, if the observed rates are run with the base
model, current network f10ws, there is an increase in system
cost of 34,266 s. or a .91* error in the tggT system cost.

The solution for this scenario is more stabre than the
base model (see tabre 25) . The solutions for stations L2, 17 ,
22, 24 and the activity representing shipments from ssrs to
Yichang are unstable. The sorution for station rr. is no ronger
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TABLE 25

FLOWS, RATES, AND SENSTTTVITY ANALYSES DATA FoR GRÀTN FROMSUPPLY STÀTTONS TO TRANSFER STÀTIONS: SCENARIO 3 -ORTGTNÀL RÀTES TO SHÀSHI===:::::===::::==============:==:==:=:=::::::::=:::=:=====:==
Activity Tonnes yuan per shadow Minimurn Maximum

_____::i:i___ shipped ronne price Rare Rare

L6 ,422 L0.28

2.2L9 None

J11
ss11
SY11

JT2
ss12
SY12

JT7
ss17
sY17

o 7.66
0 L0.47

22 ,406 L2.56
O L0.40¡t
0 8.82

o. 0 -l_9.989 10. 283
.003 7 .660 None

8.251

0.0 _19.984* l_3.450,k
.890* 9.510* None

4.31-8 4.500 None

4 ,2gg 9.84 0.0 7 .841 LO.2360 t_8. 14 L|.347* 6.793r. None15,569 L.78 0.0 l_.389 3.784
J22 0 l_5.18 .393 L4.7g7 NoneSS22 O L3. OO* L.263¡b 1l_ .737* None

_::??____ 37 , Les 6.73 o. o _28 . oso 7 . LLs
I 2 4 - - - 

!: \1;- 
- - - - 

;¿-.; ; 
- - - - - 

; : ; 
- - - - - 

; ; : ; ; ; ; 
- - 

;¿-.;;;;ss24 7 ,62I l_3. oo* o. o t2 .644 13 .890*Sy24 0 L0.2L 2.22L 7.989 None::=::::::====:=:::=:::=:====:===:======:=:=:=::=
source: Estimated.

" codes are J=Jingrmen, ss=shasi and sy=shayang. Numbersdesignate suppr_q stations (e.g. Jrz denotes grain flowing fromstation LZ to Jingrmen transfãr station) .

* Denotes values which are different from the Base Moder,optinal Network Flows.
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unstable' Again, stations L7 and 24 sprit their del_iveries
between TSs although the change in rates necessary to change
the basis are different. The imprications for stations 12 and
22 are the same as in the base noder, optimar network case.

SCENARIO 4 - 8TATE R.ATEs AT SEAYA¡IG

scenario 4 determines if the use of state rates at syrs
results in a different optimar netv¡ork. rt appears that the
current rates used at syrs are market determined rates while
other TSs use state subsidized rates. The base model informs
us that the basis sorution wilr not change with decreases in
the rates for grain being shipped out of syrs to destinations
outside of Jingrmen. The current rate structure is not biasing
grain flows away from syrs. Alr of wuhanrs d.emand is stilÌ met
from SYTS. The current rate to t{uhan would have to arrnost
doubre (to r-4.30 g) before this was the case. of course, the
system cost decreases (by 7g,goz y) r¡ith the rower rates, and,

the penarties for sending grain to wuhan through ssrs and JTS,
as is currently the case, are greater (by about 2.2 * per
tonne). Att other activities are as sensitive as in the base
nodel "

sut'fuARY

The folrowing hypotheses vrere suggested for this thesis.
Jingrmen is not moving grain in a r-east cost fashion. secondry,
the nagnitude of the benefit of moving grain in a least cost
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fashion is rarge" Thirdly, rnanagement and institutional
constraints rinit the extent to which the system can be run in
a reast cost fashion. The conclusions from this section
confirrn the first hypothesis, confirm or at reast support the
second, and are conflicting for the third. The first research
objective has been accomprished. The concrusions from this
section also represent the attainnent of three of the four
sub-objectives of the second research objective, which are:

To estimate the current and future financial costs
of: (i) mismanaging grain frows, (ii) the inability
to use the railway, and (iii) redirected grain
flows due to a dual rate structure.
since estimates for objectives 2(ii) and 2(iii) are

essentially estimates of the impact of a poricy to subsidize
rates on state carriers, they contribute to the investigation
of the third research objective and hypothesis.

The above type of anaryses are very usefur_ in china. The

construction of this type of linear program is very easy in
china because the poricy of serf sufficiency prohibits a rarge
number of movements (from township to township and county to
county) that would otherwise have to be incruded in the
nodelled network. rt is especially easy to model the flows nov¡

(1987) that all grain must be derivered to the government

again. The MPp grain wirt now go to the closest derivery
point. Assuming the monopoly for marketing grain continues,
the various arms of the Grain Bureau shourd start keeping
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better statistics on the quantity and origin of Mpp grain.
These statistics are apparently unavairabre at TSs, most
likely because the shipments arriving there are not pranned
for and could come at any tirne and from any prace. These
unplanned shipments will no ronger be prevarent now that the
MPP grain deriveries wirl be planned by the Gr-ain Bureau and
the data can be used to construct a more complete moder.

Based on the data avairabre, the foregoing grain frow
anarysis suggests that current manag,ement is not economicar,
and a different schedule could resuLt in substantiaL savings.
The returns to this kind of research appear to be exceptionar.
The 1987 cost of mismanaging grain frows r+as 6L2,r4g v (tabr-e
26) and the total four year cost to 1990, assuming a s9z
increase in frows, would be approximately 3.2 mirrion g,

ceteri-s paribus. Most of the increase in cost is due to grain
Ieaving an inappropriate TS for its final destination rather
than the cost of flows to TSs. A1l grain destined for wuhan

should be sent through syrs. The fact that grain from JTs did
not go by rair to yÍchang resulted in an extra cost of 22,477
* to the system in LggT " This is the cost of the inability to
use the railway. The solution for scenario 2 shows that this
cost can be substantialry reduced if a road s/ere buirt in the
south-west area of Jingrmen. À road addition results in an
optimal flow network which re-routes 97* of the grain through
ssrs Èo Yichang and which essentiarly eliminates the extra
cost of 22,477. The road arso reduces system cost by g7,977
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TABLE 26

SUMMÀRY OF LTNEÀR PROGRÀMMING RESULTS
=: =::= = =:=:: = =::= =:= == = =:= = =:= = = == = =:::::::= =:= =System Unstable

Savings SolutionsScenario

1,987 Base Model
Optinai- Network Flows

Scenario 1 - Optimal
F1ows In l_990

Scenario 2 - Road
Addition

Scenario 3 - Original
Rates To Shashi

Total
Cost

3,L64,47L 61,2tL49 tt,L2,!7,22
24 and Shashi
to yichang

5 r 6g5 ,2OL l- r oo4 , o4:- Ir t 12 , 17 ,22
24 and Shashi
to yichang

3,L26,494 37,977 LL,]'2,L7t22
24

3r16gr3L5 -3 tg44 L2 tL7 t22 t24
and Shashi
to yichang

Scenario 4 - State 3,0g5,569 7g,gOZ l-L,LZ tj.7 t22Rates At Shayang 24 and Shashi
to yichang

Source: Estimated

" The structure of the moder is such that unstable activitiesare unavailable.
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Yuan for the optinar network and thus r¿ourd have reduced the
total cost in r9B7 using the current frows by about 60,ooo *.
since ssrs is currentry not an economical transshipment point,
this resul-t is also significant if it is politicalry or
otherwise desirabre to continue using ssrs to ship grain to
Yichang.

The dual rate structures tested do not result in artering
the optirnar network flows. The unartered optimar flow means

that the policy of subsidizing state carriers is not directing
flows away from the most economic transfer station. Despite
the higher than state criterion barge rates at syrs, the
station does not suffer any reduced frows from the higher
rates but these rates do result in a cost which is 78,goz g

greater than if the state rates $/ere used. The non-state
criterion rates used for suppry stations Èo ssrs do not resurt
in artered optimal frow patterns either and the cost is just
.L2* greater than for the L9B7 optimar netr+ork noder. on the
other hand, the rail rates from JTS have no comparabre market
rates and thus erere not tested. rt is quite possible that the
low rail rate to yichang biases grain ahray frorn ssrs. The rate
from JTS would onry have to increase from z.4B to 3.27 for
ssrs to become competitive for yichang deriveries. since the
125 kn. rail rate is equivalent to onry a L2.5 krn. truck trip
at state rates, the rair rate appears to be extremer.y ron. The

low rail rates are presunably inhibiting the performance of
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the system and has led to a rail system which is heaviry
overburdened.

since the trained personner and computers (not to mention
electricity) are generarJ.y unavairabre in Jingrmen, and since
the same is assumed in other rural areas, it is suggested that
a training program be initiated at HÀu to train rurar managers
of the Grain Bureau so that such models can be buirt. The
moders courd be maintained in either the rurar areas or in
wuhan. The feasibirity of this proposition is hampered by the
lack of trust and coordination between government and
university institutions but these differences must be overcome
if research is to have a meaningfur irnpact in chi_na.
rnformation is jealously guarded in china for a variety of
reasons, so there is some question of whether Grain Bureau
officials really want others to know of their activities. This
propensity arso hi-nders the feasibiJ-ity of this suggestion,
but the model cour.d be used exclusivery by the grain bureau
after initial- training. National policy makers have arready
indicated their desire for universities to become more
financiarry self-sufficient and this type of cooperati_on courd
help universities achieve this goal if the system savings
courd be used to compensate the university for its services.
The Grain Bureau r*ould likewise have to be allowed to keep a
significant portion of the cost savings in order for the
project to be successful. while the author did not get the
fulI inforrnation needed for a precise nodel, this information
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$ras collected but could not be rereased Èo the author, and the
data was subsequentry thrown away by the Grain Bureau. rt is
assumed that the data base currently exists for this type of
model building.

Most sorutions are unstabre for the five suppr_y stations
in the south-west corner of Jingrmen. This instabirity means

there is a fair amount of frexibirit,y in where these stations
can send their grain. Given the large amount of grain at
stations zz and 24, and given that Jingrmen wants to use its
shashi station even though it is (arguabry) presentry
uneconomic to do so, pranners may want to consider if it is in
their interests to build a bridge or provide barge service
from station 24 south to Jiangring county. scenario 2 | the
addition of a road between stations L2 and 23, showed that
ssrs became a viable TS for grain deliveries with this road
addition and the addition of a bridge or barge servi-ce wourd
likeIy do the same. The road addition showed a cost savings of
37,977 g in l9g7 and assuming that the network is run in an

optinal manner from L9g7 to 1990, an. if the flows were 1.59
times greater in 1990, then the savings wourd be 60,420 v in
1990, ceteris paribus. rnterporating the costs for 198g and
1989 and adding them to the rgBT and 1990 savings wourd resurt
in a four year savings of Lg6,7g4 *, ceteris paribus. These
savings can be used as a guideline to determine if there is
cause for another transportation route to be built,. The south_
west area is especially irnportant since the sum of the flows
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from stations 12, 22 and 24 represent 30.6t of the totar frows
originating at suppJ_y stations in Jingrmen.

solutions show thaÈ Jingmen is not rnaking optimal use of
the geographic position of SYTS. SYTS currently sends out much

less than it wourd under an optinar conditions. storage
capacity is sufficient at SYTS to receive greater deliveries
in the future and the size of boats on the Han shui river, ât
a maximum 500 tonnes capacity (ssrs is lrooo tonnes), is not
a limiting factor to increase flows at syrs. rt appears that
Jingrmen should stop sending grain to l.Iuhan by rairway.

This chapter has shown the economic impact of not routing
grain shiprnents in a reast cost fashion for LggT and the
irnpacts that might occur under other scenarios. ït has aLso
identified where shiprnents should or should not be occurring
according to a reast cost criterion thus identifying specific
routings which could be corrected. Many other scenarios can be

examined with the rinear prograrnming model_. The author
suggests that planners analyze the projected grain demand for
wuhan and consider the benefits of shipping from the three
transf er stations in Jingi"men. This anarysis would be

especially useful if sinilar moders for other areas of Hubei
Province could be constructed and integrated so as to provide
a provincial model for optinal grain shipments.

The foregoing anaryses are severely impaired by data
limitations. At al-most every turn of a page there can be found
quarifications røhich surround the data. The author rearizes
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that analyses as conducted here require accurate data and that
the resurts would not be very useful if the data v/ere

incorrect. Every effort was made to ensure data integrity but
in right of the authorrs experiences in china, the resurts
cannot be too precise. The reriabirity of the results can onry
be assessed by the Grain Bureau in Jingrmen and the author
could not get the Grain Bureau to respond to the data
questions rai-sed in this thesis. Because of these data
probi-ems, the linear progranming model is best considered as

an illustration of what couLd be done in china to enhance the
management of its grain transportation system.
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CEÃPTER 5

rh¡STrrurro3[S A]ID Por,rcys cRrrrcÃrJ coMpoNENTs

OF TEE sYsTEM

Regionar deveropment projects must consider government
policy objectives. This chapter outlines some of china,s major
institutions affecting the grain storage and transportation
system as of l_998.

The concrusions from the forrowing four sections are
directed towards the investigation of the third hypothesis:
that management and institutional constraints Iinit the extent
to which the system can be run in a reasÈ cost fashion. The

Jingmen Transport cornpany is an institution; it v¡as

established for the specific purpose of transporting grain. An

institution is also an established custom, Iav/, or
relationship in a community so the policies which are
mentioned may also be considered institutions.

The prirnary objective of the first subsection is to
estiurate the extra cost from ernpty .haul_s which courd have been

avoided in 1987 had the system been run in an optimal manner.
The 1990 cost is also estinated. These represent the last sub_
objective of objective 2 to be investigated, the others having
been accomplished in chapter 4.

The second to fourth subsections cannot provide
quantitative support rike the previous investigations. The
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second subsection present.s the background behind the new
poricy to again monoporize the grain marketing system. This
section has made a number of postulations for what might be
the effect of the return to a nonoporized grain narketing
system but the effect can onry really be determined with time.
The third subsection provides an overview of how the system of
payments is accomplished according to the new system
implemented in LgB7. rt shows how the Gpp and Mpp purchasing
channers are rerated to system participants and how the
payment system may be infruencing the operation of the
rnarketing systen. The fourth subsection describes the state
goars for marketing costs. some of these goars wilr be
discussed in this section in terms of their possibre economic
impacts.

For the concrusions of this section, the reader is
directed to the end of each subsection. There are certainry
management and institutional constraints whj-ch are inhibiting
the efficiency of the grain narketing systen. rt was shown

earlier that there were such rnanagement constraints but the
investigation of the dual rate structures did not confirrn that
there rrrere institutional constraints. This section shows that
there are institutionar constraints which are rimiting the
ability of the system to operate in a reast cost fashion, but
only in a quatitative manner.
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.'TNGME}g TR.åÅ'SPORTATIOSI COMPAS¡'Y

company management reported that the major methods used
to increase efficiency at the company were to increase the
length of haur, decrease inputs, and decrease the number of
enpty back-hauls. Actually, Jingmen Transportation company

(JTc) wants to decrease the number of empty front-hauls, since
the enpty haur occurs when the truck reaves for the suppry
station, but it is referred to in this thesis as a dead-haur.
Ànother objective is to remain below the state quota for fuer
consumption" The data in table 27 was manipulated to produce
efficiency measures (see table 28) which can be used to: (1)
analyze the performance of the fleet over time, (2) find the
averagie tonnage carried per truck and therefore the cost of
empty haurs, and (3) determine the number of truck trips made

by the fleet and thus the average hauting distance. This
section thus estimates (a) the trend in the use of J-abour,
totar tonnage of truck capacity, and. fuel (the onry input data
availabre) on a per unit output basis, and trend estj_nates for
some other performance indicators are arso discussed, (b) the
present and possible (under the optirnal network scenario of
chapter 4) rnagnitude and cost of empty hauls, and (c) the
present average length of haur. some of the data presented in
the tables is not discussed in any detair and is prinarily
presented so that JTc can estimate the trend in the average
l-ength of haur on its own. The analysis here shor+s how the
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average length of haul might be estinated for 1_987 but
estirnates for other years are reft to the reader.

The anaryses indicated that the average tonnage carried
per truck is g.62 tonnes. using this average, empty haurs cost
JTc an estinated z,239,4go v in rgBT assuming fu1ly roaded
trucks cost the same to run as ernpty trucks.56 For the grain
flows modelr-ed (see chapter 4), and under the same assumption,
the cost was 1,B3s,gz3 v in \gg7. rf the system had been run
in an optimar manner in 1997, the cost would have been 36gtgzg
s less for the flows modelred (a reduction of.28or113 kms. of
enpty hauls) . This saving of 36g,929 tÈ | added to the saving
that courd have been accrued to fulr trucks running under :

optinal scenari-o discussed in chapter 4, means that the Gr. *n
Bureau coul-d have saved an estimated 9gr-,078 g in LIBT by
sinply re-routing its grain f1ows.

JTc berongs to the Grain Bureau and carries a rarge
percentage of the totar commerciar graj_n in Jingrmen (gzz of
the quantity derivered to TSs in r-987). of this tonnage , g|z
was grain and oiI in 1997 and almost alr of it r,¡as reportedry
grain (see column 11, table 28). The truck fleet in ratter
1987 consisted of 14 Mitsubishis (9 tonnes carrying capacity
each), 6 other Japanese trucks (7.s tonnes each), and. 32

Donqfenq and Jiefenq trucks with trailers (6 tonnes in the box

5órt is rearized that. this assumption is rikeJ-y invalidand that the cost of running a full t-ruck is rii;it'gieater.rt is also rearized that iú is 1eãrry irnpossible to arwayshave fult trucks on both front and bacÊ haurs so that sorne ofthis cost is unavoidable.
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TÀBLE 27

INPUTS AND OUTPUTS OF JINGMEN TRÀNSPORTATTON COMPANY:

====::=:=:::::=::=:::=:==t=t=t:t=;=-it=t=l=====:===::==:::
(1). (2) (3) (4) (s)Year capacity possibre Actual roiai TotàI Tonne-of Trucks I'{orking t{orking Kilornetres kirornetres(Tonnes) Days Days Travelred Travelred

1980 295.O L2,654 LO,3g2 2,go7 ,g43 6,371_,5011981 248.5 7 ,421 6 ,445 2 t3L4 tg75 5',232"2..8L9g2 256 .1 9 ,932 8, 03 O 2 , 64g, SSS 6', 43L"7 02l-983 385.5 12t5g4 Lo,34l_ 3,520r035 g',,o2g,oso
1gg4 447.6 L5,725 12,97O 4,45O,52g t2',02:r:o:l_995 440.2 L4,7Lg L3,O52 4,935,966 r¡,ss¡,e¿e1986 472 '5 L4,9r7 13 t2Bo 4,743 t273 Ls',733',062

=:=:::l:===113=3=:=11:331=::13:122==!:i!l:=1?==t:1111i=l===
source: Du zhuol0ng, Director, Jingrmen Grain Bureau,sTransportation Company. 9 November, 1SA-S.

TÀBLE 27

INPUTS AND OUTPUTS OF JINGMEN TRÀNSPORTÀTTON COMPANY:1980 L9B7 (Continued)
==:::::::==::::::::::=:=:=:::=:=======:==::=::==:=:=:=:::=:::

(6) \tl (8) (e) (10) (11)----TRUCK------- ---wAGONKilonetres Kirometres Totar Kiro¡netres Kilometres TotarTravell-ed Travel-red Tonne- Travelred Travelred Tonne_with Goods Hnpty kiro- with Goods Enpty kilo-meters meters
1' 035,019 704,]-86 4,o25' 331 670,334 4gg,404 2,346,L7077ot5\6 523,2o5 3,L45'888 .595,68g 43st466 z',086,33089L,629 558 

' 
627 3 t792 ,7gL 695,815 soz ts24 2',63g, 9i.lI'L97,L36 746,2o7 5t3o4,580 g42,og5 634,607 3',724r5r-o1,444,769 927,755 6,77g,ooB L'227,sg7 B5o,4o8 5't244,2951'610 

'943 1'169,794 8,475t374 1,1-60 t476 sss,:s: s',rLg,474L,763,583 L,3o2'6L6 11,L56,608 93s,lo3 74tt97r 4',s76,4s4
!:!2!=i=21:=!:?=1:2:131=it=:t=11111::=l=110=11::111111= j:'!!!L1?1
Source: Às above.

Note: Data is from i-9go to LggT as in above tabre.
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TABLE 27

ÏNPUTS AND OUTPUTS OF JINGMEN TRANSPORTÀTTON COMPANY:l_980 L9B7 (Continued)
=:==::=:=::::==========:===::=:========:::::::=:

(L2)
Year Total

Tonnes

(13)
Total

Carried Carried

Tonnes of euotaOf Freight Grain+Oi1

(14)
FueI

(kilo-
grarns)

(1s)
Fuel
Used
(kiro-
grams)

1e8 o rcr:;1¿--ïil;;-----;;;-,¿;;----;;;:;;;-------
1981 L22,3LO 1t_0,939 284,22g 307',26IL982 L64 ,845 L54 ,864 354 ,57l_ 3 26', 0521983 2]-3 ,]-96 2OO,867 460,4Og 4L7,8251984 276,539 247 ,202 553,967 sLg t7551985 299 t364 292 ,L22 63:-,77 1 63 9't2531986 306,249 301,71_5 675,789 695,g7g

=::::l==::-33]:31!=====2:3:33!=====31113::::=::1::::=::===:=
source: Du zhuorong, DirecÈor, Jingrmen Grain Bureau,sTransportation Company. 9 November, 19gã.
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TABLE 28

PERFORMANCE INDTCÀTORS OF JTNGMEN TRÀNSPORTATION COMPANY:
1980 L987

== = = =:= =:= =::= ==:= = =: =: = == ==:=:= = == = =:= = = =:= = =:=::= == =:=::= =( 1) (2) (3 ) (4) (s)Year Gas used Average Àverage percentage eeròeitageper Tonne Tonnes Tonnes of Kilo- of xiio-Truck Carried Carried meters metersCarrying Per per Truck Runs Wagon Runs
______::t::::I rruck r{ason Empry nurpty

1980 L | 496
1981 I,236
L982 L,273
1983 l_, 068
1984 1, L61
1985 L,452
1986 L,473
1987 l_,363

3 .89
4.08
4.25
4 .43
4 .69
5.26
6.33
6.81

3.50
3.56
3.79
3.95
4 .27
4 .4t
4.89
4 .97

40. s
40.4
38.5
38.4
39.1
42.O
42 .5
42.7

42 .6
42 .6
4L.9
40 .2
40.9
43.7
44 .2
44.3

=== = = = =: = =::= =:=:=:== = == =::=== =========:===:=::======:=:=:===source: Du zhuorong, Director, Jingrmen Grain Bureau,sTransportation Company. 9 November, 199-8 .

TABLE 28

PERFORMÀNCE TNDICÀTORS OF JINGMEN TRÄNSPORTATTON COMPANY:

=:====:::::::==::::t:r:11::Tg::!:":1a=tl:=?==:===::====:==:::=
(6) (7) (8) (s) (10)Year Percentage percentage of oneway percentage xiiometresof Totar Total Loaded Distance of onewaf trãvelredKilornetres Kilometres A of Truck Distance' p;; Tonnewagon rs Truck Travels Traver which rs oi-trucrwith Truck when rt Has A (Kilo- A Front or carrying

::11_:l:::. merers) Back Haur capaêitf
1e8o 67.2* 64.8* ----;ä;;--1il;-----;;;;;---
1981 78.9* 76.02 646,86L 19.1t g,¡rs1982 82.6t 78. Og 725,L28 23. O* LO',,3421983 81.1t 78.7* 971,672 23.2* 9"1_3L1984 87.6t 85.0t 1,L86',262 21.8t 9',g431985 74,1* 72.O2 1,389',869 15.9g ro,geo1986 54 .7\ 53 . Oå 1, 53¡ , roo 15. Ot ro, otsL987 45 . 1t 43 . 9t L, 484't OzL 14 . 6t l'.,87 L=:==========:=======:=:=:==== == ==:==:== = =:=:= ======= = == = = = ==source: Du zhuorong, Director, Jingmen Grain Bureau'sTransportation Conpany" 9 November, 198ã.
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T.A,BLE 28

PERFORMÀNCE TNDICÀTORS OF JTNGMEN TRÀNSPORTATION COMPANY:

========::===:=====t=110=;=t='=t:=-L=":"=t::=1:=:===:=
(11) (L2_) (13) (14)Year Percentage of Fuel used perôentag,e Tonne-kirometresTonnes carried per Tonne- of Days Acconprishedwhich rs crain kilometre actuaily per Tonne ofÀnd Oit (Tonnes) Worked Truck Capacity

1980 82.72 0.069 82.1 2L,5g81981 90.72 o. 059 86.8 2L, O55L982 93 . 9g o. 051 80. I 25 , :,,t4l-983 94.2* o. 046 82. l_ 23 ,422l_984 89.4* 0.043 82.5 26,8621985 97.62 0.047 gB.7 3o,ggL1986 98.5t 0.044 89. O 33 ,2g7
1:::=::=33=13:=:==:== o: 011====:==::jj=1_:_____=it:äi:=:===:=
source: Du Zhuorong, Director, Jingmen Grain Bureau,sTransportation Company. 9 November, fge-g.
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and 4 tonnes in the trailer or r-o tonnes totar capacity), for
a totar carrying capacity of 491 tonnes for the 52 trucks. The

491 tonnes is slightly higher than the nunber shor+n in column

2 of tabre 28 because the tablers numbers are monthly averages
and two trucks were bought and six sold during the year. The

figures for tonnage in tabre 2 refrect carrying capacity of
the truck f leet j_ncluding wagon trailers.

Âv€rage Truck Canying capacity

rnspecÈion of tabre 28 (column 6) reveals that 45.1g of
the krns. travelted by truck incruded a vragon in 1987. 43.9å of
the kms. travelled with goods incruded a wagon with goods if
we assume that r+hen a wagon is carrying goods the truck is
also carrying goods (colunn 7). The assumption is acceptable
since it is normal to road onry the truck and not the trairer
if there is not enough Èo firr both. rt can also be noted that
the percentage of total kms. the truck runs empty and the
total percentage of kms. the wagon runs ernpty are very similar
and covariate crosery over tine. This observation also
supports the above assunption. Dividing the totar tkms.
accomplished for trucks and wagons by their respective kms.

travell-ed with goods we can calcurat,e the average tonnage
carried as 4.97 tonnes and 6.g1 tonnes (columns 2 and 3) for
every km. traverled for wagons and trucks respectively in
1987 " wagons are only suppose to carry 4 tonnes and thus seem

to be overloaded. since onry the 6 tonne trucks can use the
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wagons (and all of these have wagons), and assuming that the
truck is not also overroaded, these truck-trains carry an
average 1-O.97 tonnes. Assuming that 43.g* of the tirne a truck
is carrying goods it arso has a furr Èrailer in tow and that
all trucks travel an equal distancet 43.g+ of the kms.
traverled with goods are being travelled with, orl average,
1'o"97 tonnes. weighting the two theoreticar truck sizes of
1o.97 tonnes and 6.9 tonnes with their respective proportion
of kms. travelled with goods (.43g and .561 respectively)
yields an average 9.62 tonnes carried per truck and truck-
train cornbined for every km. travelled with goods.

Cost, anð lfagnitude of hpty Eauls

The primary objective of this section is to estimate the
extra cost which could have been avoi-ded in LggT had the
system been run in an optimar manner. The r.990 cost is arso
estimated. These represent the rast sub-objective of objective
2, the others having been acconprished in chapter 4. The

estimate performed previousry, the average truck load (g.62
tonnes), is necessary to make this section's estimates.

The company reported that the ernpty rate of truck travel_
r{as 458 for ]-997. rn table 2g (colurnn 4) we see that it was

42"72 (L'266t7s9 kn.) and that this percentage has been
increasing yearly since r-9g3 (four years of increase). The

percentage of wagon kns. traverled empty has also been

increasing since 1993 and was 44.3* in LggT (colurnn 5)
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almost. the same as for trucks. Multiprying the totar kms.
traverled without goods by trucks of average carrying capacity
by a cost of r.767 g (.zos s per tkm. times g.62 tonnes a

rate that v¡ould be cl0se to the averag,e for fult trucks)
results in an estinated cost of 2,23g,4go g for the empty
haurs. The estimates assume that the empty haur cost is the
same as for a loaded truck. The estimates can be lowered to
reflect the cost of an empty haul by sinply murtiprying the
estimate by the percentage of the roaded cost which is equal
to the enpty cost (i.e., if the empty haul cost per tonnes or
tkm. is 508 of the cost of running fuII, nultiply the estimate
by .s).

we have determined that the average quantity a truck
carries is g.62 tonnes. we return to the data on the frows
that occurred in 1987 and the estination of the optimar flows
in 1987 (see last chapter) to determine the total distance and

cost of empty haul-s" The distance and cost can be reduced
substantially if the system is run in an optinal manner. These
cost estimates depend heavily on the si_ze of truck used and

treat partial loads to be equivale.nt in cost to fulr roads.
To estimate the cost, the tonnes shipped in tabres 2 and

L4 (pages 49 and tr7 respectivery), which are the tonnes
shipped under the current and optirnal flows for Lgg7, are
divided by the average truck road (8.62 tonnes) Èo get the
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number of one-vray trips. L4.64* of these trips have back_
hau1s57 so this percentage of one-qray trips is subtracted
from the totar- number of one-way trips to get the residuar,
which is the number of return ernpty haurs. The number of
return enpty haurs is murtiplied by the cost per tonne for the
haul from the supply point to the TS it delivered to and then
mul-tiplied again by the g.62 tonnes. All of the shipments are
then summed up. For deliveries to ssrs, the cost of traveì_ring
to the suppry point and back to Jinganen city is added for
every two trips from the supply point to ssrs. During the
busiest time of year, JTc sends part of its fleet to shayang
(as a type of separate brigade) so these trucks do not have to
return to Jingmen city. A1r trucks stati-oned in Jingmen city
are suppose to return each night. The calculations show that
the cost of returning ernpty in L}BT hras 1,B3s,gz3 * and the
cost under the optimum frow scenario was onry L,466tgg3 * or
368'929 * less than the actual LggT cost. This reduction in
cost is due to the reduct.ion in distance traverled empty when

the network is run in an optimaJ- manner. The optirnar flow
net'work reduces the number of kilometres traverred empty to
83o'7LL from 11110,924 or a reduced distance of 2gor113 kms.
rncidentally, the total distance travelred from the suppry

sTBackhauls are estimated by first caLculating harf of thetotar distance t-ravelred by truórs, i.e., the theoreticar one-way distance. This nunber is then subtiacted from the totaldistance traverled by trucks with g"ãa= and the residuat isthen divided by the theoreticar onejor"y-ai-t."Ë" t" viära.tir.percentage of the- return journey kiloñetres that have truckscarrying. goods- The resul-t, for- LgB7, is that L4.642 of thereturn kilornetres are kilornetres wherå the truck was carryinggoods.
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points to the TSs (with goods) was arso reduced by 377,s32
kms. under the optirnal scenario.

The 1990 cost might be expected to increase approximately
59t (the same as the increase in surprus grain) over tg}7. The

cost of enpty hauls rdas 60g of the cost savings for ful_r
trucks in r9g7 and so results in an essentially identical
estimate if it is arternatively assumed that this percentage
will remain consÈant to l-990. The first assumption wourd
result in a 1990 cost of sg6,5g7 s or a four year cumulative
extra cost of 1,9!1,,os2 tl, ceteris paribus. This number added
to the cumulative extra cost of full trucks estinated in
chapter 4 results in a totar 5.L nirlion yuan which wirl be

Lost if grain flows are not re-routed.
The linear program moders 8ot of the quantity of grain

transported by JTc. The esti-mates for the empty haur costs
using the rinear programming nodel appear to be relatively
accurate since the totar cost for enpty hauls is arso near goå

at 82+ of that estinated for Jrc. The estiinated kironetres
traverred enpty for the model is 87g of the total for JTC. rt
wourd be expected that this rast percentage wourd be higher
than the percentage of tonnes shipped since the tonnage which
was nodelled in chapter 4 did not incrude the short movements

which were from place to prace in Jingrmen city and wourd thus
incrude a higher percentage of the ernpty haurs, assuming there
are greater opportunities for hauls both trays in the city.
since the linear progranming moder only covers about 72l. of
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the total infrows in Jingrmen in r.987 (no Mpp grain flows were
modelred), it stands to reason that the savings would be much
greater if the other 2e* of infl0ws were incruded.

A najor probJ-em in reducing dead-haurs is that most rorork

units bring in suppJ-ies with their own vehicres. No extra
charge is made to customers when there is a dead-haur and
likew-se there is no reduction if there is a backhaur.
Economic rates courd be conceived which refrect the
opportunity of a backhaul being present and this might. result
in rurar economic units rnaking greater use of the Grain
Bureau's trucks. unLess the current rate charged by the JTc
also covers the cost of empty haurs, it wourd appear that it
wourd be northwhile to subsidize the cost of transporting
goods that are demanded at the suppry points so that at least
some of the cost of ernpty hauls could be recovered. Bricks for
house construction are the most conmon goods being carried in
this area of china but the production of bricks occurs in many

rocal-ities and are therefore easily acquj_red locarl_y. Many

other types of goods are considered contarninants, including
chenical fertirizer, but fertirizer can be taken to the
countryside without contamination. For whatever reason, the
percentage of freight which is grain and oir has become very
high in the last three years (table 28, col_umn 11) and this
may indicate greater intorerance for other cargoes.
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åverege Eeuling Distance

Average hauring distance is one of the efficiency
measures that JTc wanted to improve. However, they have no

current measure of this indicator. This section provides a

method for how this indicator rnight be measured in Lgg7. ït
will be up to JTC to deternine if this measurement is accurate
and use the data presented for other years of operation.

There are 52 trucks in the fteet. Each truck must traver
an average of 57,o79 kms. per year to reach the number for the
totar kms. traverred in the data. rf we assume that each truck
v/as in operation for onry zsg days of the years8 each truck
rnust travel 22L kms. per working day on average. Às wirl be

shown, thj-s is slightry nore than Èwo average round-way trips
per ten hour work day. rf 300 days is assumed, the truck must

travel only 163 kms. per day.

The presumed average daily distance of zzL kms. seems

srightly excessive since, from Jingrmen city, the most

northerry point is 57 kms. anay and the most southerly point,
shashi, is g6 kms. away from Jingrmen. The northern point
represents Èhe furthest any transfer station should have to go

to collect the grain according to its market area as defined
by the optimaJ. network in chapter 4. while the flows that
actually occurred in LggT incruded a number of trips which

58258 days is cal-culated as 90.3g of thedays as shown in column 13 in table 27. Thisthe days people could work out of the totalapplied here to the number of days the truck

possible working
90.3* refers to
possible but is
could work.
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were greater than 60 kn. (e.g. to ssrs) these al0ne cour_d not
account for the 10ng average distance travelred per trip.

rf we divide the average tonnage carried per truck into
the total tonnage carried (285to67) then $re can carculate that
there were wourd be 33,o70 one-way trips for the truck fleet.
of these trips with goods, !4.64* of them are esti-nated to be
haurs which carry goods both ways (4 tB41 furr round-trips) and
therefore q¡e can estimate that there are 2g,zzg round_trips
taken. Dividing half of the total kms. traverred by trucks by
the number of trips taken yierds an average one-e¡ay distance
traverled of s2.6 kms. Two trips of this sort wourd resurt in
2Lo kms. traverred, which is 11 kms. ress than the average
daily distance trucks travelled in 1987.

using the sarne analysis as above but assuning an average
6'8 tonnes carried (i.e. a truck without a wagon) per trip
yields an average one-way haul distance of 4i-.5 kms. The
author was under the inpression that the trucks rarery reft
the Jingmen area but since this one way distance also exceeds
what may be considered an acceptabre average for the area
given the size of the area, we must. assume that the trucks are
often travelr-ing outside the area. rf r+e do not assume this,
then Èhe trucks are often travelring with smalr loads or the
data is not accurate" rf zs kms. $¡as the average one-way
distance (a reasonabre guess), the average road wourd be just
4.1 tonnes each trip but JTc reported that trucks ar-most
always load and unload a full truck at each stop.
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shayang's flour and oir processing factory has a freet of

six trucks which carry 7o,ooo tonnes of goods a year.se They
are expected to traver only r20 kms. a day and it hras

estimated that of the ten hours worked, six were spent
waiting. whire this would represent an average speed of onry
thirty kms. an hour, Lzo km Èravelred daily is probably closer
to reality"

rt is probabte that an increase in hauring distance can
lower totar costs since loading and unloading takes a great
deal of tirne but without some method for measuring this
objective it cannot be known if this objective is being met.
A nethod for measuring the average hauring distance has been
shown but the determination of the trend for this indicator is
left for further research.

Efficiency of lnput Usage

The perfornance indicators which can be derived from the
data presented to the author are quite usefur. Fuer used per
tkn. (corumn 12, table 27) has been generalry decreasing over
time and is much lower than in the early 19gos. Fuel used per
tonne of truck carrying capacity Ì{as at its lowest in the
intervening years of 1983 and r-984. These twò years, prus
t982' were the onry years in which the company nas abÌe to
stay below its quota for fuel consumption. The percentage of

5eFan wei Xi-e, Intervier¡
Xing Bo, Shayang TS, Jingrmen,

author, translated by Zhang
November 1989"

by
10
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man-days worked out of the totar possibre (genera]_ry
considered to be 25 days per nonth) is an indicator of rabour
performance (corumn L3) since rabour also gets paid when they
don't shor.r up for work. From Lggz to 19g7, this indicator has
increased from approximatery got to 90&. This increase is a

considerable acconprishment. The total tkms. traverred per
tonne of truck carrying capacity shows that the freet improved
from 1984 to 1986, but tgBT saw a fairry large reduction in
this indicator (corunn t-4). This reduction was largeJ_y due to
the fact that the quant.ity carried in l_987 was 5E less than in
l-985 and almost 7Z 1ess than in 19g6. Why there r¡ras less
transported by JTC in L9g7 when production has been increasing
is a mystery.

Firrn concrusions on the basis of these five indicators of
efficiency of input usage are difficult to make since there
are indications of increasing and decreasing efficiency. The

company seems to be doing fairly well however.

8uDnêry

The anaryses indicated that the average tonnage carried
per truck is 8.62 tonnes. using this average, empty haul_s cost
JTC an estimated 2,238,490 g in LgB7. For the grain flows in
the linear program moder the cost was r-,B3s,gz3 s in 19g7. rf
the system had been run in an optirnar manner, the cost woul_d

have been 368,929 * less for the fÌows rnoderred (a reduction
of 280,113 kms. of empty hauls). This saving, added to the
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savinq that courd have been accrued to ful1 trucks running
under the optimal scenario discussed in chapter 4, means that
the Grain Bureau courd have saved an estimated 9gr-,07g v in
]-987 by simpry re-routing its grain flows. The percentage of
distance traverred empty has been increasing since 1984 and

re-routing grain flows cannot change this. rncentives, which
could take various forms, must be instirred before there will
be a chanqe in the trend. JTc is not currentry accomprishing
its objective of decreasing enpty haul_s.

Another JTC objective which has not been accomprished is
to keep berow the arlowed quota for fuer consumption. This
objective could perhaps be accomplished if the shipments were
re-routed since the distance travelled is reduced
considerably.

The efficiency of input usage appears to be increasing
since the quantity of fuel- and truck capacity used to
transport one tonne for a kilornetre appears to be decreasing
arthough the trend is not unequivocal. The use of rarger,
faster trucks appears to be rnaking the difference arthough
wagons are increasingry being overroaded and this may have
consequences for future roaf repairs. wagons are currently
overloaded by 2sz and this rnay be an indication that JTc is
getting close to its maxi-mum carrying capacity. The hypothesis
that they are close to maximum carrying capacity is further
supported by the fact that the percentage of goods carried
t^¡hich were either grain or oil (its main priority) has been
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much higher at about 9Bg in recent years. This high percentage
might indicate that there is a rack of capacity to carry other
goods. The estinated 221 kms. per day which must be traverled
by each truck is arso supporting evidence for this hypothesis
since this usage would represent v¡hat the author considers to
be near the naximum possible. The estimate of 221_ kms. assumed

trucks worked much fewer days than seems possible but the
repair of foreign trucks nay be difficult as factories in
Jingrmen were having a terribre tirne replacing irnported parts.

The above incruded estimates for the cost of empty haurs
and therefore closes out the discussion of objective 2(í) and
of hypothesis z. Hypothesis 2 stated that the cost of
misnanaging grain frows was Iarge. while large is certainry a

relative term, the estimated savings of nearry one mirlion
Yuan which courd have been captured in L}BT is a significant
amount and can be considered Ìarge. rf the cost of running
enpty remained at about 60g of the cost of misrnanaging fult
loads (as was the case in rggT), the cumulative four year
extra cost by l-990, assuning a 599 increase in costs, would be

5.1 miLlion yuan (L.7 nitlion Çanadian Dorlars), ceteris
paribus.

TEE NSW MONOPOIJY MJARKET STRUCTTTRE

Since 1955, when the purchase

nonopolized, China has had a system

February 1959, China's State Council

and sale of grain was

of rationing grain. In
divided commodities into
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Èhree categories. category 1 incr-uded thirty-eight
commodities, including grain, thought to be vital to national_
interests. The marketing of these cornmodities was apparentry
tightry controlred because rt.å,lr quotas concerning the
purchasing, marketing, arlocation, export, import and storage
of these goods were to be set by the state councir. ,,óo À
brief rendition of how these delivery/procurement quotas are
communicated through the pranning hierarchy can be found in a

report by the FÀo.ó1 whire grain remains in category 1 today,
many small movements of grain outside state control_ v/ere
allowed in recent years, and individuals courd store grain in
hopes of better returns rater or elsewhere. The state monopory
over the buying and serling of rural products, incruding
grain' t¡as ended in 1985.ó2 rn 19gg the government announced

that' grain could no longer be bought, sord r oy transported
outside the state system without prior permission. rt appears
that this poricy exisÈed in Jingrmen in rg}7. The policy
applies to wheat and non-glutinous rice but not to grains such
as potatoes. permission to market these grai_ns has to be
acquired from the local Grain Bureau which itself is under the
control of the Ministry of commerce. The nehr poticy onry
affects market price purchases (and the ord category of above-

óochina Handbook Editoriar committee, china Handbookseries: Economv (Beijing: Foreign r,anguãges press , J_gg4) , 3L2.
ó1FA,o, china: Aqriculture in transition, FAo Economic andsocial Development Þaper rs. Rone, 1Ð 8_9.
ózchina Reconstructs, June, 19gg.
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quota sales) since it is this grain which had been marketed
outside of the state system in the past. The poricy seemed to
be fairry strictry enforced and thus the government has re-
established its rnonopoly in the grain market.

various peopre in the governmentrs grai-n bureau fel-t
there wourd be rittle change in their operations because of
the new policy.ó3 The Grain Bureau itserf, however, has rost
its serling authority at the Grain Management station rever.
whereas they could once serr Èhe Mpp grain where they riked
(as courd farmers), they must no$/ selr arl of this grain to
the newly formed Grain and oir commerce company which is
usualry called the Market price Grain company by the rocal
popuration" one GMS reported that this policy has resulted in
decreased profits for them.e The effect on farm income has

likely been sinilar although official-s in the Grain Bureau
disagree with this view. rÈ appears the higher leveL Grain
Bureau organs have found a new source of revenue by

designating the Grain and oiI co¡nmerce company as the monopory

buying agency and thus reducing or at reast controlring the
profits of GMSs. At l-east one GMS in Jiangling had previously

tt1"t interviewees were asked if their operations haveor would change with the nen poricy and the r"=pon=" \./asuniformly negative. This is.defini!"iv an example of "totingthe government line,r as this_ poricy change is indled v"rfcontroversiat in chlna. À teèturJ at nú¡ei agricurturaluniversity given by the author vras terminated - when thisquestion was asked by students.
eLong Xue sheng, rnterview by author, trans)-ated by zhangXing Bo, Jinan crain Managemenr srarion, ji;;;iñl -county,

Hubei, 24 March 1989
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sent grain by truck to Guanqdong province (bordering Hong

Kong) where the market price for rice is much higher.Given
this nationar policy of increased centralization, it was

considered inappropriate to attempÈ to assess nhether
development could occur through the greater privatization of
transportation and marketing of grain. This assessment was an

original objective of the authorrs.
The 1989 poricy was said to be required because of the

low production due to natural disasters in Lggg (i.e. a form
of price control). some others saw it as an action designed to
reduce the number of farmers leaving the land, thus rerieving
pressure on the cities as well as increasing the amount of
land curtivated and reducing the number of grain merchants.
The rrspecurative, middlernan and the rrilIega1 profits,, that
they have been accumulating was another reason given by the
qovernment for taking hold of the cornmerciar grain system.
Grain speculation is generatly said to occur when a person or
group manages to accumulate a large amount of government price
grain and attempts to sell it at market price. A ebina

s article quips that there is not a good market for
grain at higher prices (i.e. grain sold on the free market)
because peopre now have enough ration coupons in their
possession. The market most rikery does exist because there
are currentJ-y many people in the cities (rurar migrants) who

do not have grain coupons and therefore cannot buy any grain

óschina Dailv, May 5, 19g8.
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regarry. whatever the reasons for the return to a compretely
monopoJ-ized grain system (in theory) after a three year
respite, this was undoubtedly the most important policy change

of the year.

Grain bureaus across the country also had their budgets
fixed in 1988. A china Dailv article reported that the budget
for grain storage and transportation wourd be fixed for the
next two or three years. Jingrmen Grain Bureau said its budget
was recently reduced and that they knew of the recent
budgetary restraint. This poricy, if carried out, wirl put
serious limitations on the grain bureaurs ability to perform
under the current conditions of increasing production,
operating costs, and perhaps commercial grain which they must

now market themselves due to the new policy.
rt e/as also reported that, according to the state

Planning cornmission, china would monopolize the sale of farm
production materials.6 The prices of irnportant means of
production (e.g" chemicar fertilizer) vrere also placed under
the 'runified control of the State Administration of Commodity

Pricesrr .67

The concrusions from this and the forlowing two sectj-ons
are directed towards the investigation of the third
hypothesis: that management and institutional constraints
linit the extent to r+hich the systern can be run in a reast

eChina_Da.i_Iy, 4 February 19g8.
tTCnin" O.ify , 20 January 19g8.
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cost fashion. These sections cannot provide quantitative
support unlike the investigations of rate policy in chapt er 4.
This secti-on has made a number of postul_ations for what night
be the effect of the return to a rnonoporized grain marketing
system but the effect can only be deterrnined with tine. Given
the planning advantages inherent in a monopory, the marketing
system shourd be abre to be run in a more cost efficient
manner but the effect that the monopory might have on

production rnight negate these gains. with the prices of inputs
and outputs herd at fixed revels, the grain farmerrs income

will now be essentially deter¡nined by the state and this ross
of a self determined income incentive may reduce the farmers
enthusiasm to produce. This enthusiasm is arready at a row

level according to the resul-ts of a survey of 3,zoo rural
households.s Asked about the purpose of growing cereal
crops, 40.5t replied they did it just to feed themselves, zg|.

said they did it to earn their income, 18å said they crop to
fulfil their state contract, and Lzz repried the purpose was

to feed pigs and poultry. The article reports that with the
current price regime, rfarmers have no arternative but to
shift to other occupations." Thirty percent of the farmers
replied they used their income to build new houses but it is
an open question of how many of these farmers would rather be

spending their tine freely rnarketing and transporting their

6cnin. o.ily citing Farmers Dairv, 27 september r-988.
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survey results are j-ndeed s¡orrisome

see the grain economy invigorated.

TEE GR.AIET PÃYME&TB sYsTE&T

The payment system for grain is somewhat complex. This
section provides an overview of how the system of payments is
accomplished according to the new system imprernented in 1987.
rt shows how the Gpp and Mpp purchasing channers are rer-ated
to system participants and how the payment system may be
influencing the operation of the marketing system. The

irnprementation of this system was rikery done in expectation
of the 1989 policy change discussed in the above section.

The reason for dividing grain inÈo Gpp and Mpp purchasing
channels has to do with the intended final consumer. cpp grain
is destined for consumers in the cities and the state
processing facirities before that. The Mpp grain is generalJ_y

for the purpose of making up the shortfarl in the Gpp grain in
the cities and for use in factories that are outside the state
system. Armost all grain sent outside the province is Mpp

grain as each province is supposed to be serf-sufficient and
must therefore pay the higher price associated with the Mpp

grain for its imports (Beijing is an exception). rt is not
clear if these types of grain are physically separated but
according to the author,s observations, and rogicalry, this is
unrikery. The previous quota system included three categories.
The currentJ-y termed Mpp grain was previousry broken down into
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Itabove-quota purchases'r and what may be calred rrnegotiated

pricerr or tmarket pricer¡ grain. The previousry named above_
quota grain was sorer-y for the use of rnaking up Gpp grain
shortfalls in the cities whire the market price grain was that
sold on the open markets.

on der-ivery of the grain to a collection station, the
farmer will receive money from the collection station if and
only if he does not owe any money to his viIlage. rf he ovùes

money the vilrage head wirl receive the money and deduct what
is owed before paying the farmer. This payment system
presupposes that the Agricultural Bank of China has the money

to loan the GMSs, which was not the case for late harvested
(November) rice in r-999. when a truck comes to transfer the
grain to a processing factory, the driver must be paid by the
collection station for his services before driving ar¡/ay if his
company is under the responsibility systen. rf the driver is
not under this system, the payment will go to the company

directly through the banking systern.

The cpp grain purchase is the basis for the amount of
money transferred to the GMss via the Financial and Fiscar
Bureau (FFB). The cMs will receive the state quoted price
nurtiplied by the cpp grain quota it has been assigned. The

GMSs will be charged interest on thÍs money by the FFB. The TS

will pay the GMS the same price for the grain as the GMS paid
the farmer (eg. .44 x per kilogram for paddy or the equivarent
of .64 v per kilogram for processed rice in Jiangling). Any
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other value added to the Gpp grain is not paid for by the TS

or anyone further down the consumption chain. The Mpp grain is
used as a means for repaying the GMSs for the rosses incurred
in GPP grain transactions. The GMS thus incurs a ross equar to
the present cost of borrowing noney until such time as they
seIl their Mp grain and repay the interest. The money used to
buy the Mpp grain comes on roan from the Agricurturar Bank.
Each GMs has a quota for the derivery of Mpp grain arthough
the farmers do not. The GMSs must compete to a smalr extent to
get the farmer's Mpp grain and perhaps the corl_ection stations
below the GMS revel compete as welr. The amount of Mpp grain
delivered to a GMS is crucial to the profitability of a GMS as
only this grain has a profit nargin attached to it (see
paragraph be10w). rt is crear that there is a direct benefit
for a GMS if it can procure a large amount of Mpp grain and
have its grain shipped out as soon as possibre to reduce
interest payments. rhis opportunity perhaps reads to sone
confrict in the system and the use of ,friends, to ensure
pronpt arrival of trucks and to convince TSs to take their
grain as early as possibre. This phenomenon may be one of the
reasons that the system is currentry not run in accordance
with least cost routings as identified in chapter 4. since the
closest TS may not be abre to take derivery when the cMs is
ready to deriver, the GMS may convince the Grain Bureau to
deliver to a farther TS and this rnight even make sense if the
storage losses for grain (e.g. stored outside) were hiqh at
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the GMS. The cost of storage is suppose t.o be covered by the
state and thus one wourd think that amount of time grain is in
storage at the GMS shourd not infruence the arrival of
transport. rt is not so sinpre as the folrowing exampre

illustrates- shayang oir- factory decided to build its own

storage and a certai-n arears grain was stored here. This was

done to ensure a smooth supply of input since detiveries were
unreriable- The factory soon found it courd not afford the
storage costs and wanted the Grain Bureau to herp pay the cost
of storage. The Grain Bureau said it courdn't and when the
author asked if the certain area's storage alrowance had been
reduced, the answer was of course no. The author asked if this
was because it was difficult to reduce a stati_on's all_owance
(budget). The ansrrer rras yes. This exampre shows that there is
at least some rel-ationship between storage costs, i.e. when

the grain is purchased, and station prosperity.
The Grain and oil commerce conpany (henceforth sinply

the company) calcul-ates the cost of storage, transportation,
bank interest, sararies etc., adds a profit rate, and then
negotiates with the GMS on the amount which shourd be paid to
the GMS for the costs incurred in handling both the cpp and

MPP grain. This amount is credited to the GMS's account at the
Agriculturar Bank. tihire the company is a monopory buyer of
MPP grain and GMSs have adnitted that they make ress money

tsith this system as compared wiÈh before LgB7, the two cMS

directors interviewed replied that the negotiations with the
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company were fair and not too difficult. This reply may

indicate that the GMSs have accepted their fate of having the
state determine their costs, profits and sararies or perhaps
they have a good rerationship with the company. since the
stations' directorrs negotiation skirrs and rerationships
essentially determine the prosperity of the station, the
system is again open to corrupt practices.

The GMSs are given price ceirings for both cpp and Mpp

grain, based on quaì-ity and variety, which is the maximum

amount the state wirl pay them as included in the costs
carcurated by the company. The GMS can offer a higher price
for the Mpp grain but if it. is greater than the price the
company has set, the difference still comes out of their
profit in the finar tarly for payment from the company.

Jingrmen once increased its Mpp grain price but when Jiangling
realized it s/as rosing Mpp grain to Jingrmen and complained,
the Provinciar Grain Bureau forced Jingmen to rower its price
again. white some officiars believe farmers can stirr serl
their grain privatery to factories (but not niddlemen) and

therefore stirl feel they are. in conpetition with the
factories and other outrets, this selling seems to be against
the Iaw according to the new regulations. rt appears more the
case that farrners must accept the price offered to then by the
cMSs or use it thenselves. onry tine wirl terr if this policy
and the prices it encompasses can be flexible enough to
pronote MPP grain production, but &re have arready seen that
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the commercial grain col-lected in LggT r¿as t-4.6g less than the
.59 mt. the Grain Bureau expected to correct in LgB7. The

Iarge amount kept on the farm in Lg87 may be an indication
that farmers knew about the impending poricy change or v/ere
already influenced by the monopory powers of the Grain and oir
commerce company and so decided to store more and/or feed more

to animals.

some fanilies have one parent who is classified as
agricultural and therefore has some land to farm whire the
other parent is urban and has grain ration coupons. such
families have, in the past, been able to save up their monthry
grain ration coupons because they had their own grain
production to consume. with the advent of a new poricy, whÍch
went hand-in-hand with the other policies in 198g, Èhese

families are no ronger abre to use their coupons in the
follorsing months and their saved ones frorn the past months are
now useless. Now they often use arr their coupons to purchase
grain at the government grain sale store rather than eating
their own grain so purchases of government subsidized grain
have likely increased. This new pattern of purchasing arso
means there wilr be ress processing done at the locar lever
and nore in the state system at rarger processing facirities.
This poricy change, enacted in r-98g, stopped profit taking by

these individuars and the merchants they often sol_d to.
Profits &/ere large when buying at .3 v per kirogram at the
state store and then selring it in some prace rike Guangzhou
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(canton) for 4 * per kirogram. GMSs themselves were previously
involved in this interprovinciar trading. rf this famiry rived
in Jiangling, they wourd get approximately r.4 v per kirogram
for their paddy rice (2 s per kilogram processed) at the Mpp

grain price and could purchase processed rice for .6-.65 y per
kilogran at the state store. The amount of money that can be

earned this v/ay is ì-ikely less than the prof it taken by

specurators prior Èo 1988 but it is quite likery that a much

larqer amount of grain wilr have to flow through the
commercial grain system and this is going to cost the
government money which it was not spending before. There wilr
be greater amounts transported to the processing facirities
and back again to the consumer and more processing to be done

at the rarger factories. presumabry, the rarger processing
facilities r+il-l be abre to process the grai_n at a rower per
unit cost and there wilr thus be some savings here but it is
unlikely that these savings wiLl be greater than the increased
costs of transport. rn the light of this evidence and the
likerihood of more commerciar grain to be handred because of
the forced exit of grain traders, the government should
perhaps reevaluate its intended reduction of the Grain
Bureau's budget for the transportation and storage of grain,
especially if it does not want to change the current grain
flors network to a neeJ one.

summarizing, Èhere are seven impacts from the purchasing
system which are envisioned: (1) The possibirity of greater
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misuse of power, (z) farmers wirr keep more commerciar- grain
on the farm for feed and in storage, (3) purchases of
qovernment subsidized grain in rurar areas wilr increase, (4)
less processing wirr be done at the local level and thus more

in the state systen at rarger processing facirities, (5) state
grain transport costs wirr increase, (6) the Grain Bureau will_
have difficulty remaining within Íts reduced budget, (7) this
difficulty wilt result in cost cutting which may rimit the
Grain Bureau's abil-ity to run the system in an efficient
manner. rmpacts 6 and 7 can rikely be avoided if the Grain
Bureau woul-d manage the grain f rows as outrined i-n chapter 4.

GRåIT{ EA¡TDLTNG RESPONSIBILTTY SYSTEM

The visit to shayang was made most interesting by the
expranation of the responsibirity system it practices in
conjunction with other components of the storage and

transportation system. This section describes this systern and
presents suggested solutions for some of the probÌems the
author identified in the grain handling responsibirity system.

After receiving the state pran the station further
refines the colrection, transportation and distribution pran
according to its own circumstances. The buyers, selrers and

transporters are assembred and a contract rvith specific
responsibilities is set up. The typicar contract states that
the driver of a truck must have an information card which
states the quality of the grain and type, the number of bags,
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and whether the bags are new, ord, or have a hore (3 crasses).
Both the ser-ler (usuarry a purchase station) and the driver
sign the card and the driver thus becomes responsibre. The

goods are re-inspected on delivery and the card is matched
against the goods delivered.

when the TS takes bags out of store to load a boat, each
bag's characteristics must be agreed upon before the person
transporting the bag(s) accepts the bag. The visuar_
characteristics (such as grade of the bag, quarity of the seal_

and wetness) having been met, the transporter accepts a token
(a barnboo stick) for each bag which is then transferred to the
boat transporter and then again to a person who is colrecting
the sticks presumabry to return to the TS. This procedure \^/as

not observed at Shayang but tas at Jianglingrs Shashi TS.

Labourers taking bags off a tragon and putting then on a

conveyor belt, a distance of about three meters, made 10

inspection of bags arthough another person was inspecting them
(and aLlowed a bad one through by rnistake). perhaps the
confusion of having so many peopre in the smalr area
contributed to the inspector missing the bad bag of grain.
Three people distributing, correcting and storing the sticks
in this snall area made it somewhat difficurt for the
labourers to load the mechanicar conveyor beÌt which takes the
grain to the boat and it was suggested that they have greater
flexibilíty in the use of the system for cases as observed at
Jianglingrs Shashi TS"
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The boat must meet certain specifications as set out by

the station since the station, even during boat transport, is
responsibre for the grain moisture, quarity crass, casing and

overalr weight. This is a major probrem in the system. only if
the boat sinks is the boat company responsible for the grain
it carries. The boat's hord must have a cover, be without
hores in the floor, and have no suspicious smell_s. A boat the
author inspected in shashi seemed to have holes in the floor
although there could have been another layer of pranking below

the one observed. since there are some arguments about the
grain characteristics on derivery the procedure for closing
the ships hords v/as discussed and it hras suggested that the
ships hords be rocked in such a way as to prevent tampering

with the shipment enroute. with this systern Èhere courd be no

question of who was responsibre for a shipment, it v/as

suggested" After some lengthy discussion which hras at times

tense, it was admitted that there r¡as absolutery no way to
make the boat company responsible for anything that happened

to the rocks or to the shipment. rf this is the case, it night
al-so make the stevedores care ress about the condition of the
boat (for example, whether it has hores or not) since an

indifferent attitude rnight arise towards quality assurance if
their efforts are arways styrnied by careress or dishonest boat

operators. rt is suggested that something be done irnmediatery

to correct this rack of a responsibirity system in the

shipping industry.
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The boat transportation company in turn requires atr

boats of less than 4oo tonnes to be Loaded in one day and
those under looo tonnes to be roaded within two days. The data
in tabre 3 (see page 62) show that this feature may be

influencing the size of ships used. Both Èhe shipments to
Nantong and shanghai from syrs are multipres of 4oo and Hao

Xue TS also had a shipment to shanghai which was a murtiple of
400. Given the distance involved and the prospect of a rower
per unit cost of transport if larger ships are used, this
observation shourd be further investigated to see if this
policy is indeed infl-uencing the size of ships used. The boat
wilr arrive before the schedured toading day as per the
nonthly transportation pJ-an given to it by the stati-on. since
transport by a state boat company is cheaper, their boats are
used when possible.

The issue of how to determine who and how much must be

compensated was discussed briefly. The responsibirity systen
previousty described can generatry identify who must be paid
but the amount to be paid has been difficurt to determine in
the past. There is a state boat management agency, which is
closely related to the yangtze shipping company, which can
unilaterally decide the above questions for barge shiprnents.
rn the case of disagreement between buyer and serrer on the
characteristics of the shiprnent, an expert from the serring TS

will be sent to the derivery point to re-examine the grain and

negotiate with the buyer. This person will be sent within 7
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days of receiving the telegram from the buyer.óe The fact
that this boat management aqency has such arbitration powers

may expJ-ain lrhy the shipping companies cannot be made

responsible for I0sses. However, such an agency would surery
have the effect of reducing the responses tirne below 7 days.
Again, if there v/as a better responsibirity system which
applied to state barge companies, the number of times an

enterprise would have to be in negotiation wouLd rikeJ_y
decrease.

An accident enroute by truck can also be envisioned.
I{hile the transportation company and/or the driver is
responsibre, most of the responsibility is delegated to the
driver. The consequences for the driver can be quite serious
not least of which is the fine he v¡iIr have to pay (which wirr
be determined by his ability to pay and the severity of the
accident). Truck driversr on the other hand, receive $/ages in
excess of most people (approximately 2oo-1r5oo g per month

v¡ith 500 g being about average) although they often work
ronger hours. According to a survey of 67 househol_ds in
Jiangling, the annuar income per grain producer was 1,66r- g

while that for a worker in transportation was 3,2o2 *.20

6ecan Xuhui and
Secretary respectively,
Hubei. 29 March, 1989.

Xiong Guisheng, Director and party
Shashi TS of Jiangling County, Shashil

70Niu Ruofeng, 'chinars Grain production Toward 2ooo'rtÃ ñ.r--a Ã--- ve-Lolfment Mi ranl a
Çomparisons, John W. f,ongw@
Queensland Press, 1999, pages Lg6-2O7.

University
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Perhaps because of this accident, risk and the rong working
hours these wages are acceptabre but there are many who

consider this situation unjust. Àpparentry, a major reason for
the high wages of drivers is that their three year contracts
used fixed prices for fuel costs but the rates they could
charge for goods increased with the cost of this input. The

state criterion for the first 20 kms. was .2 * per tkrn. five
years âgo, higher than the current prevairing criterion, so

the rate increases must be those for non-state goods onJ_y.

This type of contract wilr obviously change in the future and

officiaLs admitted that they were not far-sighted enough when

the contracts v/ere irnplenented. This is part.ially due to the
new experience of inflation.

rt is by no means easy to get a ricence to drive in china
and it is easy to linit the number of peopre who can get a

licence just by refusing thern access to a vehicle. Drivers are
in general the most arrogant of the working crass in china and

enjoy a rot of power. rn r-9gg the government passed a

regulation that stipulated only one person can be allowed to
drive a particular car. Thus it seems that the drivers of
china witl retain their extraordinary amount of power and wirl
be abre to continue to demand high wages and, perhaps, avoid
large settlements in cases of accident" At work units in
china, it is not unconmon for drivers to simpry refuse to
drive" There is definitely a tack of competition which is
needed to increase service quarity and labour productivity.
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rt was also mentioned that the rure of thumb is, if there
is a disagreement over the amount which should be dispersed,
payments or services are simpry withherd untir the natter is
resolved.

rn sunmary, the suggested sorutions for probrems in the
responsibility system for grain handl_ing are: (1) that they
have greater flexibirity in the use of the system of
transferring responsibiJ-ity (bamboo sticks) so as not to
congest barge l0ading areas, (2) that a responsibility system
be formulated for the shipping companies, so that the ships
hords can be rocked in such a way as to prevent tampering with
the shipment enrout,e and so that responsibirity for the
shipnent can be determined, thus reducing negotiation effort
and losses, (3) there should be further investigations to
determine if the poricy toward demurrage arrowances is
influencing the size of ships used for shipments, as not¡ seems

the case, (4, greater research efforts should go into devising
driver contracts, and (5) greater cornpetition for driving
posiÈions should be introduced so that service quality and

labour efficiency can be enhanced.

GOVER¡ÍMENT E8TÃBLTSEED M.ARKETT¡ÜG COSTS

All participants in the system have state goals for
marketing costs which are their responsibility to accomprish.
some of these goals r*ilL be discussed in this secÈion in terms
of their possible economic impacts. rnspection of the
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all-owances also provides some indication of where the greatest
marketing costs are occurring and thus nay indicate where

costs can be reduced.

Most grain comes into transfer stations by truck except
perhaps some very local production which is transported by the
ubiquitous warking tractor. The Grain Bureaurs transportation
company is alrowed, under state criterion, to charge the
station .198 yuan per tonne-kilometre (tkn. ) for the first
twenty kms. and ten percent is added for distances over zo

kms. rt is because of this ceiling price they are forced to
adhere to that 33t of transportation companies in china are
losing money, according to Jingmen Transportation company. rn
l-989 this criterion had been rifted in Jiangring to .2s g per
tkn. after five years at a rate of .z * per tkrn. rt appears

from this exampre that state criteria are not very flexibre in
the medium term and have not been abre to adjust to changing

market conditions.

The Grain Bureau reported that arl costs are below the
state criteria and it appears that the government feers that
the criteria represent the rnaxirnuin a Èask shouLd cost. rt is
not crear if there is any financiar incentive for performing
the task at a cost less than the criterion but there are
economic inplications for a system of charges where it is
known that the cost will be paid. work srowdowns may occur,
and costs may be inflated to reach the criterion so as to
forestalr budget cuts and/or a1lor¡ embezzrement of funds. on
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the other hand, if the criteria represent the true cost or
rower than the true cost, the criteria wir] give enterprises
an incentive to ror+er costs since criticisms wirl ensue if
state targeÈs are repeatedly unachieved.

À number of state criteria were given on the maximum

amount of money which can be attributed to different handring
tasks according to whether the unloading is done in the city
(where l-abour is more expensive) or in the rural areas. The

former is referred to as a ,crass one port, whire the rural
port is rrclass two. r These cost criteria are ilrustrated in
tabre 29. one can judge for themselves if these costs are in
line with labour costs, which are about .5 t¿ per man-hour.
Jingmen crained they could load a boxcar for only . g5 v | . r_3

s below the state criterion of .98 s. This shows that they are
at least concerned about reducing costs. The author was tord
it takes L2-s man-hours to l-oad a boxcar (about r.o tonnes).
The state allowance would therefore be .o7g4 * per man-hour,

which is an inpossibl-y low wage. r was tord arl state
arlowances are net everyvrhere in Jingrmen but it appears from
the above labour cost that the sÈate criteria, which are
nostly based on the cost of rabour, are not in line witn the
current wage structure in china. rt is difficurt to understand
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TABLE 29

MAXTMUM COST OF HÀNDLTNG ÎÀSKS BY STATE CRITERION
AT CLÀSS ONE AND CLÀSS TWO PORTS

(Yuan per Tonne)

L. load or unload a truck (includes cleaning
stacking, coverj-ng and bundling) <50 metèrs

2. Move grain from one WH to another <30 meters

3. Move grain from one WH to another greater
than 30 n. but less than 3OO m. add:

4. Empty the bag

5. Processing: of
of

6. Fill bag and seal

7. Transport back to
8. Stack bags from a

rice (grade no. 2)
wheat

ir

. e8 (. e1)

.70

.28 per
meter

.28 (.2L)

9. 00
27.OO

.77

the WH (as in no" J-) .98 (.91)

floor position: 6 bags high .Zg (.2L)
z 6-12 layers .42

9. Load train from less than 30 meters distance .98 (.91)

13==1313=::::=:::i:l:::=:=:::::i::::::::::::::::l:3!_11:::l
source:Gu cheng Jian, rntervier* by author, -tr"-r-"ïu-tJü;;;;
Xing Bo, Jingrmen Grain Bureaur- Jingimen, Hubei, p.n.c., t
November 1988.

Note: crass one costs are forlowed by crass two (inparentheses) onry if crass two is differenL from class one.

Note: WH is rrwarehouserr.
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how Èhese state criteria courd be accomprished if rabour costs
are about .5 S per man-hour.

All TSs are class 1 ports. since both GMSs and arr- other
purchasing stations are crass tvro ports, it wourd seem likely
that the GMS has some advantages in handring grain more

inexpensively but in any case wourd rikely be different. The

author wonders whether there shourd perhaps be four crasses of
ports: one for the smarrer purchasing stations and one more

for large city ports. whire rabour costs may not be different
between the GMs and the smarrer stations, it is likely
different between small and large cities.

The scenario of one tonne of rice being delivered to JTS

from twenty kms. away would result in L7.g3 s of varue added

and 508 of the varue would be processing and 22* of it woul_d

be truck transport. The cost of processing, whire being
somewhat Low,71 is at reast realistic. The author is more

interested in the cost of filling and sealing bags (.77 * per
tonne) since this relates to the savings which might be made

from moving to a burk handring system. Bags are often ernptied
into warehouses in the countryside to enabre a greater amount

to be stored inside. This means that the grain must be put
into a bag at least twice. rt arso costs 1.3L s per tonne to
cover and uncover an outdoor warehouse. Jingrmen has about hal_f

7lsee FÀo' Rice Marketinq, FAo Marketing Guide no. 6,Rome, ]-972, pag:e 64, for costs of processing ín the 1960s insome developing countries. The aðtual cosi in Taiwan wasreported to be belou¡ 93.50 U.S.
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its storage outside (.27 mt.) which aLso tends to be in buLk
form. some of the savings which night be made from moving to
a bulk handring system can therefore be estimated. The total
cost that could be saved from not having to bag grain a second.

time wourd be  z3,soo s for Jingrnenrs .55 mt. of storage
capacity. This money wourd cover the cost of buirding 19,430
tonnes of indoor storage.T2 The covering cost courd be

reduced by 3s3t7oo * if the .27 mE. of out door storage coul_d

be stored inside. JTS is currentry set up to receive bulk
shiprnents and thus it is suggested that the Grain Bureau make

some further studies to determine if this facil_ity can be used
as a trial for bulk handling.

There are arso grain rosses that shourd be incruded in
handring costs. The Grain Bureau considers six types of
losses: transferring from bur-k to bag, drying, ross of soil
and dust when turning over the bag, roading/unloadì_ng, rats,
and naturar breathing of the grain. rt is obvious that not arr
these would be considered losses in the way others night
classify losses. Breathing of grain wourd seem to mean the
same thing as drying. According to state criteria as explained
below, the loss rate for grain that has been in storage for
less than half a year is a rnaxinrum .65* and a minimum .3å
depending on the J-ength of the collection and distribution
hauls and on the mode used for distribution. These can be

zcosts of buirding various forms of storage on a pertonne- storage capacity basis r¡ere given to the author. Thecost here is 40 * per t,onne, the 10úest, construction cost.
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determined from the data described berow. using the state set
price of .60 g per kirogram for rice, this is equivarent to
3.90 Y and 1.8 g per tonne for the maximum and minirnum

respectivery. rncruding the cost of losses wourd bring the
total cost to about zz.ss * per tonne. The Ìoss rate is .1&
for the first half year and increase by . ost for every hal_f
year more that the grain is in storage to a maximum of .3å.
The criteria are especiarly interesting for losses in
transport. Allowances do not consider Èhe type of vehicle
used. Road transport is .1å for ress than 20 kms. and .zsz
thereafter. The rail-ways are arLowed .1å for the first 50 kr.,
.25* from 5o-r-ooo kms. and .39 thereafter. Boats are arrowed
.1-t no matter what distance because of the belief that the
grain does not rose its moisture content using this form of
transportation and thus rosses wirl be rower. one person
stated that the l-oss in i¿ater transport is perhaps . st but
that 2.52 of the grain is delivered at a l_ower quarity because
of exposure to r+ater. E

rt is crear that such aggregated classifications cour-d

bias econonic haul distances .Fince, for exampre, the
difference in alÌowances for road transport night result in
del-iveries to TSs which are further than 2o kms. away to take
advantage of the greater arlor+ance arthough there may be a

closer TS r¿hich could be derivered to. The .15å difference in

õProfessor Ju, wuhan Grain rndustry rnstitute, wuhan, 9January 1999"
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the allowance would alloçr a station de]-ivering 3or0oo tonnes
a year to save 2.7 million yuan worth of grain at the price of
.6 g per kilograrn. sinirarry, rair shiprnents may focus on

distances just stightly greater than looo kms. The criteria
likely represent a very low Loss rate although they craim
Jingrmen does better than the criteria.

Given the cursory assessment of the possibre economic

impacts of the state cost criteria, the foll-owing concrusions
are postulated: (1) state criteria are not very frexibre in
the nedium term and have not been abre to adjust to changing

market conditions and thus are unable to refrect actuar costs,
(2) there are possible problems which are inherent in the
system when it is known thaÈ the marketing costs wirr be paid,
(3) there should perhaps be four classes of ports: one for the
smaller purchasing stations and one more for large city ports,
so that the marketing costs can more adequatery refrect rocar
conditions, (4) Given the cost of bagging grain and storing
grain outside, the Grain Bureau should make further
investigations to determine if conversion to a burk handling
system might al-1or¿ funds to be released for warehouse

construction, and (5) aggregated classifications of transport
loss allowances could bias economic haul distances.
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CTTAPTER 6

sT'¡{MÂRY ÃND CONCLUSTONS

gt ¡fl'tåRY

china has recently discovered that reform in agricurture
has not given enough attention to the post-production process.
Moving grain from surprus to deficit points has become a

probrem with the increased surpruses that have occurred. in
some areas. This study attenpted to analyze the economics of
grain transportation in china by investigating the Grain
Bureau management system in a smalr area of china, Jingi-men

city (a former county) . Jingrmen city is an irnportant grain
surprus area in china. The study focuses on the economics of
grain fLow management as it occurred in L987, and. projected
for 1990. rn addition, some institutional constraints to
efficient transportation and marketing are identified and

discussed.

The grain fror* network was prirnariry analyzed using a

linear progranming transportation-transshipment model. This
model was used to determine the optimal grain flow network for
L987 under various alternative assumptions and to determine
the network in 1990 given the estinated surprus avairable and

esti¡rated demands in that year. The existence of an

overburdened rairway system has led to the need for examining
alternative routes such as roads and rivers to carry goods.

Towards this objective, the rnoder was rerun with the addition
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of a road route which r¿as expected to resurt in grain being
re-routed through a water route rather than a railway route.
The output of Èhe moder is arso used to estimate the cost of
enpty truck hauls through an anarysis of the trucking company

run by the Grain Bureau, and to determine the effect on system

flows of a duar rate structure for barge shipments.

coNcLusroNS

several concrusions can be drawn from anaryses of the
various results. The more important are listed berow.

(1) the quantity of surplus grain that wirl have to be

transported in 1990 wirr increase by s9g over rggT given
current estimated trends in population, demography, grain
yields and cultivated grain area;

(2) the current networking of flows is not an optirnar one in
terms of a l-east cost criterion;

(3) the rescheduling of collections and distributions could
have saved the Grain Bureau, not incruding costs for enpty
haurs, 612,149 * in tgBT (a 1-6.2t reduction in system costs),
and wourd save them 3.2 nirrion yuan (in 1987 yuan) by the end

of l-990, ceteris paribus;
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(4) Pressure can be taken off the rairway system, and the
viability of the shashi transfer station can be ensured, if a

10 kn. long road is made avairabre in southwest Jingrmen;

(5) the dual rate structure for barge shiprnents is not biasing
flows ae¡ay from the most economic routes;

( 6 ) the possibre cost saving for enpty haul_s in i_gT7 was

368'929 v (a 20.1t reduction in cost for the frows model-red in
the linear programming model) and thus the possibre cost
savings by L990, assurning a 59t increase in costs for furl_ and

enpty hauls, wourd be 5.1- mirrion yuan (t_.7 nilrion canadian
Dollars), ceteris paribus t ot a L7.sz reduction in system

cost;

(7) rigidities in the system of managernent, and policies
affecting the marketing and transportation system, are
inhibiting the efficient operation of the system.

Analysis of the current and optinal networks show that
the najority of additionar costs arise because of the use of
ssrs and JTS to transfer grain to wuhan. The author can only
specurate why this is the case. rt nay be because the number

of barges avaiLable on the Han-shui River is not sufficient
for greater flor¿s from syrs and the rack of barges may be due

to the more attractive back-haul opportunities which exist on
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the Yangtze River. The depth of the river shourd not be a too
great of a probrem since rice harvests occur during or after
the sunmer rains. storage capacity, arthough currentry for
long term use, is not a constrai-nt. rt does not appear that
there are any rnajor physical barriers to greater throughput at
this station and therefore the author suggests that syrs be

allotted a greater share in the government p1an.

STUDY I¡I!'ÍITATIONS AND SuccEsTIoNs FoR FITRTHER RESEARCE

The first rimitation of this study is that the use of a

linear programming noder results in only a ,picture, of a

singre year. The moder is static and assumes that all other
sectors of the economy remain constanÈ during the period of
study. consequently, it is very difficult to forecast using
this type of moder. rf predictions are to be made using the
model, then they must arso assume that the general economic

conditions present in !gg7 continue to prevail. while this
continuation is unlikely in the nirieu of china's reform
experiments, the resurts of this study remain varuable.

The greatest Ii¡nitation of thi-s study is that a number of
difficulties in securing accurate data resurted in the
inposiÈion of certain assumptions. These assumptions sometimes

detract from reality but the estimates are believed to be

rearistic, assurning that the data used has not been falsified
nor transrated incorrectly. rn particular, the stud.y does not
take into account grain moved through the Mpp grain channel.
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The inclusion of this grain in future models is necessary and

it shourd be relatively easy to incrude now that the
government has complete contror over these movements. rt was

also assumed that all deliveries to the transfer stations were

of processed rice and that the quantity entering the transfer
station v/as therefore the same as the quantity leaving.
Forecasted savings presuppose that the pattern of frows wourd

continue through to 1990. The study does not consider the
effect of the new railway which wirr run between Jingmen city
and Jiangling county in the near future. rt seemed odd to the
author that this railway pararrers the new highway between

these poJ-nts, thus duplicating services.
Another linitation is that it cannot be deternined if

there is a true desi-e to attack the problems outrined herein.
chinese society is very complex and decisions require a great
deal of input from a substantial number of personarities. The

author has now rearized that any study of a chinese systen
requires comprex anarysis of the peopre themselves. The rack
of a human behavior analysis is a rimitation of this thesis.

There are a number of areas for further research which
can make use of the linear programming moder, but it is
suggested that if changes to the system are to be

conÈemprated, then a more comprete model should be built r¡hich
incLudes both the Mpp grain and the cost of handling grain at
the transfer stations (assuning standardized data coLlection
exists at the transfer stations). A revised modeL wouLd be
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more appropriate for guiding policy and management decisions.
This study util-izes rates which are apparently not based on

the rear cost of transport. cost data exist at Jingrnen

Transportation company and it r+ouId be useful to rerun the
model with these costs. Àn anarysis using real costs wourd

show the extent of subsidization caused by use of the state
criterion rates. one official estinated that grain sent to
northwest china carried a transport subsidy of two yuan per
kilograrn. Dynamic prograrnming is also an opti-on for further
research but the author feers that the current accounting
practices and data collection techniques should be refined and

standardized before such compricated mathematj_car programming

is carried out.

The fructuations in the proportion of agricultural and

urban popuration is of interest if planners wish to estimate
future supplies of commerciat grain. The wide fluctuations in
this proportion and the reason (s) f or it shour-d be

investigated. Anecdotal evidence suggests that Jinan Township

in Jiangring had a population increase from approxinatery
30,000 to 50r000 from 1986 to 19gg because certain officials
were allowing friends from the more distant rural_ areas to
migrate to this township, which is next to the prefecture
capitar. this phenomenon rras severery hampering the t,ownshiprs
abitity to meet the state quota for grain delivery since they
had to provide grain for these people. such nigration patterns
need t.o be investigated.
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The author attempted to bring a systems approach to this

research but many aspects of the system have been reft out due

to lack of space" rt is hoped that the reader now has at reast
a cursory knowredge of how the grain transportation system

vrorks in China.

The research found herein has many uses, each with
different degrees of varue. From a personar standpoint, the
author has learned a great deal about china, chinese peopre,
information gathering in china and conducting deveropment
projects. To [ê, this research has been of immense

significance. To china, and. particuÌarry the peopJ_e of
Jingrmen, this research, while representing a birth in the
area, stirr needs to be grooned before it can exhibit its real
value. To researchers and those interested in china, it
provides the basis for provoking greater thought on an area of
study which has been rerativery untouched by either foreigners
or chinese. The thesis is proof that foreigners and chinese
can work together in sensitive donains to produce meaningful
resurts. rf the data is correct and there is the political
will to irnplernent the suggestions, there is a lot of money

that can be rereased for other projects. unfortunately, there
is no room in the academic exercise of a thesis to reLate
emotional accounts or experiences of a more generar nature.
These are not in the thesis and wirL rernain with the author.
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ÃPPEMDTX 1

3[Ã¡rfEs oF PL.åcEs coRREgpoNDrNc ro NutfBER DEsTcNATEs
IN TEE TJINEJAR PROGR.ã¡{MING ¡,TODEL: =::: = = =: =::: = =:= =:= = = =:= =:= =::=:=======
STÀTTON NUMBER NAME

1
2
3
4

6
7
I
9

l_0
11
T2
13
T4
t_5
16
l7
l_8
19
20
2L
22
23

Xian Ju
Yan Chi
Li Xi
Shi Qiao yi
zi Ling
Yan Dun
Tuan Lin
unavailable
Cao Chang
Wu Li
shi Li Pu
Shi Qiao
Zeng Ji
cai l,fiao
Ma Cheng
Shen Ji
Yan Gou
Mao Li
Guan Dang
Ma Liang
Li Shi
Hou Gang
Si Fang Pu
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APPENTDIN 2

PEOPLE AND PL.âCES VISITED FOR DÀTå GAÎEERTNG PURPOSES

= = = : = 
1 : := : 

=:::: 
3 :::-: ::3_"*'

*Gu wenyi, wuhan Grain Bureau, wuhan, -J;;;;: ;.=";china. Position: Manager of the storage and TransportationDivision" 25 October, 1998.

*shashi Transfer station of Jingrmen Grain Bureau, shashi city,Hubei Province. 30 October, 1998.

*Gu chingjian, vice-Director of the storage and TransportationDepartment of Jingrmen Grain Bureau, iingrmen city, HubeiProvince. 1 November, 1999.

*Huang Puyuan, Director, Jingmen Transfer station, Jingrmen. zNovember, 1988.

*Guang Dacheng and Liu Daoshun, Directors, Jingrmen HighDensity Feed Factory. 3 November, 19gg.

*Hu zhengguo, Director, shenji Grain Management station. 4November, L988.

*Liu Jiayu, Director, Ma cheng Grain purchasing station. MaCheng Township, Jingmen. 4 November, 19gg.

*Shayang Grain processing Factory (norepresentative), 5 November 1999.
specific

*Li Dehuai and Li t{eizhou, Factory Director and GMS Directorrespectivery, Hou Gang Rice Milring Factory. 7 November, 198g.
*Liu Guangxi and Ju Ren, wu Li GMs Directors. g November,
l-988.

*Du zhuolong, Director, Jingrmen Grain Bureaurs Transportation
Conpany. 9 November, 1999.

*Fan l{eixue, secretary and Director, shayang Transfer station,Shayang, Jingmen" 10 November, 19gg

*Professor Jü, wuhan Grain rndustry rnstitute, wuhan. g
January l-989.

*Yu changzhou, vice Director, Jiangling county Grain Bureau,Jiangring county, Jingzhou prefecture, itubei" ig tfur"t, t_989.



*Li Weizhou and
Jinan GMS, Jinan
l_989.

*Liu Zuxing, Vice
Jingzhou County,

*Lu Ruitao and Li
Transfer Station,
1989.
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lorg Xuesheng, Director and Vice Director,
Township, Jingzhou County, Hubei. 24 March,

Director, cuan yingdang GMS, cuan yingdang,
Hubei. 25 March, 1989"

Huanghe, Director and Vice Director, Hao Xue
Hao Xue, Jingzhou County, Hubei. 27 March,

*Hou shijun, Bâ Lingshan GMS, Jingzhou county, Hubei. 28March I L989.

*Gan Xuhui and Xiong Guisheng, Director and party secretaryrespectively, shashi TS, shasni, Hubei. 2g tfarch, 1g8g.
*zheng changbing and shi changbing, Director and dispatcherrespectively, Jingzhou Grain euteau Transportation comlany. :oMarch, L989.
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